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Introduction 
The demands for low-cost and safe energy have been gradually increasing, and promoting the 
development of electricity sources from nature, including solar, wind, or water. These renewable 
sources have been intermittently producing electricity, but the pressing challenge for future needs 
requires the development of electrical storage systems. In diverse technologies, rechargeable 
batteries are an essential energy conversion devices1, which have been mainly using in the mobile 
electronic systems, hybrid electric vehicles, etc. Besides the advancements, the challenges have also 
put forward. To solve the world’s energy needs, the safer, low-cost, and abundant elements-based 
future storable batteries have been attracting attention the recent years. 
One of the most successful technologies is lithium batteries, especially Li-ion batteries (LIBs), which 
have been dominating the renewable energy for mobile devices.2 These rechargeable batteries 
possess the lead technologies, such as high energy density, no memory effect, easy to design, present 
in various shapes and sizes, etc. The LIBs are also called as the ‘rocking chair’ batteries, where 
lithium exhibits in its ionic form and is inserted or deserted in the active materials. As with any 
technological system, the challenges prevent the sustainable development of LIBs are the security 
and the limit of raw resources of lithium metal.  
Conventional electrolyte for LIBs is the solution of a dissolved lithium salt in organic solvents, which 
provides high ionic transport and conductivity. However, the damage issues of these batteries related 
to the flammability and toxicity of organic solvents cause the critical environmental disasters and 
low security for users. The pressing needs for safer LIBs promoted the studies of new electrolytes 
using ionic liquids (ILs) as solvents for dissolving lithium salt, or solid conducting polymers with 
high conductivity, good thermal stability, flexibility, and high security. Moreover, the exhausted 
future of an essential raw material i.e. lithium metal may interrupt the production of LIBs, or 
remarkably increase their price. As a reason, the alkali/alkali-earth metals are proposing as the most 
promising candidates for rechargeable technologies, including the batteries.  
This work focuses on the high safety electrolytes i.e. design and characterization of polymer 
electrolytes, as well as the impact of cation nature i.e. alkali/alkaline-earth cations (lithium, sodium, 
potassium, cesium, magnesium, calcium, etc.) on the transport properties of IL and polymer-based 
electrolytes. The first study relates to the electrolytes consisted of a common IL i.e. 1-butyl-3-methyl 
imidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide, denoted as BMIm TFSI, and different 
alkali/alkaline-earth-based TFSI salts. These mixtures are prepared and characterized in terms of 
physical/ transport properties as a function of cation nature. Thus, the blend of polymer/salt, using 
poly(ethylene oxide) - PEO as polymer host and a dissolved inorganic salt, was reported in most of 
the studies of safer solid electrolytes for lithium batteries. Apart from the non-flammability, non-
volatility, flexibility, multi-functional, etc., the main issues of this system relating to the salt 
precipitation/aggregation, concentration gradient, low conductivity, insufficient cation transference 
number (t+), capacity fading, etc. The single-ion polymer electrolytes (SIPEs) have been proposed in 
recent years for improving the t+ value and decreasing the growth of lithium dendrites during 
operation. In this work, two types of anions e.g. phenyl-oxoperfluoropentane sulfonate (p-SO3), and 
phenyloxoperfluoropentane sulfonylimide (p-TFSI) are chemically bonded to the PEO backbone. 
Grafting these anions along the polymer chain helps to promote cation mobility in the polymer matrix 
and eliminate the problem of salt aggregation/ precipitation. From an application point of view, using 
these single-ion polymers may also improve the electrochemical stability of the electrode-electrolyte 
interface and the cyclability of battery. For the future storage technologies, the alkali-based single-
ion polymers are investigated in terms of physical/conductive properties as a function of cation size.  
This manuscript presents the thematic studies including four chapters and an experimental annex. 
Chapter 1 is a literature review of different types of electrolytes for lithium batteries including the 
advantages and challenges. The ionic liquid and polymer-based electrolytes for lithium and post 
lithium batteries are briefly recapped. Finally, the work aims are clarified.  
Chapter 2 focuses on the physical and ionic transport properties of several systems based on the 
mixture of different alkali/alkaline-earth TFSI salts in a common ionic liquid BMIm TFSI. These 
binary systems are studied experimentally by the multi-technique approach to reach the 
thermodynamics (thermal properties), dynamics (viscosity, ionic conductivity, self-diffusion 
coefficients), and structural (IR spectroscopy) description of these systems.  
Chapter 3 deals with the synthesis and characterization of two SIPEs based on PEO as solid 
electrolytes for Li-metal polymer batteries. The thermal properties and conduction behavior of these 
new electrolytes are discussed as a function of polymer structure. The most conducting polymer films 
are performed in the symmetrical Li-metal cell, as well as in the full battery using LiFePO4 (LFP) 
cathode.  
In chapter 4, the impact of different alkali cations on thermal properties and conductivity behavior 
of the two SIPEs performed in chapter 3 is investigated. These new materials are promising for 
electrolyte applications in the post lithium batteries. 
This manuscript ends with an experimental annex where the protocols and techniques used in this 
work are described. 
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1. General context 
The aspects of renewable sources, where energy is always available for consuming, have been 
widely studied for years. Energy storage is an economical and efficient solution that can satisfy the 
supply and demand of mobile electrical devices for modern life. Among the strategies, batteries 
appeared as a key of choice. Thanks to the advancement, these energy storable sources have been 
using for many criteria of technologies such as mobility, cyclability, performance, low-cost, etc., 
and applying in the large scale of applications such as e-communication, electronic devices, even 
transportation. In Fig. 1, different types of batteries with their volumetric and gravimetric energy 
density are compared. 
 
Fig. 1 Different battery technologies in terms of volumetric and gravimetric energy density.1 
The two terms of ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ correspond to the definition of ‘non-rechargeable’ and 
‘rechargeable’ batteries, respectively. Thus, the ongoing demands are requiring new recyclable 
technologies for economic and environmental reasons. The rechargeable batteries, which can 
charge and discharge multiple times in an extern load, as opposed to the primary cells, have been 
advancing in recent years. A battery has one or many electrochemical units, and each of them 
consists of one positive, one negative electrode, separated by an electrolyte to allow the ionic 
transport. Since the first appearance, lithium batteries have been dominated the whole world’s 
interests due to its high energy density exhibited in a limit volume. This technology has been 
suitable for most of the personal mobile devices including smartphone, laptop, camera, electric 
vehicles, etc. Meanwhile, the safety aspect, which related to the flammability and toxicity of 
organic solvents content in conventional liquid electrolytes, prevents the development of lithium 
batteries. 
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1.1. Lithium metal batteries  
Over the past decades, lithium metal became a promising candidate for energy technology releasing 
to the most electropositive potential of -3.04 V versus (vs) SHE (standard hydrogen electrode), as 
well as to the lightest weight of 6.94 g.mol-1. These batteries offer high energy density in a lighter 
weight, with a long life-time, and design flexibility than other comparable technologies1. Different 
types of lithium batteries, such as Li-ion, Li-S, or Li-air can reach approximately 250, 650, and 
even 950 Wh.kg-1, respectively2.  
Back in the 1970s, the first primary battery using lithium metal as anode exhibited high capacity 
and variable discharge rate. The advances of numerous inorganic lithium salts dissolved in 
carbonate solvents provided a reversibly lithium plating/ stripping during operation. Later, the 
discovery of intercalation compounds promoted an obvious step forward for the battery aspect. 
However, as reported by Whittingham, using TiS2 as cathode material and lithium metal as anode, 
separated by a liquid electrolyte, causing the formation of lithium dendrites during charge and 
discharge, allowing the cell’s failure (see Fig. 2a).1  
 
Fig. 2 Rechargeable li-metal battery with the demonstration of dendritic growth at the lithium metal surface 
(a) and li-ion battery (b).1 
Lithium metal is thermodynamically unstable in organic solvents and leads to the formation of an 
interphase electrode/electrolyte, called as ‘solid electrolyte interphase’ (SEI). The growth of this 
film consumes the anode, and causes the critical issues including low energy density, short cycle 
life, thermal runaway, risk of explosion hazards, cell’s failure, etc.3 Thus, this film can also be 
penetrated by the growth of lithium dendrites (demonstrated in Fig. 3) and regrows by consuming 
more Li anode. The intimate relation between SEI and dendritic growth has been largely studied in 
the literature. To solve the issues, either the anode of Li-metal or the electrolytes were modified.4 
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Fig. 3 The formation of lithium dendritic growth using an EC-DMC/LiPF6 solution.5 
In brief, the drawbacks of lithium metal batteries (LMBs) usually cause by the presence of unstable 
Li-metal in contact with the liquid-based electrolyte. Among many advancements for enhancing the 
safety issues of LMB, the appearance of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs created an advanced step for 
energy storable devices.6,7 The inflammable organic solvents contained in conventional liquid 
electrolytes are the main reasons causing the critical damages such as chemical leakage, external 
heating, explosions, etc.. In this regard, the issues and challenges from electrolyte for LIBs and the 
new approaches using ionic liquid or conducting polymer-based electrolytes for future technologies 
will be mentioned in the next parts.  
1.2. Lithium-ion batteries: issues and challenges from electrolyte aspect 
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been the successful electrochemical power sources since their 
first commercialization in 1991 by Sony Inc.2. In general, about 50 % of LIBs from the global 
battery market (in 2016) have been sold, in which 56 % were used for electric devices and mobile 
applications. Comparing to the other types of battery, LIBs provide high energy density, long 
lifetime, without the memory effects, low self-discharge, and existed in various sharps and sizes, as 
seen in Fig. 4. 
Electrolyte does not determine the capacity (energy density or cyclability) but the safety, stability, 
and the current density of a system.8 The usable of electrode materials require high chemical 
stability of electrolyte since they are directly in contact with both electrodes. A basic electrolyte 
needs to be9: 
(i) chemically stable with the electrode materials during cell’s operation, 
(ii) electrochemically stable with a large potential window, 
(iii) thermally stable: the melting and boiling points are higher than the operating temperature, 
(iv) high ionic conductivity, low cost, low toxicity, less impact from the synthesis process, and 
based on the abundant elements.  
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Fig. 4 The shapes, sizes and components of LIBs in cylindrical (a), coin (b), prismatic (c) and flat (d) form.1 
As seen in Fig. 5, during the discharge, Li+ ions from the graphite anode migrate through the 
electrolyte and insert in the intercalation cathode material thus produces the energy. Otherwise, 
when the cell is charging, Li+ ions from the positive electrode move through the electrolyte and 
remain in the opposite electrode. All along with these processes, electrons do not flow through the 
electrolyte but in the outer load. This technology helps to solve the growing of lithium dendritic 
during operation, which is the main issue of LMBs. 
 
Fig. 5 Operation principle of rechargeable battery in discharge. 
Electrolytes for LIBs are basically classified into 5 groups including the non-aqueous, aqueous, 
ionic liquid (IL), conducting polymer, and hybrid electrolyte, and most of the commercial LIBs are 
using the non-aqueous liquid electrolyte.  
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 Liquid electrolytes 
Conventional non-aqueous liquid electrolyte is the mixture of lithium salt dissolved in organic 
solvents. In a LIB, the macro-porous separator impregnated with the electrolyte is sandwiched 
between two electrodes to prevent the short circuit and allow the migration of ions. This type of 
electrolyte offers many advantages due to the low-cost and high efficiency for ionic transport. The 
mixtures e.g. ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl carbonate (DMC), or ethyl methyl carbonate 
(EMC)/diethyl carbonate (DEC) ensures good ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, meanwhile the 
corrosion prevention of current collectors and the narrow electrochemical window causing by these 
solvents are still challenged.10 Commonly, the electrolyte consisted of lithium hexafluorophosphate 
(LiPF6) in carbonate solvents is common in the commercial LIBs. Nevertheless, the demands of 
higher energy and safe electrolyte require new approaches for both lithium salts and organic 
solvents. Through which, the organic compounds contained high oxidation-potential fluorinated 
molecules become new nominees.  
Although high ionic transfer in the liquid state, the safety issue of these electrolytes requires an 
improvement. The thermal runaway in LIB accompanies by a series of self-exothermic reactions, 
as described in Fig. 6 including the electrolyte oxidation, separator melt, SEI layer decomposition, 
electrodes breakdown, etc., and the flammability of organic solvents is an essential factor causing 
the critical damages.11 The most common lithium salt used for conventional liquid electrolyte i.e. 
LiPF6 is also unsafe due to its low thermal stability. 
 
Fig. 6 The thermal runaway process in LIB.11 
For safer LIBs, the approaches of lithium salts and solvents aspects such as (i) using the stable 
lithium salts, (ii) adding the stabilizer additives, (iii) developing the non-flammable solvents, as 
well as (iv) using the polymer conducting materials have been widely carried out. Following, the 
advancements of non-flammable solvents such as using the ionic liquids for dissolving lithium salt 
or the polymer-based solid electrolytes will be further discussed.  
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2. Ionic liquid-based electrolytes 
2.1. Introduction 
The first ionic liquids (ILs) have been discovered by Paul Walden in 1914.12 These molten salts (or 
molten oxides) compose of ions, that can be organic cations and organic/inorganic anions.13 During 
the 1990s, ILs having the melting point below 100 °C, usually called as ‘room temperature ionic 
liquids’ - RTILs, have been widely studied as green solvents for electrochemical applications.14 
Various types of molten salt were investigated for energy storage due to the non-volatile, non-
inflammable, and environmentally friendly characteristics, which were suitable for safer LIBs.15 
ILs played the role of carbonate solvents in the liquid electrolyte for dissolving lithium salts and 
allowing the ions transfer between anode and cathode.16 They exhibit the liquid state in a wide 
range of temperatures, with negligible vapor pressure, and high thermal stability.17 The demand for 
high-security electrolyte makes ILs become one of the most promising solvents for future 
technology.18 
 
Fig. 7 Structure of several IL cations and anions commonly used in electrochemical.18 
The common IL cations and anions used for electrochemical applications are presented in Fig. 7 
including the organic cations e.g. imidazolium, pyridinium, alkylammonium, alkylphosponium, 
alkylpyrrolidinium, etc., and a large choice from the inorganic anions e.g. the halides ([Cl-], [Br-], 
[I-]), [PF6-], [NO3-], [BF4-], to the organic anions e.g. [TFSI-], [Tf-]. Based on the literature survey, 
the choice of IL anion/cation were explored in different systems, including Li-ion, Na-ion, Li-O2 
(air), Li-S, and Mg-ion batteries, etc.19 The physical/ electrochemical properties and therefore ionic 
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conductivity of IL-based electrolytes are very sensitive to the choice of cation and anion. In this 
regard, ILs’ application usually depends on the system and its operated conditions.  
Table 1 Several cation/anion combinations used for electrochemical application and their physical 
properties e.g. meting point (Tm), density (d), viscosity (ɳ), conductivity (σ) at RT.20 
 
Cation 1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium [BMIm+] 
Anion 
Tm  
(°C) 
d 
(g.cm-1) 
ɳ 
(cP)  
σ 
(S.cm-1)  
BF4- -82 1.17 233 0.17 
PF6- -8 1.36 312 0.14 
CF3SO3- -40 1.21 73 0.32 
CF3SO2)2N- -4 1.43 52 0.39 
Anion bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonyl imide [TFSI-] 
Cation 
Tm  
(°C) 
d 
(g.cm-1) 
ɳ 
(cP)  
σ 
(S.cm-1)  
1-methyl-3-methyl imidazolium 22 1.56 44 0.83 
1-ethyl-3-methyl imidazolium -3 1.52 34 0.88 
1-ethyl-3-ethyl imidazolium -4 1.43 52 0.39 
1-isobutyl-3-methyl imidazolium -30 1.43 83 0.26 
The effect of cation/anion natures composed with 1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium cation [BMIm+] or 
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonyl imide anion [TFSI-] on physical properties of IL are presented in 
Table 1. A strong dependence of cation/anion nature influences the melting point, density, 
viscosity, and conductive properties of the neat ILs. As reported in the literature, ILs contained the 
organic cations, such as 1,3-dialkylimidazolium, tetraalkylammonium, phosphonium, 
trialkylsulfonium, with the soft anions i.e. (PF6-), (BF4-), (CF3SO3-), or [(CF3SO2)2N-] were the 
promising candidates for electrochemical behaviors.21,22 The choice of IL displays an essential role 
for dissolving lithium salt, thermal stability, electrochemical behaviors, and the price of the resulted 
electrolytes. While the physical properties of the blends IL/salt have been investigated, the 
coordination shells and mechanism of conduction/ diffusion as a function of the coordinated cation 
were less reported. Investigating these behaviors is one of the main objectives of this work.  
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2.2. Physical and transport properties  
Many factors can affect the properties of an IL including the combination of cation/anion nature, 
and its purity (the impurities content e.g. water or halides in IL).23,24 These properties were studied 
by a variety of techniques to measure thermal characteristics, viscosity, density, inter and intra 
molecular interaction (spectroscopy), ionic conductivity, self-diffusion coefficient, electrochemical 
stability, etc. Here, the essential physical and ionic transport properties of RTILs are discussed. 
 Thermal properties 
a) Degradation and melting temperature 
Most of RTIL used for energy storage has high thermal stabilities. The degradation temperatures 
(Td) are usually higher than 400 °C, whatever the choice of cation/anion couple. However, the 
melting point (Tm) is dependent on IL structure, especially on the symmetry of cation, length of the 
alkyl chain, the charges distribution, as well as the anion nature.14 
b) Glass transition temperature 
The glass transition temperature (Tg) is an important factor that assigns the mobility of the charge 
carriers. A low Tg induces high mobility of ions corresponding to high ionic conductivity. When the 
cation is asymmetric, the Tg value is rather low due to the increase of free volume.  
 Density 
Density of the RTILs is usually between 1 and 1.6 (g.cm-3).14 The length of alkyl chain and the 
anion/cation natures significantly influence IL density. The density also varies with the anion 
nature in an ascending order of BF4- < Cl- ≈ PF6- < CF3SO3- < (CF3SO2)2N-, while the effect of 
cation is given by the order of pyrridium > imidazolium > pyrrolidinium > quaternary 
ammonium.25 
 Viscosity 
The biggest issue impeding diverse/various applications of ILs consists of the high viscosities, 
which prevent the mass transfer and ionic dissolution in IL. Viscosity of an IL is sensitive to the 
cation/anion natures, especially for the organic cations due to their large ionic size. A study of 
Bonhote et al.21 for the IL 1-alkyl-3methyl imidazolium TFSI, with the alkyl length of cation varied 
from methyl to butyl chain reported that viscosity decreased proportionally to the alkyl length. 
Thus, the anion gives also an effect on viscosity relating to the relative basicity and the possibility 
to form hydrogen bonds. The ILs based on small inorganic anions such as BF4- and PF6- are more 
viscous then the weakly basic TFSI- anion, in which the charge delocalizes over the sulfoxide 
groups.21 Viscosity data are frequently presented as a function of temperature and are 
approximately fitted to the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher (VTF) model.  
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 Ionic conductivity 
Ionic conductivity is an essential factor for electrochemical applications. The conductivities of pure 
ILs are between 0.1 to 18 mS.cm-1 at RT that are suitable for electrolyte behaviors. Moreover, the 
dissolution of salt in IL creates a ternary system which increasing the viscosity and reducing 
conductivity of the blend. The decrease of ionic conductivity is proportional to the salt 
concentration in IL. The evolution of conductivity with temperature follows a VTF model and 
shows an intimate correlation with the viscosity. For a given anion, conductivity of the organic 
cations vary in the order of 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium > N,N-dialkylpyrrolidinium > 
tetraalkylpyrrolidinium.26 The study of M. Vranes et al.27 about different physical properties of two 
ILs based TFSI i.e. 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium [BMIm] and 1-butyl-3-methylpyrrolidinium 
[BMPyr] cations with [TFSI] anion, as a function of temperature showed that imidazolium-based 
IL exhibited lower density and viscosity than that of pyrrolidinium IL, and allowed higher ionic 
conductivity. 
The ionicity of an IL is carried out by plotting the molar conductivity with the corresponded 
fluidity in the Walden plot. The diagrams of several imidazolium-based ILs are showed in Fig. 8.28 
The deviation from the reference line, which represents the data of a diluted solution of KCl, helps 
to determine a ‘good’ or ‘poor’ IL. In the ideal case of KCl, the ions are completely dissociated, 
and how far from this reference line, how low the ionic dissociation. 
 
Fig. 8 Walden plot of several common RTILs represented the classification for ILs in term of ionicity.28 
 Electrochemical stability window 
By definition, the electrochemical stability window is the range of potentials in which the 
electrolyte is neither reduced nor oxidized at the electrode surfaces. Most RTILs used for energy 
storages have wide electrochemical window, where the oxidation of anions occurs at high potential 
and the deposition of organic cations is found at lower voltage. Although the factors that can affect 
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the electrochemical stability of IL i.e. its purity, the tiny variation in anodic potential limit was 
found for several common anions, such as BF4-, PF6-, Tf-, TFSI-, etc.25 Nevertheless, in the cathodic 
scan, the reduction potential was variable with the cation natures, for example: 1-alkyl-3-
methylimidazolium cation was less stable in reduction than N,N-dialkylpyrrolidinium or 
tetraalkylpyrrolidinium cations.29 The non-haloaluminate ILs usually show good electrochemical 
stability, usually in range of 4.5 to 6.0 V.  
 Cationic transference number  
Another factor of interest is the suitable ionic transport of IL-based electrolytes, especially the 
alkali cations for battery applications. In principle, the blend of x molar LiX salt dissolved in (1-x) 
molar of A+X- ionic liquid, forms a composition of xLiX (1-x)AX, and the Li transference number 
is calculated following this relation30: 
 
Where uLi, uA+, uX- are the ionic mobility of Li+, cation A+, and anion X-, respectively, tLi is given 
by the ratio between lithium mobility and the mobility of total charge species in the blend. As a 
conclusion, Li transference number in ILs is lower than in organic solvents due to higher viscosity 
of IL.  
 Self - diffusion coefficient 
The fundamental characteristics including the degree of ionic association, diffusion coefficient, and 
ion-ion interaction have not been clarified in the literature. The ionic diffusion coefficient (D) 
presents the mass of a substance diffusing through a unit surface in a unit time. Diffusion process is 
depended on the molecular size of ions, its properties, temperature, and environmental pressure. In 
fact, two common methods, such as electrochemical and pulsed-gradient spin-echo nuclear 
magnetic resonance (PFG-NMR) were used to measure the diffusion coefficient of ILs. In most of 
the studies, the NMR was used as a noninvasive method, in which the self-diffusion coefficient of 
each charged species was measured separately.  
However, the Coulombic attractive force in IL would associate the ions to form ion pairs or ion 
aggregates, and the equilibrium of attractive/repulsive interactions of ions, at a defined 
temperature, always kept the charged species in balance. Meanwhile, the NMR measurements can 
only detect a nucleus but cannot distinguish the ions and their associated forms. The D values 
obtained by NMR method are an average of self-diffusion coefficient of ions and their associated 
ions.31 
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The relationships between coefficient diffusion, viscosity, and ionic conductivity are investigated 
using the Nernst-Einstein equation. In 2006, the cationic transport number, t+ = Dcation/(Dcation+ 
Danion), for the non-haloaluminate RTILs was found between 0.52 to 0.6 by Tokuda et al.32 This 
group also proved that the cations had higher diffusion coefficients than the anions at low 
temperature and  approached at high temperature.  
2.3. Lithiated electrolytes based on IL 
Some RTILs can dissolved the lithium salts, which is an addition point for the green electrolytes of 
LIBs.14 Actually, for an overall IL study, the physical properties and conductivity behaviors of the 
neat ILs or the binary systems combined a dissolved salt in IL were observed as a function of 
temperature, salt concentration, IL cation/anion natures, or the operational conditions, etc.16 
Moreover, some of them using the molecular dynamic (MD) simulation to further determine the 
solvated shells of coordinated cation i.e. Li+ in IL. Here, a short literature review of the lithiated ILs 
for electrolyte aspect are reported. 
The every first innovation in lithium batteries using imidazolium – TFSI ionic liquid with the 
LiTFSI salt as electrolyte has been reported in 1997.33 After that, various studies using the binary 
system IL/lithium salt as electrolyte for LIBs showed good cycling stability. As investigated in the 
literature, the salt concentration dissolved in IL gives the direct impacts on IL physical, 
conductivity, and diffusivity properties, and changes the final performance of a battery. In fact, low 
salt concentration can be not sufficient for supplying the lithium ions in electrolyte, but higher 
concentration of salt caused a failure in conductivity related to higher viscosity obtained.  
Followed J. Pitawala et al.34, ionic conductivity of the binary system [Li][BMIm][TFSI] decreases 
which increasing the salt concentration due to higher viscosity. These results fitted well to the VTF 
equation. The presence of salt augments the Tg and the Tg values increase with the amount of Li+ 
doping. Thus, the solvation of Li+ ion in TFSI-based IL was presented by J-C. Lassegues et al.35 in 
2006. In this work, the mixture of (1-x)1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethane) 
sulfonylimide [EMIm][TFSI], and x LiTFSI were characterized by Raman spectroscopy at different 
concentration of Li+, below x = 0.4. They showed that intensity of the bands indicated the transoid 
conformers of TFSI- (at 341 and 297 cm-1) decreases with the evolution of x, and that the bidentates 
Li+ coordinate with two oxygen atoms bounded to different sulfur atoms in the cisoid anion 
conformations at x ~ 0.2 to form [Li(TFSI)2]- complexes appear and increase.  
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Fig. 9 A schematic of cisoid and transoid conformers of TFSI anions.36 
Later, S. Duluard et al.37 studied the binary system [Li][BMIm][TFSI] with the salt faction x < 0.2, 
and showed that the transport properties decreased while increasing the value of x. In detail, all of 
the diffusion coefficients for Li+ and IL cation/anion decreased significantly at high salt fraction 
(Fig. 10). Moreover, the lithium coordination numbers, determined from the Raman spectrum of 
the IL-based electrolytes, were about two anions for one Li+ ion. The Li+ was tetrahedrally 
coordinated to four oxygen atoms of different sulfur atoms of two anions and formed [Li(TFSI)2]- 
anionic cluster. While increasing the salt concentration may induct to the formation of bigger ionic 
cluster such as [Lim(TFSI)n](n-m)-.  
 
Fig. 10 The self-diffusion coefficient of proton, fluor, and lithium measured by PGSE-NMR for the blends of 
BMIm TFSI with LiTFSI as a function of salt concentration. 38 
In 2010, A. Andriola et al.39 studied the dissolution enthalpy of [Li][BMIm][TFSI] system, using a 
‘coffee-cup’ calorimeter, as described in Fig. 11. The salt LiTFSI was dissolved in IL using a 
magnetic stirring, and an isolated rubber on the top of the system. The temperature versus time was 
recorded at a constant pressure. They reported that the dissolution of LiTFSI in IL as solvent 
included three following processes: an endothermic breaking the attractions of LiTFSI salt, another 
endothermic breaking the attractions of IL ions and an exothermic related to the solvation process.  
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Fig. 11 Schematic view of a ‘coffee-cup’ calorimeter and the dissolution process of LiTFSI in BMIm TFSI. 39 
As considered, the solute LiTFSI and solvent share the same anion and that the Li+ ions are 
solvated by only the [TFSI-] anions. A value of -18.07 kJ.mol-1 of dissolution enthalpy indicated 
that solvation enthalpy of Li+ was higher than the crystal lattice enthalpy of LiTFSI meaning that 
each Li+ ion can be solvated by multiple [TFSI-] anions to form the [Li(TFSI)2]-, [Li(TFSI)3]2- or 
[Li(TFSI)4]3- complexes. At low concentration of salt, the anionic cluster [Li(TFSI)2]- seems to 
dominate in the blend IL/salt.  
 
Fig. 12 Schematic structure of [Li(TFSI)2]- complexes where Li+ is solvated by two different [TFSI-] anions.39 
By both experimental and MD simulations, J-C. Lassegues et al.40 proved that not only in EMIm 
TFSI but also in the longer alkyl chain such as: BMIm TFSI and BMMIm TFSI doped LiTFSI, 
from low to medium Li+ concentration (under x = 0.2), the presence of [Li(TFSI)2]- complexes is 
confirmed40. At higher concentration, the formation of [Lim(TFSI)n](n-m)- aggregates with n = 2m – 1 
were suggested. However, these aggregates provided the challenges to identify due to the limit of 
the IR and Raman spectroscopies. 
The coordination of Li+ with TFSI-, studied by H. Liu et al.41, showed that each Li+ was 
coordinated with four oxygen atoms from different anions. At low molar fraction of lithium, the 
oxygen atoms from three TFSI- ions (two monodentate and one bidentate) coordinated with Li+ to 
form the [Li(TFSI)3]2- complexes. When increasing the concentration of lithium, about four anions 
were found around each Li+, which came from four monodentate TFSI- anions. These rigid 
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structures limited the mobility of all charged species and leaded to the low diffusivity/conductivity 
of the combinations.  
In brief, the coordination number of anions in the TFSI-based alkyl-immidazolium ILs change with 
the lithium concentration. The Li+ ion was coordinated with at less four oxygen atoms from 
different TFSI- anions.38 The aggregation of two lithium atoms with three anions was observed at 
low temperature and could be stable up to ten nanoseconds.42 Its presence increases the viscosity 
and resulting in a decrease of conductivity. However, the self-diffusion coefficients measured by 
PFG-NMR are not completely linked to the mobility of complexes but also the free ions and the 
aggregates, because this technique can not distinguish the difference between them.  
2.4. Ionic liquid doped alkali/alkaline-earth elements 
While the blend of RTIL and a lithium salt are largely studied by both experimental techniques and 
MD simulation in the literature, the researches of IL doped the alkali/alkaline-earth cations were 
rarely reported. Some of the studies investigated the complexes of Na+ ion43,18, and rarely for Mg2+ 
ion44 in TFSI-based ILs. However, the understanding of the series of alkali/alkaline-earth metals 
such as potassium (K+), Cesium (Cs+), Calcium (Ca2+) are still restricted. Besides the first 
appearance of Na-ion batteries (SIBs) in the 1970s, batteries based on the abundant elements will 
dominate the renewable energy aspect in the near future, and the approaches for lithium-based 
electrolytes can be applied to these new technologies. The recent studies about the effect of 
alkali/alkaline-earth cations on physical and transport properties of RTILs are resumed. 
One among the promising candidates, against the use of lithium for battery applications, is its 
neighbor sodium. Having the very similar chemical properties, the Na-based ILs are expecting to 
inherit all of the advances and characteristics of the Li-based ILs including the physical properties, 
conductive/diffusivity processes, solvation shell, ionic dissociation, performance, etc. A. Andriola 
et al.39 studied the two systems [Li or Na][BMIm][TFSI] with increasing the salt concentration, and 
showed that viscosity increased significantly with the amount of salt dissolved in IL. Moreover, the 
relative viscosity of Na-based IL was higher than Li composition, at the same temperature. They 
also noticed that conductivity of the lithiated ILs were higher than the Na-based IL, at over 0.1 
mol/L as dissolved salt concentration, see Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 13 Relative viscosity at various temperature and ionic conductivity versus NaTFSI concentration in a 
binary system of [Na][BMIm][TFSI].39 
The issues of the blends of Li or Na coordinated in P1224PF6 and C3mpyrFSI, reported by F. Chen et 
al.45 were caused by the solubility of salt in IL, and the increase of viscosity with salt concentration 
resulting in the proportionally decrease of ionic conductivity. The alkali transference number 
increased while increasing the salt concentration. Comparing two alkali systems, the charged 
carriers in the lithiated ILs diffused faster than those of the Na-based ILs. The diffusion of alkali 
cations was less influenced by the salt concentration than the organic cations or anions of ILs.  
 
Fig. 14 Chemical structures of P1224PF6 and C3mpyrFSI.45 
From an experimental point of view, the self-diffusion coefficient of 23Na, which is an essential 
factor to determine the Na transference number in IL, was not measurable by PFG-NMR due to the 
limit of chemical shift and line width evolution with Na+ concentration and temperature, followed 
H. Yoon et al.46 The work of M. Hilder et al.47 reported that transference number of Na+ ion in the 
FSI-based ILs, determined by Bruce Vincent method, was around 0.3 to 0.4. Moreover, N. 
Wongittharom et al.48 have successfully studied the mixture of various Na salts in Pyrr TFSI using 
as electrolytes in a sodium metal battery with the NaFePO4 cathode, operated at high temperature. 
Later the [Na][C3C1Pyrr][FSA] system studied by C. Ding et al.49 showed the promising 
characteristics in terms of viscosity and ionic conductivity for electrolyte applications with about 
60 % molar of sodium salt dissolved in IL. 
The studies about the interaction/coordination between Na+ ions and TFSI- anions proved that the 
coordination number of anions surrounded was about 2 or 3 and depending on the molar fraction of 
Na+, and the suggested complex structure was [Na(TFSI)n]n-1.50 Like lithium, each sodium atom 
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was surrounded by at less four oxygen atoms from different TFSI anions. However, the 
[Na(TFSI)3]2- complexes (Fig. 15) was found to dominate in the NaxBMIm(1-x)TFSI electrolyte, at x 
< 0.2.51  
 
Fig. 15 The structure for [Na(TFSI)3]2-complexes from the DFT calculations. Atom’s color code: sodium 
(violet), carbon (cyan), nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red), fluorine (cyan), and sulfur (yellow).51 
Recently, J.M. Vincent-Luna et al.52 studied two alkali systems e.g. LiTFSI and NaTFSI in C4PYR 
TFSI by MD simulation, and reported that the motion of mobile ions hid the conductive behavior, 
related to the formation of alkali clusters in IL. The Na+ complexes were bulkier than the Li+ one, 
inducting lower mobility. The MD atomistic scale and ab initio MD simulations, used to calculate 
the radial distribution functions (RDF) between different ion species, gave rather similar results of 
g(r) for both Li+ and Na+. The binding energies as a function of cluster were comparable for both 
alkali systems, and more stable for the Li+ one. 
In another point of view, the fast-growing technologies for magnesium-ion battery are requiring the 
new satisfying studies for IL-based electrolytes. The most outstanding is how to clarify the 
mechanism of conduction/diffusion of the multi-valences ions in IL. However, the coordination 
structures of Mg2+ in TFSI-based IL are complicated. Regarding the electrochemistry of 
magnesium in EMIm TFSI, Fuller et al.53 pointed out that this metal was thermodynamically 
unstable in IL due to the irreversible Mg plating/stripping in electrolyte environment. The common 
anions such as BF4- or TFSI- had strong coordination with the Mg2+ ion which prevent the 
oxidation/reduction of Mg2+/Mg couple, followed G. Vardar et al.54. From this point of view, the 
combinations of TFSI-based ILs with the Grignard reagents reported by G.T. Cheek et al.55 could 
overcome this issue. However, the transport properties of Mg2+ in IL was restrained by a limit of 
studies in this aspect. Recently, G.A. Giffin et al.56 observed the coordination spheres of TFSI 
anion with Li, Na, Mg (band at 740cm-1) by Raman spectroscopy, and reported that Mg had three 
coordination spheres e.g. the contact ion pairs (bidentate coordination of one Mg2+ by one TFSI), 
bridging TFSI, and free TFSI. The number of coordination was about three to four TFSI- per one 
Mg2+, and exchanged rapidly between the neighbor complexes, whereas the Li and Na were 
surrounded by four TFSI- at low concentration of salt, and by two TFSI- while increasing the salt 
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content. The number of surrounded anions decreased when increasing the cation concentration. Fig. 
16a presents a tetrahedral coordinated Mg2+ coordinated by two bidentate TFSI- anions. Especially, 
the presence of a neighbor magnesium atom instantly increases the number of coordinated TFSI- 
anions from five to seven (Fig. 16 c,d). 
 
Fig. 16 Several suggest structures of coordinated Mg2+ ions in TFSI- based IL. a) Mg(TFSI)2; b) 
[Mg(TFSI)3]-; c) [Mg2(TFSI)5]-; d) [Mg2(TFSI)7]3-. Atom’s color code: magnesium (green), carbon (grey), 
nitrogen (blue), hydrogen (white), oxygen (red), fluorine (green), and sulfur (yellow).56 
As a conclusion from this short bibliography, to better understand the effect of salt concentration 
and coordinated cation nature on IL properties, the additional studies are requiring. The interaction 
between different alkali/alkaline-earth metals and IL ions are further investigated. These 
electrolytes are expected to overcome the security issue of conventional liquid electrolytes using 
carbonate solvents, and to advance the future rechargeable batteries beyond lithium. However, 
besides the advantages in term of security, electrolyte leakage, and (or) internal short circuit during 
operation which are usually caused by the liquid electrolytes are still challenged. To enhance the 
safety of battery devices, the approaches using solid conducting polymer as electrolyte for lithium 
battery will be discussed in the following part. 
3. Solid polymer electrolyte 
The first polymer electrolytes (PEs) were discovered by Wright in 1973, and their applications in 
electrochemical technologies were developed after one decade.57 PEs are the multi-functional films, 
which create the favorable conditions for ionic migration as electrolyte, and are used as separator to 
prevent the internal short circuit. Using the PEs helps to eliminate the leakage of electrolyte, which 
is a main reason causing the thermal instability of the batteries? Moreover, these solid films exhibit 
the excellent properties such as good mechanical strength, flexible, and easy to design in various 
shapes and sizes. Beside these impressive advantages, PEs also provide the possibility to use 
lithium metal, which is an ideal anode material for higher density capacity due to the lower 
reactivity of PE with lithium metal.58 PE for lithium polymer batteries (LPBs) consists of a 
dissolved lithium salt in one or many polymer hosts e.g. poly(ethylene oxide) - PEO, 
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poly(vinylidene fluoride) –PVdF, poly(acrylonitrile) – PAN, poly(methyl methacrylate) – PMMA 
or poly(vinylidene fluoride-hexafluoro propylene) – PVdF-HFP, etc.59 
3.1. Lithium salts  
The development of LIBs in the 1980s were limited to the choice of few anions including 
hexafluoroarsenate (AsF6-), perchlorate (ClO4-), hexafluorophosphate (PF6-), tetrafluoroborate (BF4-
), and triflate (CF3SO3-), (see Fig. 17). A good lithium salt for electrolyte should have high ionic 
dissolution and dissociation in solvents, high thermal and electrochemical stability, less toxic, less 
corrosive, and low-cost. The LiPF6 and LiBF4 are the most popular lithium salts for LIBs. The 
electrolytes of LiPF6 or LiBF4 dissolved in carbonate solvents can form the SEI on the graphite 
anode. Besides, the design of several anions was inspired to improve the thermal and conductivity 
properties of lithium salt. The large complex anions contained the sulfonyl groups were largely 
synthesized such as the CF3SO3- (Tf-)60,61, or the bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (TFSI-)62,63 
anions due to higher thermal/electrochemical properties, and less toxic. These anions have also the 
high delocalized charge distribution which can provide better stabilization comparing to the other 
anions.62 
 
Fig. 17 Chemical structures of several simple anions for lithium salts.12 
3.2. PEO-based electrolyte 
3.2.1. Complexes of PEO and lithium salt 
 Mechanism conduction of Li+ in PEO 
The PEO-based electrolytes are the most extensive studies for LPBs since the first complexes of 
PEO with the alkali metals were discovered in 1973.57 Later, M. Armand et al.64 proposed the use 
of the blends PEO/salt as solid electrolytes for lithium metal batteries, and published their first 
study on PEO-based electrolytes in 1987.65 The PEO is a semi-crystalline polymer with the melting 
point at about 66°C, and the glass transition temperature of -60°C. The advantageously 
characteristics combine (i) the ability to dissolve a variety of lithium salts, (ii) an acceptable 
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stability versus the Li-metal, (iii) an electrochemical anodic stability up to roughly 3.9 V vs. Li+/Li. 
The ethylene oxide unit of PEO exhibits high donor number for Li+, hence produces the 
complexation and ionic dissociation, and promotes the ionic conduction inside the polymer 
matrix.66  
On the other hand, PEO-based PEs drawback consists of (i) poor conductivities below the melting 
temperature, and (ii) poor mechanical strength above the melting of polymer (in the operating 
temperature range of LPBs). The low conductivity related to the Li+ conduction mechanism, and 
the semi-crystalline nature of PEO (PEO is crystallized to 75 – 80 % at RT)67, but the conduction 
process occurs essentially in the amorphous phase via the segmental motion of the Li+ coordinating 
polymer chains.66,67,70 The schematic of Li+ motion in PEO matrix is presented in Fig. 18. The 
mechanism of Li+ conduction is a solvation/de-solvation process where Li+ is complexed by the 
ether oxygen atoms. The cation can jump between the neighboring coordinating sites in high 
molecular weight polymer by forming the non-labile bonds with the ether oxygen atoms.71  
 
Fig. 18 Schema of Li+ motion in a polymer host71 
The crystalline phase of PEO contributes to the mechanical strength, and is poorly conducting even 
in the most favorable cases, due to the high energy barrier for Li+ transport, and the required 
cooperative motion of Li+ between the preferred sites.72,73,74 Fig. 19 illustrates the morphologies of 
a semi-crystalline matrix and the Li+ conduction in amorphous and crystalline phases of PEO. The 
lithium conduction depends on chain mobility, high mobility results good ionic conductivity but 
poor mechanical properties. 
 
Fig. 19 Morphologies of semi-crystalline PEO and schematic representation of Li+ conduction in PEO. 75 
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 Anion nature and salt concentration 
From the literature, various types of lithium salts have been investigated for LPBs, such as the 
LiPF6, LiBF4, LiClO4, LiCF3SO3 (LiTf), LiTFSI, LiN(SO2C2F5)2 (LiBETI), etc.. Among these 
lithium salts, the LiTf or LiTFSI presented in most of studies for LPBs due to the high flexibility of 
sulfonyl groups, that helps to reduce the crystallinity of the PEO matrix (plasticizing effect). The 
low interaction between cation and anion due to the high-delocalized charge distribution of anion 
increases the dissociation and complexation of Li+ with the ether oxygen atoms. For example, ionic 
conductivity of the blend PEO/LiTFSI (EO/Li = 20) reported by M. Marzantowicz et al.76 was 
about 10-3 S.cm-1 at 80 °C, which was higher than the blend PEO/LiPF6 (10-4 S.cm-1)77, and PEO/ 
LiBETI (6.1 x 10-4 S.cm-1)78 at the same EO/Li ratio. Noted, the EO/Li ratio determined by the 
number of EO units per one Li+, which usually uses to represent the concentration of Li in PEO. 
However, low conductivity before the melting of polymer combines with the low cationic transport 
number (about 0.1 for TFSI79 and 0.4 for Tf-based PEO80) in different polyether networks restraint 
the application of these electrolytes. 
In brief, many approaches have been proposed to improve the conductivity of PEO-based 
electrolytes, largely by decreasing the glass transition ability and preventing crystallization of the 
electrolyte to enhance the ionic conductivity at low temperatures, e.g. (i) by adding materials that 
can interact with the PEO and hinder the crystallization ability (nanoparticle charge, liquid or solid 
plasticizer, etc.)81, and (ii) by modification of the polymer matrix by copolymerization or by 
crosslinking. The common plasticizers such as succinonitrile, ether solution, carbonate, and even 
ionic liquids were added to reduce the crystallization of polymer and maintain the amorphous 
phases which products better ionic conductivity.81 The concentration of salt gives a significant 
impact on ionic conductivity of the PEO-based electrolytes by reducing the crystallinity of 
polymer. However, these effects are mostly dependent on the anion structure, its size, and its 
delocalization of the negative charge. The ion solvation occurs when the lattice energy of salt and 
the cohesive energy of polymer are overcompensated by the solvation energy of polymer-ion 
complexes, and the salts with low lattice energy are favorable for ion complexation. This energy 
depends on the interaction between lithium and anion (roughly scaling with the acidity of the 
conjugate acid of the anion), and the lithium salts contained large and soft anion, including electron 
withdrawing groups for extensive delocalization of electric charge such as LiTFSI, have been 
widely using.72  
 PEO with better conductivities at RT and mechanical properties 
The low conductivity of linear PEO, below the melting point, is linked to the crystallinity, and the 
low segmental mobility of polymer chain. Many approaches have been developed to obtain the 
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amorphous polymer with low Tg (lower the Tg value, higher the mobility at a given temperature 
above the Tg). To realize that, the modified PEO have been synthetized, and different chemical 
architectures were reported during the last two decades. The main trend was to design the modified 
PEO with the introduction of different moieties that may disrupt the regularity of PEO segments, 
and decreased the ability to crystalize. The most common routes were the statistical copolymers, 
branched polymers (i.e. comb shape, stars shaped PEO, cross-linked PEO), block copolymers, etc. 
As a result, the mechanical strength of polymer electrolytes can be improved by cross-linking, or 
by adding the reinforced nano-fillers.  
 Statistical copolymers 
Since the linear PEO is very crystalline, even with the presence of lithium salt, the linear statistical 
copolymers have been prepared to disrupt the regularity of the repeating units, and get the 
amorphous polymer with higher conductivity at RT. In particular, the first report dealt with the 
including of short poly(dimethylsiloxane) fragment in linear PEO, poly(dimethylsiloxane-
co‐ethylene oxide). This material significantly improved the conductivities at low temperature due 
to the lowering of both crystalline fraction and Tg of the copolymers.82 This electrolyte reached 2.6 
x 10-4 S cm-1 at RT.83 
 Cross-linking  
Cross-linking is an effective way to limit the polymer chain rearrangement and suppress or 
significantly decrease the crystallinity degree of linear PEO. However, in a 3D network, the 
polymer segmental mobility decreases respecting to a linear polymer matrix, and resulting in a 
decrease of conductivity (a concomitant increase of mechanical properties). Nevertheless, the 
extent largely depends on the nature of the cross-linked chemical groups, as well as the cross-
linked degree. Some examples of cross-linked PEO networks obtained by different approaches are 
cited below. 
J. F. LeNest, and M. Mastragostino et al. designed a PEO network by the polycondensation of a 
‘di’ or ‘tri’ functional monomers such as triisocyanate84–86, triphenylisocyanate87, and polyether 
glycol. Next, Kim et al.88 synthetized the phosphate-polyether networks using a crosslinking agent, 
i.e. phosphorus oxychloride (POCl3), with poly(ethylene glycol)/poly(tetramethylene glycol) 
(PEG/PTMG) (70/30) copolymers. Another approach was to prepare the films forming 
macromonomers, as precursor for a 3D network, with moderate molecular weight bearing cross-
linkable functions such as double or triple-bonds, that were then polymerized by different methods 
(i.e. UV irradiation, thermally, or with an external reactant)89. The pre-polymers were either 
prepared by polycondensation of Jeffamines® with terephtalic acid90 of polyethylene glycol91, or by 
ring-opening copolymerization of oxiranes92. As compared to the polymer electrolyte based on 
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linear PEO, the storage modulus (E’) of cross-linked polymer electrolytes generally range between 
1 and 10 MPa on the rubbery plateau (i.e. above the melting point), while PEO electrolytes 
generally started to creep upon melting. However, the higher the storage modulus, lower the 
conductivity since they are interrelated via chain segmental mobility.  
The recent interesting approach reported by Thiam et al.93 are illustrated in Fig. 20a. The macro-
monomer obtained by polycondensation of 3-chloro-2-chloromethyl-1-propene and polyethylene 
glycol (MW=1000 g/mol) included the regularly spaced pending C=C double bonds as the 
crosslinking functional groups. The polycondensate consisted in partially hydrogenating the double 
bonds to optimize the cross-linking degree of the resulting electrolytes, while maintaining a non 
EO unit to disrupt the regularity of linear PEO segments, and thereby affect crystallinity at low 
cross-linking density (Fig. 20 b,c). By hydrogenation of ca. 75 % of double bonds, an amorphous 
polymer electrolyte obtained with a conductivity of 5 x 10-5 S cm-1 at 20 °C, which is 10 times 
higher than that of linear polymer. However, at 60 °C the conductivity reached similar values to 
that of linear PEO-based electrolytes (Fig. 20b), with a storage modulus of about 1 MPa.  
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Fig. 20 (a) Synthesis of an amorphous PEO network in three steps including (i) synthesis of PC1000 by 
polycondensation of polyethylene glycol 1000 g mol-1 with diethylether, 3-chloro-2-chloromethyl-1-propene; 
(ii) partial hydrogenantion of double bonds (iii) crosslinking of the residual double bonds by UV irradiation; 
(b) Ionics conductivities of electrolytes based on the PEO networks (xH representing % double bonds 
hydrogenated), EO/Li=20; (c). Storage modulus and tan δ versus temperature of hydrogenated.93 
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 Nano crystals cellulose reinforced polymer 
Cellulose is the extracted product from the cell wall of green plants or marine animals. This semi-
crystalline polymer are used due to the low-cost, non-toxic, and multi-function characteristics. The 
chemical structure in Fig. 21 shows that cellulose is a linear homo-polymer. The repeating units are 
linked by condensation of free OH functions, and continue throughout the macromolecular chain. 
Cellulose is colorless and insoluble in most of organic solvents and water. The pure cellulose 
extracted directly from nature often requires a treatments prior use. These whisker products, under 
various sizes such as cellulose microfibrils (MFC), microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), and 
nanocrystalline cellulose (NCC) are used for different purposes.    
 
Fig. 21 Chemical structure and microscopy image of cellulose. 
Recently, the demands of nano crystals fillers including cellulose, chitin, and starch as reinforcing 
agents in polymer matrixes has been advanced.94,95,96 The reinforced composite polymers displayed 
good mechanical properties even at low whiskers content due to the strong interactions of hydrogen 
bonds between the unit whiskers.97 Many types of polymers reinforced with NCC were studied for 
all-solid-state battery, especially for the PEO-based electrolytes. The main advantage of whiskers is 
to maintain the polymer’s mechanical properties (above the melting point) without a strong 
detrimental decrease of ionic conductivity at low whiskers content.97 
 
Fig. 22 Optical microscopy of unfilled PEO (a) and PEO reinforced 13.3 w.t.% whisker (b)98 
Later, the effects of low whiskers content of 6 wt.% in the blends of PEO/LiTFSI at different 
EO/Li ratio has been studied by M.A.S. Azizi Samir et al.98. The report confirmed an independent 
role of whiskers on the phase transition temperatures, and the mobility of polymer matrix at low 
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concentration of salt. The crystallization phenomenon was dominated by the interactions between 
PEO and LiTFSI. However, the presence of 10 wt.% nano whiskers caused a significantly 
reduction of ionic conductivity for the blend PEO/LiTFSI (at EO/Li = 30) from about 10-3 to 3 x 
10-4 S.cm-1, at 90°C, which was explained by the interactions between cellulose and other 
components (PEO and LiTFSI), and the low dielectric constant of cellulosic charges. The impact of 
NCC on cross-linked PEO doped with LiTFSI was also investigated. The NCC content had no 
critical effect on the mechanism of conduction of Li+, and the cross-linking density dominated the 
decrease of conductivity. In brief, a homogenous dispersion of whiskers provided the high 
reinforced effect for the cross-linked matrix.  
3.2.2. Complexes of PEO with several alkali/alkaline-earth metals 
The complexes of alkali metals in PEO matrix have been firstly reported by D.E. Fenton et al.57. 
These blends of PEO/alkali salt exhibit the promising RT conductivity of 10-5 S.cm-1.99 The ionic 
conduction/diffusion in polymer matrix depends on the solvation of cation by the ether oxygen 
atoms. The coordination numbers (CN) of alkali ions in amorphous PEO increases proportionally 
with the cation surface. In terms of EO units per cation for the alkali-based thiocyanates salts 
complexed in PEO, the CN values were 1 for Li+, 2 for Na+, 3 for K+, 5 for Rb+, and 7 for Cs+.100 
The anion nature gave also the significant effects on ionic conductivity.101 In 1992, Sesner et al.102 
studied the effect of anion polarization on conductivity behavior of PEO complexed with the alkali-
based triflate or thiocyanate salts, and reported that the strong coupling between anion and cation 
mobilities influenced on the conductive behavior as a function of cation size. 
The report of conductivity for different alkali-based AsF6 with temperature (Fig. 23) showed that 
PEO8:NaAsF6 exhibited the highest conductivity among the studied systems with the change of 
slope at RT for the Arrhenius plots. 
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Fig. 23 Conductivity of 8:1 complexes of PEO (methoxy end-capped, Mn 1000 g/mol) with NaAsF6, NaPF6, 
KAsF6, RbAsF6; and PEO6:LiAsF6. 
Dhumal et al.103 investigated the interaction of alkali/alkaline-earth ions, including Na+, K+, Mg2+, 
Ca2+, with the ether oxygen atoms by using ab-initio calculation, and showed that the interaction 
energies of cation and PEO oligomer CH3O(CH2- CH2O)nCH3 (n = 2–7) followed the trend of K+ > 
Na+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+. The Mg2+ ion bond strongly to the ether oxygen atoms and resulting in lowest 
conductivity among the series of alkali/alkaline-earth based PEO oligomer.  
Later, the effect of different alkali-based iodide salts, RI (with R is the alkali ions), on the gel 
polymer PEO/salt in acetonitrile was reported by X. Shen et al.104. These electrolytes exhibit high 
ionic conductivity above 4 mS.cm-1 at RT, and changed with the nature of cations. For the alkali 
cations from Li+ to K+, ionic conductivity increased while increasing the cation radius, and was 
suddenly decreased for the bigger Cs+ cation due to the low solubility of CsI in PEO. 
In conclusion, the cationic conduction mechanism is very dependent on the size of cation, the anion 
nature, and the ionic mobility. Therefore, our work will focus on the single conducting polymer 
where the anions are chemically bonded along the polymer backbone resulting in only the transport 
of cations in the polymer matrix.  
3.3. Single-ion polymer electrolyte based on PEO 
The main properties of solid-based electrolyte are briefly resumed in terms of ionic conductivity, 
transference number, electrochemical stability, flexibility, and safety.105 Among these factors, 
cationic transference number displays a remarkable role for ionic plating/stripping performance. In 
particular, Li+ cation is generally less mobile than the anion, and its motion couples to that of Lewis 
basic sites of the polymer which results in the low t+ for the blend of polymer/salt-based 
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electrolytes. The t+ value, generally under 0.5, can cause the charge concentration gradient and 
reverse the cell polarization rise up, and detrimentally affect the long-term cyclability of the 
batteries.106 As an advancement of solid-state electrolytes, the single-ion polymer electrolytes 
(SIPEs) are highly desirable to overcome the drawbacks of conventional polymer electrolytes. A t+ 
value approached to unity prevents the formation of charged concentration gradients in the 
electrolyte, and limits the lithium dendritic growth that causing the cell’s failure. 
 
Fig. 24 The development of lithium electrolytes for rechargeable lithium batteries in term of low to high safety, since 
their first appearance in 1960..107 
In Fig. 24, the world’s tendencies focus on the improvement of batteries’ safety by using the single-
ion materials as solid electrolytes. Back to the 1980s, the first SIPEs proposed by J. Bannister et 
al.108 showed that grafting the anionic function on the polymer chain approached the anionic 
transference number to zero, and resulting in high t+. The strategies for grafting anions can be 
resumed in the three common ways, including 
(i) covalently linking the anions to the polymer backbone 
(ii) grafting the anions to the inorganic backbone 
(iii) using the trapping agents for anions 
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Fig. 25 Schema illustration of a structural single-ion polymer electrolyte. 105 
The simplest and straightforward approach in this regard is the covalent tethering of the anionic 
functions to polymer backbone, as illustrated in Fig. 25. These SIPEs can be synthesized by two 
basic methods including the direct polymerization of lithium monomers, or the chemical 
modification of existing polymers. In the next part, a short review of the sulfonate (SO3) or 
sulfonylimide (TFSI) anions-based SIPEs, which are the most common anions for LPBs due to the 
highly charge delocalization aspect, and high conductivity are reported. 
The sulfonate anion (SO3-). They possess a reasonable degree of negative charge delocalization, 
which is much higher than the carboxylate anion. Starting in 1991, Zhang et al.109 presented a 
lithium polymer salt based on SO3- anion, called as poly(sulfoalkyl metacrylates) - PSAMM, see 
Fig. 26a, but the higest Li conductivity of the blend with PEO was only 1.8 x 10-7 S.cm-1 at RT.  
Later, C. H. Park et al.110 reported the blend of PEO and lithium poly(4-styrenrsulfonate), LiPSS, 
(Fig. 26b) which showed the RT conductivities of 3 x 10-8 S.cm-1 at EO/Li = 8, up to 10-5 S.cm-1 at 
80 °C, with a t+ value of 0.85. The low conductivity at RT was linked to the presence of the 
crystalline PEO regions. Increasing the temperature leaded to the amorphous behavior of PEO, 
hence improved the conductivity, but reduced the mechanical properties of electrolyte.  
 
Fig. 26 Chemical structures of single-ion polymers based on SO3 anion (a,b) and TFSI anion (c,d). 
The sulfonylimide anion (TFSI-). This anion was known as the highly delocalized charge 
distribution, and the plasticizing effect that help to improve the conductivity.105 In 2000, Watanabe 
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et al.111 presented a poly (2-oxo-1-difluoroethylene sulfonylimide) with a unity transference 
number. However, the low RT conductivity of 10-8 S.cm-1 prevented the development of this 
material. Later, the single-ion based on a delocalized polyanion i.e. lithium poly (4-styrenesulfonyl 
(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide) – LiPSTFSI (Fig. 26c) was synthesized by R. Meziane et al.112. 
These polyelectrolytes mixed with PEO reached higher ionic conductivity of 10-7 S.cm-1 at RT, and 
increased to 10-5 S.cm-1 at above the melting of polymer.  
The effect of charge delocalization of anion on conductive behavior was studied by Zhou et al.113 
using the blends of PEO with LiPSTFSI (Fig. 26c), poly[(4-styrenesulfonyl)(trifluoromethyl(S-
trifluoro-methylsulfonylimino)sulfonyl)imide], (LiPSsTFSI, Fig. 26d), and LiPSS (Fig. 26b). The 
conductivity of 7.61 x 10-7 S.cm-1 was found for PEO/LiPSsTFSI, 8.42 x 10-7 S.cm-1 for 
PEO/LiPSTFSI, and much lower of 8.35 x 10-8 S.cm-1 for PEO/LiPSS at RT affirmed the highly 
delocalize charge of anion moiety that enhanced the ionic conductivity. At higher temperature of 
90 °C, the blends PEO/LiPSsTFSI reached 1.35 x 10-4 S.cm-1, with the high t+ value of 0.91, and 
low Tg of -15 °C indicating the single-ion nature, and the low crystallinity which were suitable for 
electrolyte applications. 
 Single-ion copolymer 
As knew, the polymer electrolytes based on PEO, even the modified polymers, must be used at the 
relative high temperature to maintain a reasonable ionic conduction (typically at 80 °C in most of 
the studies), which limits their applications. Moreover, Li conduction in PEO matrix is dominated 
by the chain mobility. Higher chain mobility provides higher ionic conductivity, and therefore the 
poor mechanical properties. Many researches have been suggested to design the single-ion multi-
block copolymers, types (AB)n or (ABA)n, where each block display a distinct function i.e. ionic 
conduction or mechanical strength, etc. 
Z. Shao and P. Jannasch114 reported the triblock copolymer BAB, where A is the poly(ethylene oxide-
co-propylene oxide) (PEOPO), and B is the poly(lithium 2,3,5,6-tetrafluorostyrene-4-sulfonate) 
(PPFSLi), Fig. 27. The copolymer possessed the aromatic ring, type perfluorinated, and due to the 
electron-withdrawing effect of fluorines, the anion was well dissociated. The conductivity reached 
1.5 x 10-6 S.cm-1 at RT, and increased to 1.4 x 10-5 S.cm-1 at 60 °C, which are suitable for the 
copolymer-based electrolytes. However, grafting the anionic functions on the rigid block resulted 
in poor conductivity, and low chain mobility.  
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Fig. 27 Chemical structure of the multi-block copolymers based on the SO3 anion.114 
The TFSI anions were grafted in a rigid block A of an (ABA)n triblock copolymer i.e. P(LiSTFSI)-
b-PEO-b-P(LiSTFSI) (PLiSTFSI: lithium poly(styrene trifuoromethanesulfonylimide)) 
(Fig.28a).115 This material showed the conductivity of 1.3 x 10-5 S.cm-1 at 60 °C, with a t+ value of 
0.85. Later, a number of single-ion multi-block copolymers were investigated such as PEO-b-
P(LiSTFSI) (Fig. 28b),116,117 P(LiMTFSI)-b-PEO-b-P(LiMTFSI) (Fig. 28c,e)118, PS-b-P(LiSTFSI-r-
OEM)-b-PS (Fig. 28d),119 etc. Recently, the structure of BAB copolymer combined a linear PEO 
(35 kg/mol) block, with the structural blocks PLiSTFSI or P(LiMSTFSI) (Fig. 28e) was also 
reported.117,120 
 
Fig. 28 Chemical structure of several single-ion block copolymers based on PEO, sulfonate and 
sulfonylimide anions.121 
In a multi-block copolymer structure, the rigid block assures the mechanical strength, but most of 
the reported copolymers have the anionic functions attached to the rigid block. The lack of phase 
separation including the lack of mechanical properties. The high conductivity was reported only 
above the PEO melting point, when the two phases were mixed (due to the interaction of Li+ and 
PEO). 
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In 2015, Balsara et al.117 studied the di-blocks copolymer PEO-b-P(LiSTFSI) and reported that 
increasing the temperature (above the melting of PEO) resulting in high conductivity due to the 
mixing of two phases morphology, but poor mechanical strength.121  
In brief, various SIPEs based on PEO and the highly delocalized charge anions such as sulfonate 
and sulfonylimide have been reported in the past three decades. These anionic groups display an 
important role on the conductivity of PEO-based electrolytes. The common advantage of these 
electrolytes relates to the high Li+ transference number, which can overcome the drawbacks of a 
blend polymer/salt, including the salt precipitation/aggregation, reserved cell’s polarization, Li 
dendritic growth, etc. However, most of the reported SIPEs exhibit low conductivity, usually about 
10-7 - 10-8 S.cm-1 at RT, and up to 10-5 S.cm-1 at above 60 °C, resulting in the unsuitable electrolytes 
in term of fast charged technologies. The blends of high molecular weight PEO with the lithium 
poly-anions, as well as the block copolymers exhibit poor mechanical properties above the melting 
of PEO, and an insufficient conductivity at lower temperature due to the presence of crystalline 
PEO. Concerning the design of SIPE block copolymers, the anionic functions are usually bonded 
on the rigid blocks (domain maintains the mechanical strength), which is not favorable neither for 
Li+ conduction nor for mechanical strength after the PEO melting.107 In this work, the design and 
characterizations of the multi-block copolymer (AB)n will be presented. The anionic groups are 
chemically bonded on the PEO conducting block (A block) to provide high Li+ conduction, and 
decrease the crystallinity of PEO. Mechanical strength, in a whole range of studied temperatures 
from RT to 90 °C, is maintained by the presence of an hydrophobic fluorinated poly(ether sulfone) 
– FPES block (B block), that is not miscible with the PEO domain, as seen in Fig. 29. 
 
3.4. Application of SIPEs in all-solid-state lithium metal batteries 
In 2013, Bouchet et al.115 studied the cyclability of triblock polymer P(STFSI)-Li-PEO-b-P(STFSI-
Li) in the lithium metal coin cells using LiFePO4 (LFP) as cathode material. The carbon-coasted 
LFP electrodes were prepared by using 60:32:8 wt.% of LFP:SIPE:carbon black. The batteries 
showed good cycling up to more than 80 cycles at varied power rates without any lithium dendritic 
growth. The performances of these materials were better than the results from the state of the art 
Fig. 29 Schematic structure of the single-ion multi-block copolymer. 121 
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published previously (Fig. 30a). Later, the Armand’s group122 designed a SIPE by blending high 
molecular PEO with LiPSTFSI, grafted on Al2O3 nano-particles. The SIPE was tested as solid 
electrolyte and was sandwiched between the Li-metal and the LFP cathode (cathode was casted 
with 62:18:12:7 wt.% of LFP: PEO: LiPSTFSI: carbon black). The discharge capacity reached 120 
mAh.g-1 after 130 cycles at C/2 with an excellent Coulombic capacity of 95 % (Fig. 30b).  
 
Fig. 30 (a) cycling performances at different temperature as a function of discharge rate for Li| P(STFSI)-Li-
PEO-b-P(STFSI-Li)|LFP. 115 and (b) The galvanostatic cycling at 70 °C for Li|SIPE|LFP cell reported by 
Armand’ group. 122 
Recently, the performances of single-ion ABA triblock copolymer electrolytes composed of PEO 
and poly(lithium 1-[3-(methacryloyloxy) propylsulfonyl]-1-(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide) 
blocks, poly(LiMTFSI), in Li-metal battery using LFP electrode were preported by L. Porcarelli et 
al.118 The cell delivered 100 mAh.g-1 at C/2, after 300 cycles without any sign of Li dendritic 
growth (see Fig. 31). These good performances attributed due to the single-ion nature of the 
electrolyte, with a t+ value of 0.91.  
 
Fig. 31 Chemical structure of poly(LiMTFSI), and the Li/8k-35k-8k/LiFePO4 cell potential versus specific 
discharge capacity at different C-rates at 70 °C. 118 
The outstanding cycling performances reported for the SIPEs based on PEO are developed only in 
a few studies during the last 30 years. These works showed the main advantages of single-ion 
materials in term of cyclability for LMBs, such as high stabilization without any sign of dendritic 
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growth after a long cycling, reversibility of lithium plating/stripping, performance. These SIPEs 
were used not only as electrolytes, but also as binder for cathode casting to ensure an effective 
conductivity inside the cathode.  
4. Electrolyte approaches for future rechargeable batteries  
The growing demand of lithium batteries will be quickly constrained by the limit supply of raw 
material i.e. lithium metal, that leads to the advancement of complementary battery technologies. 
Been the good candidates for high availability and low-cost materials beside lithium, the alkali/ 
alkaline-earth elements, including sodium (Na), potassium (K), cesium (Cs), magnesium (Mg), and 
calcium (Ca), etc. become the most promising candidates for future storage devices. Following the 
development of electrode materials, the electrolytes based on alkali/alkaline-earth metals for 
rechargeable batteries, in terms of high security and high performance, attract attention from the 
scientist. The studies of electrolytes using ionic liquids or conducting polymers for safer 
alkali/alkaline-earth rechargeable batteries are recapped in this part.  
4.1. Sodium-ion batteries 
Among the next generation, Sodium Ion Batteries (SIBs) have gained much attention due to the 
rich sodium resource, and the low-cost for potential applications in large-scale energy storage.123 In 
the 1980s, the first SIB from sodium-lead alloy has been developed by the US and the Japanese 
companies.124 However, the average discharge voltage reached only 3.0 V, which was lower than 
LIBs of 3.7 V, did not attract much attention. Based on the same mechanism, LIBs and SIBs have 
similar properties, except their ion carriers. The size of Na+ ions (1.02 Å) are bigger than Li+ (0.76 
Å), and sodium is also heavier than lithium (23 g/mol and to 6.9 g/mol, respectively)124, which 
obstruct the intercalation/ deintercalation of ions in the electrodes. Besides the studies of electrode 
materials, electrolytes for SIBs are rather similar in detail with the lithium-based electrolyte, such 
as organic liquid, non-aqueous, and all-solid-state electrolyte. 
The blends of ionic liquid/salt or conducting polymers with a fraction of sodium salts gained plenty 
of attention nowadays as high security electrolytes for SIBs. The early studies used IL, types 
imidazolium or quaternary ammonium, as electrolyte for Na-ion battery thanks to the dissolution of 
salt, and the sodium deposition with high efficiency.43 Subsequently, Monti et al.51 presented the 
physicochemical behavior of the imidazolium-based TFSI ILs doped NaTFSI (0.4 M) showed high 
ionic conductivity of 5.3 mS.cm-1 at RT, which was higher than the blend of Li in IL at the same 
concentration. Later, ILs with TFSI anion, are presented by Nohira et al.125, are showed wide 
electrochemical stabilization up to 4.9 V vs Na+/Na, and improved the operating temperature up to 
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115 °C. The deposition of sodium metal in 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium TFSI doped NaTFSI at -
0.2 V vs Na+/Na was also reported by S.A. Mohd Noor et al.43  
 
Fig. 32 The recent researches progress for sodium-ion batteries including the cathode, anode, electrolyte, 
and binder.124 
Various types of polymers are currently identified instead of a liquid electrolyte. The PEO-based 
electrolytes with high segmental motion, low Tg, good electrochemical stability, high affinity, and 
the ability for salt dissolution, ion dissociation/complexation are the most suitable candidate for all-
solid-state sodium batteries. Nevertheless, the ionic conductivity of PEO under its melting point (~ 
60 °C) is extremely low. Recently, by adding the inorganic fillers (TiO2, ZrO2 or SiO2) or ionic 
liquid (more recent approach)124, its ionic conductivity can be improved. Very recently, Varun 
Kumar et al.126 presents for the first time the mixture PEO / NaTFSI / BMIm TFSI as an electrolyte 
for SIBs. Their membranes containing 40 wt.% of IL show a good ionic conductivity (4.1×10−4 
S.cm−1) at RT. The Na+ transference number is around 0.39, and good thermal stability, which 
makes them very promising material for sodium rechargeable battery.  
4.2. Potassium-ion batteries 
Recently, potassium-ion batteries (PIBs) have been developed as promising candidate for large-
scale energy application. Since 2015, the studies of secondary batteries based on potassium metal 
have been strongly developing.127 These storage devices offer similar principle and advantages as 
compared to SIBs due to the low-cost and abundant of potassium reserves. The low standard 
potential of K+/K couple (-2.93 V vs SHE), which is close to Li+/Li (-3.04 V) and Na+/Na (-2.71 
V), propose similar cell voltage to those of LIBs and SIBs.128 One of the advancements for 
potassium electrolytes was the reversible potassium plating/stripping (at -0.15 V vs Li+/Li) in a 
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solution of KPF6 0.5 M in EC:DMC, reported by S. Komaba et al.129 Beside a number of studies for 
electrode materials, the optimization of non-aqueous potassium electrolytes is still in the nascent 
state.130 
 
Fig. 33 Cyclic voltammograms of Ni mesh electrode in 0.5 mol.dm-3 KPF6 EC : DMC at 0.05 mV.s-1 scan 
rate with Li metal as reference electrode.129 
Electrolytes for PIBs are mainly based on the mixture of KPF6, KClO4, KBF4 or KN(SO2F)2 
(potassium bis(fluorosulfonyl)amide, KFSA) salts dissolved in carbonate ester solvents.131 While 
the KClO4, KBF4 are hardly soluble, the KPF6 dissolves easily in the carbonate esters, and the PF6- 
anion can also form the SEI with Al current collector as in a LIB. However, the irreversible 
capacity in high voltage operation (above 4 V), and an insufficiently SEI formation at the negative 
electrode prevent the use of KPF6. The solvent-free and solid electrolytes for rechargeable 
potassium batteries require the advancement.  
4.3. Magnesium-ion batteries 
Rechargeable magnesium batteries (MIBs) are another potential solution, which are considered as a 
highly promising technology for energy storage and conversion. As a negative electrode, 
magnesium metal provides two electrons per atom. The divalent nature of Mg2+ gives an attractive 
volumetric capacity of 3832 mAh.cm-3, which is twice higher than that of lithium (2062 mAh.cm-3) 
and sodium (1136 mAh.cm-3).132 In addition, magnesium is the 5th most abundant element in the 
Earth’s crust133, with low atomic weight, and low cost. Magnesium is less reactive (-2.37 V vs. 
SHE) compared to the alkali metals, environmentally benign, and most of the Mg compounds are 
usually non-toxic. The MIBs work with the similar principle of intercalation/ de-intercalation as in 
the LIBs.134 In brief, magnesium battery may become one of the best economical solution for 
electrical storages in the future. 
The factors that inhibit the development of MIBs concerned to the availability of magnesium-based 
electrolytes, such as an electrolyte contained Mg2+ with high ionic conductivity and reversible Mg 
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deposition/dissolution (minimizing the formation of passivation layer on the magnesium metal 
electrode).134 According to the previous studies, the electrolytes consisted of Grignard reagents (R-
MgX, R = alkyl; X = Br, Cl), organohaloaluminates, or magnesium organoborates dissolved in 
several ether solvents (Table 2) presented the reversible electrochemical magnesium deposition. 
However, these solutions provided the corrosive issue, and unstable in oxidation.  
Table 2 Physical properties of cyclic and linear ether solvents. 
Solvent Chemical structure 
Boiling 
point (°C) 
THF Tetrahydrofuran 
 
66 
Glyme Dimethoxy ethane 
 
85 
Diglyme Diethyleneglycol dimethyl ether 
 
162 
Triglyme Triethyleneglycol dimethyl ether 
 
216 
Tetraglyme Tetraethyleneglycol dimethyl ether 
 
275 
The ILs, with their unique characteristics, have been highly recommended as safer and green 
solvents for magnesium electrolytes. As reported in the literature, the combination of high 
flexibility and low geometric symmetry imidazolium or quaternary ammonium cations54, with good 
electrochemical stability TFSI- anion35 gained many attentions as ILs for dissolving the magnesium 
salts. The binary system where the Grignard reagents dissolved in TFSI-based IL displayed 90 % 
Coulombic efficiency for reversible Mg deposition/dissolution, and exhibited high ionic 
conductivity above 1 mS.cm-1 at 60 °C.54,135,136 
 
Fig. 34 Cyclic voltammograms of the 0.25 M tetrahydrofuran (THF) solutions, containing Grignard reagents 
at a scan rate of 20 mV.s-1, from -0.5 to 3 V vs Mg2+/Mg.134 
The studies of solid polymer electrolytes for MIBs are still restrained. The Mg-based solid 
electrolytes offered the very low ionic conductivity of about 10-8 S.cm-1 at RT. Efforts have been 
changed toward the modified polymers, and the magnesium gel polymer electrolyte to improve the 
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conductivity while maintaining good mechanical/ electrochemical properties. One of the first 
encouraged results concerned to the blend PEOn/MgCl2 (with n = 8, 12, 16, and 24)137, and 
PEO16/Mg(ClO4)2, which exhibited the comparable ionic conductivity to the blend PEO/LiTf.138 
Later, by adding the molecule of THF, the gel polymer comprised of EtMgBr-PEO-THF showed a 
reversible magnesium deposition/dissolution due to the activation of EtMgBr complex in THF.139 
The polymer-IL electrolytes PEO/Mg(Tf)2/EMImTf showed a Mg transference number tMg2+ = 
0.45.140  
5. The aim of this work 
The aim of this work includes the characterization of new electrolytes for lithium metal batteries, 
and the impact of several cations of alkali/alkaline-earth groups such as Na, K, Cs, and Mg on the 
electrolyte conductivity, diffusivity and thermal properties. Thus, two systems of ionic liquid and 
solid-state polymer electrolytes are used in this work.  
5.1. Ionic liquid electrolyte 
The mixture of IL/salt is considered as green electrolyte for safer rechargeable batteries. These 
physical properties are strongly dependent on the coordination of solvated cation, which dominates 
the ionic mobility and the solvating/de-solvating processes at the interface electrode/electrolytes. 
Moreover, ionic conductivity and diffusivity are the two essential factors beside the high thermal 
and electrochemical stability to describe the usefulness of IL-based electrolytes. This study will 
investigate the electrolytes based on a common IL i.e. 1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium 
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide, denoted as BMIm TFSI, and the alkali/alkaline-earth TFSI 
salts in terms of physical/conductive/diffusivity properties. The IL BMIm TFSI exhibits the 
exceptional properties including hydrophobicity, electrochemical stability, low viscosity, and very 
low melting point, which are suitable for electrolyte applications.21,141,142 A schematic chemical 
structure of BMIm TFSI is presented in Fig. 35. The detailed planning includes (i) the study of 
solubility of several TFSI salts in BMIm TFSI, (ii) the impact of salt concentration for a smallest 
and a bigger alkali metals coordinated in IL such as Li and Cs, (iii) the evolution of IL properties as 
a function of ions’ nature type alkali/alkaline-earth metals.   
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Fig. 35 Schematic structure of BMIm TFSI. Atom’s color code: carbon (cyan), nitrogen (blue), hydrogen 
(white), oxygen (red), fluorine (green), and sulfur (yellow).41 
5.2. Polymer electrolyte 
The all-solid-state batteries have been developed due to high volumetric stability, easy handling, no 
electrolyte leakage, and solvent-free electrolyte. The conducting polymer-based electrolytes gained 
more attention as safer materials for energy storage devices. The conventional polymer-based 
electrolytes possess low cationic transference number, generally under 0.5, which is a drawback for 
battery applications. To overcome this issue, the SIPEs based on PEO and the highly charge 
delocalized anions i.e. perfluorosulfonate (p-SO3), or perfluorosulfonylimide (p-TFSI) will 
synthesized and characterized for lithium metal batteries, the post lithium batteries. A cartoon 
network of SIPE is presented in Fig. 36. The grafted anions allow reaching the understanding of 
cationic conduction process since the problems related to anionic mobility, and salt aggregation/ 
precipitation are wholly suppressed. 
 
Fig. 36 Cartoon schematic of ionomers based on PEO grafted the anions. 
The works involve (i) the syntheses and characterization of SICPs based on PEO as solid 
electrolytes for lithium metal batteries (this study will be conducted on two types of SICPs: cross-
linked SICPs, and multi-block copolymers SICPs), and (ii) the effect of cation’s nature on thermal 
properties and conductive behaviors in these SICP matrixes.  
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Abstract 
In this chapter, the effect of several alkali/alkaline earth cations on the physical and transport prop-
erties of ionic liquid (IL) based electrolyte is carried out. The IL 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (BMIm TFSI) combined with different alkali/alkaline-earth met-
als-based TFSI salts, at certain concentrations of salt, are investigated using multiple characterization 
techniques, including: differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy (EIS), rheology (for viscosity measurement), pulsed-field gradient nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (PFG-NMR) (for ionic diffusivity measurement), infrared spectroscopy (IR), etc. The 
work aim is to compare the blends BMIm TFSI doped alkali/alkaline-earth metals to determine the 
impact of concentration and nature of cations on the physical/ conduction/ diffusion behaviors of IL.  
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1. Introduction  
The growing demand for new rechargeable energy storage, beyond lithium batteries, has been re-
quiring more suitable materials for higher performances, long cyclability, and safer devices. The 
increasing use of lithium batteries in the mobile equipment leads to the fact that lithium mineral 
resource will be further out of stock. Based on the wide availabilities and the alternative chemi-
cal/electrochemical properties, alkali/alkaline earth elements have been considering as the good al-
ternatives for low cost and higher performable batteries. 
Safety is a drawback for any successful technology, including the batteries. Recently, the use of ionic 
liquids (ILs) catches more attention for future energy, thanks to their unique characteristics, such as 
non-volatility, non-flammability, thermal/electrochemical stability, environmentally friendly, etc. 
The IL-based electrolytes are generally obtained by mixing and dissolving a fraction of inorganic 
salt in an IL. The ion transport mechanism of Li+ cation and its environment in IL have been studied 
for years by both experimental methods, and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations.1,2 Many studies 
of sodium-based ILs achieved the pretty good results as compared to those of lithium electrolytes,3,4 
as well as the magnesium-based ILs for secondary magnesium-ion batteries.5,6 These studies pro-
posed the new tendencies for developing the alkali/alkaline-earth based ILs for electrolyte applica-
tion. However, none of them reported the systematic and comprehensive studies about the influence 
of these coordinated cations inside an IL on the physical and transport properties of the blends (e.g. 
viscosity, ionic conductivity, transport properties, etc.).  
2.  Salt solubilization 
The ionic liquid (IL) BMIm TFSI purchased from Solvionic@ was opened in an Argon filled glove 
box and was used as received. The LiTFSI and CsTFSI purchased from Sigma Aldrich and Solvi-
onic@, respectively, were used without any additional purification. The other TFSI salts including 
NaTFSI, KTFSI, Mg(TFSI)2 and Ca(TFSI)2 were synthesized via an acid-base reaction between the 
alkali/alkaline-earth hydroxides with the HTFSI acid. The synthesis and purification protocols are 
described in the experimental annex.  
In this work, the molar fraction of dissolved salt is defined as the number of Mn+ ions (n) per the 
number of BMIm+ cations (nBMIm), denoted as ‘f’, 𝑓 =
𝑛
𝑛𝐵𝑀𝐼𝑚
, and the value of molar fraction f was 
varied between 0.05 ≤ 𝑓 ≤1.0. The solubility of TFSI salts is presented in Table 1. The IL/TFSI-
based salt electrolytes were prepared by adding a required amount of salt in BMIm TFSI, in a glove 
box. Magnetic stirring was used to mix these solutions at 80 °C for approximately 72 h. The blends 
were cool down to room temperature (RT), and the solubility of salt in IL was carefully observed 
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through the appearance of precipitates or recrystallization of salt after 24 h. The solubility of differ-
ent salts in IL was asserted from the stability of the homogeneous solution at RT. 
Table 1 Solubility of several alkali/alkaline-earth TFSI salts in BMIm TFSI (✓: soluble, ✗: insoluble) 
Molar fraction f LiTFSI NaTFSI KTFSI CsTFSI Mg(TFSI)2 Ca(TFSI)2 
0.05 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
✗ 
0.1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
0.2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
0.3 ✓ ✓ 
✗ 
✓ ✓ 
0.4 ✓ 
✗ 
✓ ✓ 
0.5 to 1.0 ✓ ✗ ✓ 
Table 1 presents the solubility limits of the different cation’s TFSI salts inside IL (BMIm TFSI). 
While the LiTFSI is highly soluble in IL up to f > 1.0, the bigger alkali ions i.e. Na, K, Cs based TFSI 
salts become less soluble in IL, for example: until f = 0.3 for NaTFSI, f = 0.2 for KTFSI, and f = 0.4 
for CsTFSI. For the alkali-earth metals, while the Mg(TFSI)2 is dissolved easily in IL up to f = 1.0, 
the Ca(TFSI)2 is insoluble. Due to the large variations in solubility of the TFSI-based salts in BMIm 
TFSI, we decided to:  
(1) study the impact of salt concentration for the smallest Li+, and the bigger alkali Cs+ ion in the 
concentration range of f between 0.1 to 0.4. Also, these two cations have the isotopes which are 
NMR sensitive (7Li and 133Cs) and are favorable to obtain a full set of data in terms of transport 
properties (dissociation ratio, alkali transport number, fragility, etc.). The blends of LiTFSI dis-
solved in BMIm TFSI have been investigated in several studies in the last two decades.7,8,9 How-
ever, it is necessary to own our reference system to verify the characterization methods and 
conditions used for the following work.  
(2) extend these analyses to two other less soluble alkali cations e.g. Na+ and K+ at f = 0.2, as well 
as for the earth alkaline Mg2+. For the divalent Mg2+ ion, each cation bears two positive charges, 
so we decided to study the two salt fraction of f = 0.1 and 0.2. As these elements do not present 
a favorable isotope for NMR, the analysis of transport mechanisms will remain more qualita-
tive/comparative than quantitative.  
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3. Effect of salt concentration 
3.1. BMIm TFSI and the binary system [Li][BMIm][TFSI] 
3.1.1. Thermal characteristics  
The thermal behavior of IL/LiTFSI was measured by DSC measurement from -150 to 100 °C, fol-
lowing two identical heating/cooling cycles, under N2 flux, with a scan rate of 10 °C/min for both 
cycles. The IL electrolytes were filled in the aluminum crucible for DSC in a glove box to avoid the 
contamination of humidity. From the cooling scan (not present), the neat BMIm TFSI shows only 
one glass transition temperature (Tg), which is also observed during the heating stage (Fig. 1A), at -
87 ± 2°C, as well as two other thermal transitions relating to a cold crystallization, and a melting 
point at -42 ± 2°C and -1 ± 2°C, respectively. These behaviors fit well to the values reported in the 
literature for the neat BMIm TFSI.10 
On the other hand, the addition of LiTFSI induces a regular increase of Tg value as the salt concen-
tration increases. As seen in Fig. 1B, all these electrolytes do not show any other phase transitions, 
such as the melting and recrystallization peaks, from both cooling and heating scans, as it was ob-
served for the neat IL. Similar behavior reported by Pitawala et al.9 showed that the crystallization 
process was completely suppressed with the presence of salt in the LiTFSI based-IL. It is explained 
due to a large size difference between the Li+ ion and IL cation/anion which prevents the ‘efficient 
packing’ inside the blend IL/LiTFSI. However, the glass transition temperature is very sensitive to 
the electrolyte composition. As seen in Fig. 1B, at a low concentration of Li (f = 0.1), the Tg value 
of IL/LiTFSI is -83 ± 2°C, which is slightly higher than the neat IL.  
 
Fig. 1 The second DSC heating scans of (A) the neat BMIm TFSI and (B) the binary systems [Li][BMIm][TFSI] 
at different molar fraction f. 
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Moreover, the Tg values increase linearly with the ratio of lithium salt, as observed in Fig. 2. The Tg 
values of -79 ± 2°C and -71 ± 2°C are measured for the blends IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.2 and 0.4, respec-
tively. Thus, for 0.1≤ 𝑓 ≤0.4, Duluard et al.11 reported that the lithium solvation in BMIm TFSI was 
essentially coordinated by two TFSI- anions and formed the [Li(TFSI)2]- clusters. It is probably the 
increase in quantity of Li complexes, as well as the formation of bigger macroionic species such as 
Li+…(TFSI-)n…Li+ that could explain a remarkable increase in Tg values for the blends IL/LiTFSI.  
 
Fig. 2 Evolution of Tg values for the [Li][BMIm][TFSI] systems as a function of molar fraction of salt. The 
error bars are ± 2 °C for all samples. 
In conclusion, the presence of LiTFSI in BMIm TFSI suppresses the crystallization and melting tran-
sitions of the neat IL, and thus increases the Tg values by forming the interactions/coordination be-
tween Li+ and TFSI- anions. From low to an intermediate concentration of salt (0.1 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 0.4), the 
Tg and thus the mobility of ions proportionally decreases. To have more information on mobility the 
experimental data for viscosity and density of these electrolytes are carried out in the next part.  
3.1.2. Density and viscosity 
 Density 
Density of the neat IL and its mixtures was determined by the mass (mg) of a unity volume (mL) of 
substance. In this study, density of the IL-based electrolytes was measured in a glove box, at 25 °C, 
and detailed protocol is described in the experimental annex. Density of BMIm TFSI is 1.43 ± 0.01 
g.cm-3, which corresponds to the literature value.7 The variation of experimental densities with the 
molar fraction of salt are plotted in Fig.3. The value increases slightly from 1.43 ± 0.01 g.cm-3 for the 
neat IL, to 1.45 ± 0.01 g.cm-3 for [Li][BMIm][TFSI] (f = 0.1). Thus, density of the binary system 
containing Li+ increases proportionally with increasing the concentration of salt up to f = 0.4. These 
data are in agreement with those reported by Monti et al.12 
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Fig. 3 Density of the neat IL (black) and the binary systems [Li][BMIM][TFSI] (red) with different concentra-
tion of salt, at 25 °C. The error bars are ± 0.01 for all samples. 
However, our experimental setup for density measurement is not suitable to obtain the values at 
different temperatures. Meanwhile, the further evaluation of our systems requires these values to 
calculate the molar conductivity and the degree of dissociation. For this reason, we decided to assume 
the evolution of density with temperature may exhibit similar behavior as that of the pure ILs12, and 
we choose to use the parameters determined experimentally in the literature9 for BMIm TFSI. The 
parameters reported by Tokuda et al.13 for the neat BMIm TFSI followed an equation of 
𝜌 𝑔. 𝑐𝑚−3 = 𝑏 − 𝑎. 𝑇 (with a = 9.40 x 10-4 and b = 1.72) in the studied range of temperature be-
tween -10 and 90 °C. Then for the blends with LiTFSI, the same slope of a = 9.40 x 10-4 was kept 
for all samples, while recalculating the values of intercept (b) with our experimental density data at 
25 °C. 
 Viscosity 
Viscosity is known as an important property which is directly related to the mobility of ions in IL, 
i.e. the ionic conductivity and diffusivity. Viscosity of the neat IL and the blends IL/Li salt are gen-
erally influenced by the nature of IL cation/anion, the interaction between anion-cation, anion-Li, etc. 
Here, viscosity of BMIm TFSI and the binary systems [Li][BMIm][TFSI] with 0.1 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 0.4 are 
measured at the different temperatures from -10 to 90 °C, under a N2 flux.  
At 25 °C, viscosity of the neat IL is 0.051 Pa.s and increases with the presence of LiTFSI such as 
0.063 Pa.s at f = 0.1 to 0.21 Pa.s for f =0.4. Viscosity data for the IL/LiTFSI systems at 25 °C is 
plotted linearly with the molar fraction f, as seen in Fig. 4A. Increasing the salt concentration pro-
portionally increases the viscosity of IL. Based on the literature, the neat IL exhibits the lowest vis-
cosity comparing to the blend IL/salt and becomes less viscous while increasing the temperature.14,15  
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Moreover, viscosity of these blends varies with the temperature and fits well to a VFT model (ɳ = A 
exp[Ea/kB/(T - T0)]), where A is the relative parameter, Ea is the pseudo-activation energy (eV), kB is 
the Boltzmann constant, and T0 is the Tg value determined by DSC measurements (in 3.1.1). The 
VTF plots of ln (ɳ) versus 1000/(T-T0) are in Fig. 4B and the fitting data are shown in Table 2. 
Adding the LiTFSI increases the energy activation of the binary systems as compared to the neat IL, 
but the VTF curves show nearly the same slope for all of these blends IL/LiTFSI indicating rather 
similar Ea values.  
 
Fig. 4 (A) Viscosity of the neat BMIm TFSI and the binary systems [Li][BMIm][TFSI] with different molar 
fraction f, at 25 °C; (B) The VTF plots for viscosity data. The error bars are 10 % for all samples. 
Table 2 The VTF’s fitting factors for viscosity data. 
 ɳ = A exp[Ea/kB(T - T0)] 
Molar fraction f A (mPa.s) Ea (meV) T0 ± 2 (K) 
0 0.83 ± 0.06 37.82 ± 0.46 186 
0.1 0.69 ± 0.03 41.89 ± 0.32 190 
0.2 0.87 ± 0.06 43.79 ± 0.46 194 
0.4 0.47 ± 0.28 44.92 ± 0.60 202 
3.1.3. Conductivity 
The ionic conductivity represents for the number and mobility of all charged species available in a 
system and is described as:16  
     𝜎 = 𝐹 ∑ 𝑍𝑖𝐶𝑖𝑎𝑖𝑖          (1) 
Where F is the Faraday’s constant, 𝑍𝑖 is the charge, 𝐶𝑖 is the concentration and 𝑎𝑖 is the mobility of 
charged piece ‘i’. For the neat IL and the IL doped Li+, ionic conductivity is determined from the 
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Nyquist plot obtained by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements, and molar 
conductivity was calculated from the density and ionic conductivity. 
 Ionic conductivity 
Ionic conductivity of BMIm TFSI and the blends IL/LiTFSI were measured following a heating/cool-
ing process from -10 to 90 °C. The conductivity cell for liquid electrolyte was prepared in a glove 
box. The data from the heating and cooling cycles are rather similar, and only the cooling scans are 
reported in this work. An example of a Nyquist plot for the neat BMIm TFSI at 25 °C is presented 
in Fig. 5. The impedance spectrum is fitted with an equivalent circuit (insert figure in Fig. 5) to 
determine the resistance of electrolyte (Rel) (corresponding to the coupling between the semi-circle 
and the Warburg line). The ionic conductivity was calculated following the relation below: 
      𝜎 =
𝑙
𝑅𝑒𝑙∗𝑆
=
𝜅
𝑅𝑒𝑙
         (2)  
Where 𝜎 is the ionic conductivity (S.cm-1); l is the distance between two electrodes (cm); Rel is the 
electrolyte resistance (Ω), S is the electrodes’ surface (cm2), and 𝜅 is the cell constant, and is deter-
mined with a KCL 0.1 M solution at 25 °C. 
 
Fig. 5 The Nyquist plot of BMIm TFSI at 20 °C, and the equivalent circuit for impedance spectrum fitting. 
The conductivity data obtained were plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 6A. As seen, con-
ductivity increases while increasing the temperature from 263 to 363 K (0 to 90 °C), which is directly 
in agreement with the evolution of viscosity for all IL-based electrolytes.17 When the solution is less 
viscous, higher conductivity is measured. Thus, at 25 °C, conductivity of the neat commercial BMIm 
TFSI is 4.0 mS.cm-1, while adding LiTFSI, conductivity of the blends IL/LiTFSI decreases to 3.2 
mS.cm-1 for f = 0.1, and 1.2 mS.cm-1 at higher molar fraction of f = 0.4. The ionic conductivity of all 
mixtures remain lower at higher temperature however the difference in conductivity between differ-
ent concentrations of LiTFSI reduces at higher temperatures as compared with RT. At the highest 
temperature of 90 °C, conductivity of IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.1 is 21.0 mS.cm-1, which is almost similar 
to the neat IL. Our results are closed to those reported by Monti et al.12 for the Li0.15BMIm0.85TFSI 
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composition, which contained almost the same salt fraction as our blend IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.2, e.g. 
8.3 mS.cm-1 and 8.1 mS.cm-1 at 60 °C, respectively. 
Moreover, the conductivity is well described with a VTF model (σ = A exp[Ea/kB(T-T0)]). The fit-
ting’s data are showed in Table 3 and the VTF graphs are presented by plotting the ln(σ) with 
1000/(T-T0) in Fig. 6B. The fitting curves for these electrolytes are linear (in a ln(σ) = f(1000/(T-T0) 
scaled plot), and the addition of salt significantly changes the slopes as compared to the neat IL. 
However, the blends IL/LiTFSI exhibit the parallel curves relating to nearly similar energy activation 
with the increasing the salt concentration.15  
 
Fig. 6 (A) Ionic conductivity as a function of temperature (K) for the neat BMIm TFSI and the binary systems 
[Li][BMIm][TFSI]; (B) the VTF plots for conductivity data. The error bars are less than 10 % for all samples. 
Table 3 VTF’s fitting factors for conductivity data 
 σ = A exp[Ea/kB(T-T0)] 
Molar fraction f A (S.cm-1) Ea (meV) T0 ± 2 (K) 
0 0.36 ± 0.01 43.31 ± 0.10 186 
0.1 0.55 ± 0.03 48.47 ± 0.88 190 
0.2 0.38 ± 0.01 46.23 ± 0.18 194 
0.4 0.41 ± 0.02 48.90 ± 0.47 202 
To further observe the proportional effect of Li concentration and determine how increasing temper-
ature can affect the ionic conductivity, the conductivity data are also plotted as a function of Tg/T in 
Fig. 7.  
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Fig. 7 Ionic conductivity with Tg /T for the neat BMIm TFSI and the binary systems [Li][BMIm][TFSI]. 
As seen, all of the data for a neat IL and the binary systems [Li][BMIM][TFSI] are plotted in an 
identical scaled representation as a function of Tg/T. All of the curves are lying on the same master 
curve, which means that the fragility of these systems does not change with the addition of lithium 
salts. These results are similar to those reported by Pitawala et al.9, on various IL/salt systems. This 
also means that the structuration/ inhomogeneity of the IL is not perturbed by the addition of salt and 
that the conduction processes inside these electrolytes are dominated by the viscous properties of 
these liquids.  
In conclusion, ionic conductivities of the neat IL and the binary systems IL/LiTFSI are dominated 
by the overall ionic mobility. The presence of LiTFSI decreases the IL conductivity by increasing 
the IL viscosity, which is strongly related to the evolution of glass transition temperatures. Thus, 
conductivity decreases proportionally with the quantity of salt dissolved in IL from low to interme-
diate concentration and increases with the temperature following a VTF model. Moreover, the data 
show identical scaled representation with Tg/T indicating the same temperature dependence for all 
IL-based electrolytes.  
 Molar conductivity 
Another important parameter is the molar conductivity of IL-based electrolytes. The term ‘ionic con-
ductivity’ does not involve the ionic concentration but only their mobility. In order to overcome the 
ionic concentration, the molar conductivity (Λm  is determined following the equation: 
 𝛬𝑚 =
𝜎
𝑐
=
𝜎∗𝑀
𝑑
         (3) 
Where σ is the ionic conductivity measured by EIS (S.cm-1); c is the ionic concentration (mol.cm-3); 
M is the molecular weight of the compound (g.mol-1); and d is the density (g.cm-3). Here, the molec-
ular weight M of the blends are determined as: 
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𝑀 =
𝑓
1+𝑓
∗ 𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼 +
1
1+𝑓
∗ 𝑀𝐵𝑀𝐼𝑚𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼      (4) 
where f is the molar fraction of the blend IL/salt, and MLiTFSI, MBMImTFSI are the molar mass of 
LiTFSI and the neat IL, corresponding to 287.07 g.mol-1 and 419.36 g.mol-1, respectively. 
The molecular weight, ionic conductivity, and molar conductivity of these IL-based electrolytes at 
25 °C are presented in Table 4. As seen, the molar mass decreases while increasing the salt concen-
tration meaning that the big BMIm+ cation in IL is partially replaced by the smaller and lighter Li+ 
ions. Thus, molar conductivity shows a significant decrease when increasing the concentration of 
dissolved salts. At low concentration of Li (f = 0.1), the Λm is 0.9 S.cm
2.mol-1, which is lower than 
the neat IL of 1.2 S.cm2.mol-1, and decreases even more to 0.6 S.cm2.mol-1 for f = 0.2, and 0.3 
S.cm2.mol-1 for f = 0.4. Indeed, the molar conductivity is inversely proportional with the electrolyte’s 
concentration, following the equation (3). When the blend becomes more concentrated, its viscosity 
significantly increases with the concentration of salt and leads to the decrease of conductivity.  
In conclusion, the presence of salt shows the obvious impacts for both ionic conductivity and molar 
conductivity of the Li-based IL electrolytes relating to the increase of viscosity. Higher the concen-
tration of salt dissolved in IL, lower the conductivity of the binary systems IL/LiTFSI obtains.  
Table 4 Molecular weight and conductivity of the neat BMIm TFSI and the blends IL/LITFSI at 25 °C. 
Molar fraction 
 f 
d ± 0.01 
(g.cm-3) 
M ± 0.01 
(g.mol-1) 
𝝈  
(mS.cm-1) 
𝜦𝒎 
(S.cm2.mol-1) 
0 1.43 419.36 4.0 1.2 
0.1 1.45 405.21 3.2 0.9 
0.2 1.48 392.92 2.3 0.6 
0.4 1.55 362.82 1.2 0.3 
3.1.4. Walden plot 
The correlation between conductivity and the fluidity of an electrolyte is usually presented in a Wal-
den diagram. The perfectly dissociated electrolytes at infinite dilution follows the Walden rule: 𝛬ɳ =
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡.18 A deviation from this rule is often observed, especially for the ionic liquids, and allows 
to have a qualitative estimation of the ionicity of a system (by observing the deviation from a refer-
ence line of KCl 0.01 mol.L-1 solution18), even if the interpretation is still widely debated.19,20 Walden 
diagrams of the neat IL and the binary systems IL/LiTFSI are obtained by plotting the logarithm of 
molar conductivity (Λm) with the logarithm of the inverse of viscosity (1/ɳ) from -10 to 90 °C. Thus, 
it is necessary to use the estimated data of density as a function of temperature, as mentioned in 3.1.2, 
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to calculate the Λm values. This hypothesis may add some incertitude in the calculation of molar 
conductivities.  
 
Fig. 8 The Walden plots of the neat BMIm TFSI and the blends IL/LiTFSI from -10 to 90 °C. The referenced 
line is the data of a KCl 0.01 mol.L-1 solution. 
The Walden diagrams present in Fig. 8 for BMIm TFSI and the binary electrolytes. As seen, all the 
curves are linear and lie slightly under the referenced line, corresponding to 'good ionic liquid' be-
havior such as stated in the classification of Xu et al.18 It could state that these IL-based mixtures are 
near the ideal case where all the ions are completely dissociated and they move independently from 
one to another. Here, the conductivity obtained for these IL-based electrolytes are slightly lower and 
the deviations indicate the formation of complexes between Li+ cation and TFSI- anions. The evolu-
tion of these data with temperature shows the slopes which are different from the ideal electrolyte 
KCl which is explained by different energy activation calculated for viscosity and ionic conductivity 
data with the VTF model (see Table 2 and 3). Follow K. Hayammizu et al.15, the Ea values for vis-
cosity are slightly different as compared to those of conductivity for the binary systems EMIm BF4/ 
LiBF4. While decreasing the temperature, the data approach the ideal line of KCl indicating higher 
ionic dissociation at low temperature. 
Also, remarkably, all the points are lying nearly on the similar master curve, whatever is the ratio of 
salt dissolved inside the IL. This result is rather different from those reported by M. Monterio et al.14, 
who studied the system of BMMIm TFSI/LiTFSI (BMMIm is 1-butyl-2,3-dimethyl-imidazolium 
cation) and found a significant evolution of the slope with the Li concentration. They explained this 
phenomenon by the formation of aggregates and ‘tighter structure’ which also increases the IL vis-
cosity. However, the structure of the BMMIm cation is slightly different from ours BMIm cation, 
where a methyl group replaces the acidic hydrogen between the two nitrogen, and their results are 
reported with a salt fraction of f = 0.6, which is higher than those used in our work.  
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These results prove that even if the neat IL and the IL-based electrolytes are entirely made of ions, 
their intricate structure leads to partial dissociation. It means that only a part of ions will, therefore, 
contribute to the conduction process. This will be also detailed from the measurements of self-diffu-
sion coefficient by PFG-NMR technique.  
3.1.5. Self-diffusion coefficient 
Self-diffusion coefficients (D) of all species i.e. BMIm+ cation, TFSI- anion, and Li+ ion were meas-
ured by 1H, 19F and 7Li PFG-NMR method, respectively. Complementary to the ionic conductivity 
measurements, which are limited to charged species, the NMR method allows measuring the diffu-
sivity of each chemical species whatever is the charged or neutral ion, as a well as the strong ion pair. 
The diffusion data for the neat IL and the binary systems IL/LiTFSI are plotted as a function of 
1000/T in Fig. 9, and the values at RT are reported in Table 3. For the neat IL, the diffusion coefficient 
of BMIm+ is slightly higher as thus of the anion TFSI-, as it was also depicted in the previous stud-
ies.21 It is related to the high dissociation of the melting salt and the smaller size of the cation. A 
similar phenomenon was reported in the literature for most of imidazolium TFSI-based ILs.21 The D 
values of the two species increase with increasing the temperature from 298 K to 353 K (20 - 80 °C) 
in following with a VTF like behavior and rather similar evolutions. These phenomena have been 
reported in the literature.13  
With the addition of Li salt, the diffusivity of both IL cation and anion significantly decrease, mean-
while the diffusion of Li+ cation is much lower. Even if it is counterintuitive because the Li+ cation 
is much smaller than the other ions, this characteristic behavior was depicted in all IL electro-
lytes9,14,22,23 and related to the strong complexation of Li+ cation by the TFSI- anions. It is also con-
firmed by the reduction of DTFSI values by a factor of two compared to the DBMIm values while in-
creasing the salt concentration. For example at highest temperature of 80 °C, the neat IL has a DBMIm 
value of 17.1 x 10-11 m2.s-1 and a DTFSI value of 14.0 x 10-11 m2.s-1, whereas for the IL/LiTFSI at f = 
0.4, the self-diffusion coefficients of 8.7 x 10-11 m2.s-1 and 4.8 x 10-11 m2.s-1 are measured for the IL 
cation and anion, respectively. It indicates that with the presence of Li salt, the TFSI- anion does not 
diffuse as a single ion. One reason that should be pointed out is the formation of the anionic cluster 
between Li+ and TFSI- which significantly decreases the self-diffusion coefficients of anion. Thus, 
Li+ is always the slowest component despite its smaller/lighter size. A relative order of DBMIm > DTFSI > 
DLi is observed for all IL-based electrolytes.  
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Fig. 9 The self-diffusion coefficient of Li+ ion, TFSI- anion, and BMIm+ cation for the neat BMIm TFSI and the 
blends IL/LiTFSI as a function of 1000/T. The error bars are 10 % for all samples. 
 Analysis of mobility mechanisms 
The self-diffusion coefficient measured by PFG-NMR allows to reach a theoretical value of ionic 
conductivity (in assumption of the full ionic dissociation) following the equation.15  
𝛬𝑁𝑀𝑅 = 𝑒
2  𝑁𝐵𝑀𝐼𝑚𝐷𝐵𝑀𝐼𝑚 + 𝑁𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼𝐷𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼 + 𝑁𝐿𝑖𝐷𝐿𝑖  𝑘𝑇 ⁄    (5) 
Where NBMIm, NTFSI, NLi are the number of ions per a unit volume for BMIm
+, TFSI- and Li+ ions, 
respectively, and DBMIm, DTFSI, DLi are the self-diffusion coefficients of IL cation, anion, and Li+ 
measured by 1H, 19F and 7Li PFG- NMR spectroscopies, respectively. Conductivity at 20 °C for the 
neat IL and the binary systems IL/LITFSI calculated by equation (5) are presented in Table 5.  
As seen, conductivity values determined by this equation are somehow extensively higher than those 
measured by EIS method (in 3.1.3), which is in agreement to the literature.24 This difference is ex-
plained due to the assumption of the equation model. In fact, by PFG-NMR, we measure the self-
diffusion for a define ion, and the method can not distinguish the differences between a free ion, ion 
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pairs, and aggregates. Moreover, the presence of LiTFSI in IL causes an important decrease of con-
ductivity while increasing the salt concentration relating to higher viscosity of the blends IL/LiTFSI. 
3.1.6. Dissociation degree and Li+ transference number 
 Dissociation degree 
Other interesting parameters of IL based electrolyte are the dissociation degree and Li transference 
number. Dissociation degree ‘𝜏’ is determined by the ratio between molar conductivity, measured by 
EIS, and those estimated by Nernst-Einstein equation13: 
       𝜏 =
𝛬𝑖𝑚𝑝
𝛬𝑁𝑀𝑅
             (6) 
where Λimp, ΛNMR are the molar conductivity obtained by impedance and NMR spectroscopy, re-
spectively. The 𝜏 value uses indicates directly the proportion of active ions which contributing to the 
ionic conduction in the diffusing species.25 When the value of 𝜏 approaches to 1, all of the ions are 
supposed to be completely dissociated. Nevertheless, lithium dissolution in the IL is distinct from 
what happens in organic solvents, the IL compose completely by the ions at high concentration re-
sulting in Li+ ion can easily form strong coordination with the TFSI anions. These hyper complexes 
consequently increase the viscosity and simultaneously decrease the ionic conduction/ diffusion abil-
ity. Thus, the dissociation degree does not significantly involve with the temperature.26 The 𝜏 value 
of the neat IL and the blends IL/LiTFSI determined at 20 °C are shown in Table 5. A 𝜏 value of 0.63 
is calculated for the neat IL which is in agreement to the value reported by H. Tokuda et al.25. More-
over, the addition of salt increases the dissociation rate from 0.63 to 0.70 for the blend IL/LiTFSI at 
f = 0.1. And the 𝜏 value slightly increases while increasing salt concentration up to 𝜏 = 0.77 for f = 
0.4.  
 Li+ transference number 
Even the good ionic conductivity up to 1 mS.cm-1 at RT is measured for these IL-based electrolytes, 
this measurement involves the contribution of all charged species and does not reflect the ability of 
lithium conductive in IL which is an essential property of a lithium electrolyte. To obtain the mobility 
of Li+ ion for these binary system IL/LiTFSI, the transference number of lithium, denoted as tLi
+ , is 
calculated from the self-diffusion coefficients obtained by NMR following the equation below (the 
parameters were described in the equation (5)): 
𝑡𝐿𝑖
+ =
𝑁𝐿𝑖𝐷𝐿𝑖
𝑁𝐵𝑀𝐼𝑚𝐷𝐻 + 𝑁𝑇𝐹𝑆𝐼𝐷𝐹 + 𝑁𝐿𝑖𝐷𝐿𝑖
         (7) 
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The lithium transference number, determined from equation (7), is presented in Table 5. Based on 
these values, the binary system IL/LiTFSI exhibit low transference number due to small concentra-
tion of Li+ in a concentrated ionic environment. Thus, the ability of lithium transport increases with 
increasing the salt concentration such as tLi
+ = 0.023 for the f = 0.1 sample to 0.072 for f = 0.4. 
Table 5 Self-diffusion coefficient, molar conductivity, dissociation degree, and Li transference number of 
BMIm TFSI and the blends IL/LiTFSI at 20 °C. 
Molar fraction 
f 
DBMIm DTFSI DLi 𝜦𝒊𝒎𝒑*10 𝜦𝑵𝑴𝑹*10 
𝝉*10 𝒕𝑳𝒊
+ *102 
(*10-11 m2.s-1) (S.cm2.mol-1) 
0 2.3 1.8 - 9.7 15.3 6.3 - 
0.1 1.7 1.1 0.7 7.1 10.1 7.0 2.3 
0.2 1.3 0.7 0.5 5.1 6.6 7.3 4.6 
0.4 0.6 0.3 0.2 2.3 2.9 7.7 7.2 
In conclusion, the study of physical and transport properties for the neat BMIm TFSI and the binary 
systems IL/LiTFSI with 0.1 ≤ f ≤ 0.4 are carried out by the variety of experimental techniques. Most 
of the obtained results are in good agreement with those reported by different researched groups for 
years. Moreover, our work represents a nearly-full understanding about the dissociation of Li+ in a 
define IL, from low to intermediate salt concentration, which was rarely reported in the literature. 
The main purpose here is to set up the processes and conditions for investigating the systems based 
on IL doped alkali/alkaline-earth elements. In the next part, a binary system containing a bigger alkali 
ion i.e. the cesium Cs+ cation in BMIm TFSI will be carried out. The effect of salt concentration on 
physical and transport properties of the blends IL/CsTFSI, with 0.1 ≤ f ≤ 0.4, will be studied fol-
lowing the experimental approaches developed for Li-based electrolytes. 
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3.2. The binary system [Cs][BMIm][TFSI] 
In this part, the behaviors of a binary system [Cs][BMIm][TFSI] is carried out by various techniques, 
as used for the blend IL/LiTFSI. The molar fraction of CsTFSI salt is varied from 0.1 to 0.4. To our 
knowledge, very few studies are dealing with the behavior of Cs+ salts dissolved in IL, and they are 
mainly focused to environmental issues such as extraction solvents, and also with the help of com-
plexed molecules such as calixarene.27,28,29 Furthermore, none of these studies are dealing with a 
systematic study of the influence of such big alkali cation to the physicochemical properties of ter-
nary systems. 
Then, our focus will be to make a systematic study of the ternary system [Cs][BMIM][TFSI] in 
comparison with the [Li][BMIM][TFSI], with similar analytical tools (taking the opportunity that 
133Cs is the only other alkali nuclei very sensitive to NMR experiments) and highlight the effect of a 
larger dissolved cation.  
3.2.1. Thermal characteristics  
The Fig. 10A presents the DSC curves for the IL/CsTFSI mixtures (f = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4) recorded at the 
second heating stage with a scan rate of 10 °C/min. For all this composition range, they present only 
a glass transition, the crystallization process being suppressed, as it was also depicted inside Li based 
electrolytes. Moreover, the evolution of Tg values with the salt fraction for both Li and Cs systems 
are presented in Fig. 10B. The addition of salt proportionally increases the Tg values of both systems, 
but the effect is less pronounced in the case of Cs-based ILs. Actually, at f = 0.1, the difference of Tg 
value for two systems is only 2 °C, then increases to 4 °C for f = 0.2, and up to 8 °C different for f = 
0.4 indicating a stronger effect of salt content for LiTFSI than its neighbor CsTFSI. 
 
Fig. 10 (A) the second DSC heating scans of IL/CsTFSI, and the evolution of Tg values for LiTFSI and CsTFSI 
in IL at different molar fraction f, the error bars are ± 2 for all samples. 
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The Cs+ ions are bigger than the Li+ one (rCs+=1.67-1.88 Å and rLi+ = 0.59-0.92 Å depending on the 
alkali coordination30) and their size is nearer from thus of the BMIM+ cation (a value of 2.75 Å was 
reported by G. Feng et al.31 for the radius of the cation ring in using a free volume model approxi-
mation) which induce a lower perturbation to the IL nanostructure. However, it is well known that 
these alkali ions are strongly coordinated by the TFSI- anions. In the case of Li+, the most favorable 
structure reported with two TFSI- ions [Li(TFSI)2]-,11 while this number increases to 3 for Na+ 
[Na(TFSI)3]- 12 and then may be even 3 or more for the larger cations. 
3.2.2. Density and viscosity 
 Density  
Density of the binary systems IL/CsTFSI at 25 °C and the references of IL/LiTFSI with 0.1 ≤ f ≤ 
0.4 are presented in Table 6. As seen, the values are rather similar on the whole range of salt concen-
tration. The negligible difference includes the difference of molar masses of LiTFSI and CsTFSI e.g. 
287.07 g/mol and 413.05 g/mol, respectively. However, the small quantities of dissolved salt in IL 
do not remarkably change the density of the blends. Density increase while increasing the salt con-
centration from low to high. Moreover, for the next evaluations, we estimate the density of the Cs-
based electrolytes as a function of temperature using the experimental data reported in Table 6 and 
the assumption for the Li-based ILs as discussed in 3.1.2. 
Table 6 Density for the IL/LiTFSI and IL/CsTFSI systems at 25 °C. 
 Density ± 0.01 (g.cm-3) 
Molar fraction f IL/LiTFSI IL/CsTFSI 
0.1 1.45 1.46 
0.2 1.48 1.49 
0.4 1.55 1.56 
 Viscosity 
Viscosity of these Cs-based IL are presented as a function of inverse temperature (1000/T) with a 
blend of IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.4, as seen in Fig. 11. Viscosity of the blends IL/CsTFSI increases with 
increasing the salt concentration and become less viscous at high temperature, as reported for the 
Li-based ILs. The curves for both Li and Cs systems exhibit similar behavior with the increase of 
temperature following a VTF model. These results are significantly correlated to the evolution of Tg 
values measured by DSC. Moreover, it is interesting to point out that the CsTFSI has less impact on 
the IL viscosity as compared to LiTFSI. For example, while increasing the f value from 0.1 to 0.4, 
viscosity at 25 °C increases from 0.06 Pa.s to 0.09 Pa.s, respectively, for the blends IL/CsTFSI, 
whereas it is from 0.06 to 0.17 Pa.s for the Li-based ILs. A huge difference between two alkaline 
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systems may relate to the different size of Li+ and Cs+ cations which influences on the ionic mobility 
(or viscosity). 
 
Fig. 11 Viscosity of IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.4 (black line) and the systems [Cs][BMIm][TFSI] at different molar 
fraction f as a function of 1000/T. The error bars are 10 % for all samples. 
3.2.3. Conductivity 
 Ionic conductivity 
The ionic conductivity of IL/CsTFSI systems and the reference IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.4 measured by 
EIS method are presented as a function of 1000/T in Fig. 12. The conductivity is relatively high for 
these blends (above 1 mS.cm-1 at RT) even at the highest molar fraction of salt of f = 0.4, which is 
suitable for electrolyte applications. The effect of salt concentration is once again less important for 
Cs compositions and correlates to the evolution of viscosity discussed above. For example, conduc-
tivity decreases from 3.3 to 2.2 mS.cm-1 for IL/CsTFSI systems, whereas it is 3.2 to 1.2 mS.cm-1 for 
the Li compositions, corresponding to the molar fraction of salt f = 0.1 and 0.4, respectively.  
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Fig. 12 Ionic conductivity of IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.4 and the systems [Cs][BMIm][TFSI] at different molar frac-
tion f as a function of 1000/T. The error bars are 10 % for all samples. 
The conductivity data plot as a function of Tg/T, (Tg determined by DSC), for the Cs-based ILs at 
different salt concentration are presented in Fig. 13, and compared to the curve obtained for LiTFSI, 
BMIm TFSI at f = 0.4. Obviously, these data lie on the same curve indicating similar scaled-temper-
ature dependence of these electrolytes. It means that the fragility of these systems is not changed 
while increasing the size of cation, and even the salt concentration. It means that the conductive 
properties of any blend IL/salt are only dependent from the viscosity (or ionic mobility) in the whole 
range of temperature from -10 to 90 °C, and that the nanostructure of these electrolytes is not notice-
ably modified by the amount or the nature of the alkali ion added.  
 
Fig. 13 Ionic conductivity as a function of Tg /T for the IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.4, and the binary systems 
[Cs][BMIm][TFSI] at different salt contents.  
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 Molar conductivity 
The molecular mass and molar conductivity at RT of the blends IL/CsTFSI are calculated from the 
equation (3) and (4), and the results are presented in Table 7. As seen, the molar mass of Cs-based 
IL shows a negligible change with salt concentration due to the very close molar mass of CsTFSI 
(413.05 g/mol) and BMIm TFSI (419.36 g/mol). It means by addition of salt, each IL molecule is 
replaced by nearly the same molar weight of CsTFSI. Nonetheless, conductivity decreases while 
increasing the amount of salt. At low concentration of f = 0.1, conductivity is 0.77 S.cm2.mol-1, and 
decreases to 0.68 S.cm2.mol-1 for f = 0.2, or 0.47 S.cm2.mol-1 for f = 0.4. Comparing to the Li-based 
ILs (in Table 4), the addition of CsTFSI in IL has even less impact on molar conductivity of the 
blends. For example, when the f varies from 0.1 to 0.4, a decrease of 68 % in conductivity obtained 
for the Li-based ILs, whereas it is only about 39 % for the Cs-based electrolytes. 
Table 7 Density, mass molar, and conductivity of the binary systems IL/CsTFSI at different molar fraction f. 
Molar fraction f 
d ± 0.01 
(g.cm-3) 
M ± 0.01 
(g.mol-1) 
𝝈  
(mS.cm-1) 
𝜦𝒎*10 
(S.cm2.mol-1) 
 0.1 1.46 418.81 2.7 7.7 
 0.2 1.48 418.34 2.4 6.8 
0.4 1.56 417.52 1.8 4.7 
The Walden plots of these Cs-based ILs and a referenced sample IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.4 are presented 
in Fig. 14. As seen, similar behavior with those reported for the neat IL and the Li-based electrolytes 
(in 3.1.4) is observed i.e. (i) the curves are linear and lie slightly under the KCl reference line, (ii) 
these electrolytes are classified as 'good ionic liquid' behavior, (iii) the data plot slightly lower than 
the KCl line which corresponds to the formation of complexes, and this difference relates to the 
different in energy activation for viscosity and ionic conductivity, (iv) the data approach the ideal 
line meaning higher ionic dissociation at low temperature. 
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Fig. 14 Walden plots for the blends IL/LiTFSI at f = 0.4 and IL/CsTFSI at different molar fraction of salt, from 
-10 to 90 °C. The referenced line is the data of a KCl 0.01 mol.L-1 solution. 
3.2.4. Self-diffusion coefficient, dissociation, and transport properties 
The self-diffusion coefficient D of BMIm+, TFSI- and Cs+ ions were measured by PFG-NMR method 
of the 1H, 19F and 133Cs nuclei, respectively. The 133Cs data were obtained in collaboration with A-L. 
Rollet from Phenix laboratory (Paris). All of the evolution observed for Cs- based IL systems (as 
seen in Fig. 15) are similar to those reported for the blend IL/LiTFSI (in 3.1.5) including: 
(i) the diffusivity of both IL cation/anion decrease strongly with addition of CsTFSI salt and then 
slightly with increasing the salt concentration,  
(ii) the DTFSI value is always lower than DBMIm and is more affected by the Cs+ concentration.  
(iii) Cs+ ion is always the slowest component. The relative order of diffusion coefficient is DBMIm > 
DTFSI > DCs. 
Thus, comparing the impact of alkali’s nature at highest molar fraction of salt (f = 0.4), from the 
black curves (IL/LiTFSI) and the cyan curves (IL/CsTFSI) in Fig. 15, the influence of Li+ ion on 
ionic diffusivity is more important than the Cs+ cation e.g. at 20°C, the DLi value is 0.21 x 10-11 m2.s-
1, meanwhile the DCs value is three times higher of 0.63 x 10-11 m2.s-1. The big difference of self-
diffusion coefficients observed for two systems indicates different coordination shells of alkali ions 
in IL which is strongly depended on the ionic radius.  
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Fig. 15 Self-diffusion coefficient of Cs+, TFSI-, and BMIm+ ions for the blend of IL/LiTFSI at f= 0.4 and the 
blends IL/CsTFSI as a function of 1000/T. The error bars are 10 % for all samples. 
Table 8 Self-diffusion coefficient, conductivity, dissociation degree and Cs transference number of the blends 
IL/CsTFSI at 20 °C. 
Molar fraction 
f 
DBMIm DTFSI DCs 𝚲𝐦*10 𝚲𝐍𝐌𝐑*10 
𝛕*10 𝐭𝐂𝐬
+ *102 
(*10-11 m2.s-1) (S.cm2.mol-1) 
0.1 1.9 1.4 0.9 7.7 11.9 6.4 2.6 
0.2 1.5 1.0 0.7 6.8 8.8 7.7 5.2 
0.4 1.3 0.8 0.6 4.8 7.1 6.7 9.4 
 
Moreover, the dissociation degree obtained from the ratio of molar conductivity determined by EIS 
method and by NMR spectroscopy for the IL/CsTFSI systems are presented in Table 8. Comparing 
the two values of molar conductivity, the Λm value is always lower than the ΛNMR value. The evo-
lution of 𝜏 values with salt concentration for the Li and Cs-based ILs is rather similar at low concen-
tration of salt, and increases up to f = 0.4 for Li, but only limits to f ≤ 0.2 for the Cs. Clearly, these 
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values are influenced by the CsTFSI concentration. However at higher concentration of CsTFSI dis-
solved in IL, a drop of 𝜏 values e.g. 0.77 for f = 0.2 to 0.67 for f = 0.4 may relate to the formation of 
aggregates. These non-conductive aggregates significantly decrease the conductivity determined by 
EIS method (contribute to only the charged pieces) but not the conductivity determined by NMR. On 
the other hand, increasing the amount of Cs+ in IL helps to enhance the cationic transference number 
of the blends IL/CsTFSI from tCs+ = 0.026 to 0.094 for f = 0.1 and 0.4 due to the higher cation contents. 
Similar evolution was also observed for the blends of IL/LiTFSI (Table 5). 
3.3. Conclusions 
The effects of salt concentration (0.1≤ 𝑓 ≤ 0.4) in two alkali-based BMIm TFSI, including 
IL/LiTFSI and IL/CsTFSI are carried out as electrolytes for future storage devices in term of physical 
and transport properties. Along with this work, the evolution of the physical properties such as glass 
transition temperature, density, viscosity, ionic conductivity, self-diffusion coefficient, etc., with the 
salt concentration for these systems are investigated by various methods and techniques. A part of 
the obtained results are comparable to those reported in the literature for the Li-based electrolytes.  
Thus, by comparing the similar compositions of a small ion (Li+) and a bigger alkali ion (Cs+) coor-
dinated in IL, we noticed that the addition of both Li+ and Cs+ ions lead to the relatively similar trends.  
The behaviors observed for both systems can be resumed as  
 The addition of salt suppresses the crystallization of IL and resulting in only the glass tran-
sition behavior is observed by DSC measurement. The Tg values increase with increasing 
the salt reflecting the lower ionic mobility. 
 The IL density and viscosity increase by adding more salt in IL and their evolutions with 
temperature fit to a VTF model. 
 The presence of salt reduces significantly the overall ionic conductivity and self-diffusion 
coefficient of both IL cation/anion, and more important for the TFSI- anion while increasing 
the amount of salt. The alkaline ion is always the slowest component, and the D values follow 
an order of DBMIm > DTFSI > DAlkaline in every salt concentration from low to intermediate. 
The nature of ion has a minor influence on these IL properties. The Cs+ ion seems to have less impact 
on IL properties at the same salt concentration in term of viscosity and ionic transport properties as 
compared to the Li+ one, which relates to the lower Tg values measured for the identical alkali con-
centration, and the data can be easily renormalized in using scaled Tg/T representations.  
These experimental data may help to figure out the overall hypotheses for any alkali-based IL sys-
tems, even for the alkaline-earth metal, with the salt concentration following: 
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(i) the physical and transport properties of any alkali-based IL with the salt concentration may 
follow similar trends for Li and Cs compositions, from low to intermediate salt fraction (f ≤ 
0.4). 
(ii) how big the coordinated cations is, how low the remarkable effects on IL properties obtain 
while increasing the salt concentration. 
To further verify the second hypothesis, we chose to study the series of alkali/alkaline-earth based 
IL, including Li, Na, K, Cs, and Mg, at the definite molar fractions of salt. This fundamental study 
is expected to give a better understanding of the effect of cation’s nature on the physical and transport 
properties of IL. But these elements including Na, K, and Mg are not the good NMR nuclei which 
will restraint the availability for determining the self-diffusion coefficients of alkali /alkaline-earth 
cations, transference number, and ionic dissociation degree. Nonetheless, because of the nature of 
these cations, especially for Na and Mg, these blends IL/alkali/alkaline-earth –based TFSI salt are 
proposed as promising electrolytes for future rechargeable devices using the same concept of the 
well-known lithium batteries.  
4. Alkali/ alkaline-earth based BMIm TFSI 
While the Li-based ILs attracted the scientist’s attention as safer electrolyte for lithium batteries, the 
systems of IL doped alkali/alkaline-earth metals are less reported in the literature. For the growing 
demand of new energy storable devices, the overall understanding of electrolyte based on abundant 
element resources should be satisfied and alkali/alkaline-earth including especially sodium (Na) and 
magnesium (Mg) become the promising candidates for future technologies. Thus, based on the re-
sults obtained for the blends of IL doped Li+ and Cs+ cations with the salt concentration, the physical 
and transport properties of any similar binary system ‘IL/TFSI-based salt’ may follow the same 
trends of evolution. In this part, the effect of cation’s nature on the alkali/alkaline-earth based ILs are 
carried out using the definite salt concentration (f = 0.2) at 25 °C. This value of f is chosen due to the 
limited solubility of KTFSI in BMIm TFSI. In addition, for the divalent metal, two compositions at 
f = 0.1 and 0.2 are prepared to further observe the effect of charged number on IL properties.  
4.1. Thermal characteristics  
The second heating thermograms for the alkali/alkaline-earth based BMIm TFSI, from – 130 to -
30 °C, with a scan rate of 10 °C/min, under N2 gas flux, are presented in Fig. 16. These mixtures 
exhibit only one heat capacity change corresponding to their Tg. In detail, none of them show the 
crystallization as seen for the neat IL, and this behavior correlates to those observed for the IL doped 
Li and Cs. Comparing the Tg values obtained for these alkali-based electrolytes at the same molar 
fraction of f = 0.2, the presence of the smallest ions i.e. Li+ and Na+ ions in IL exhibit similar Tg of -
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79 ± 2 °C. How bigger the cation is, how lower the Tg value observes such as -84 ± 2 °C for IL/KTFSI, 
and -83 ± 2 °C for IL/CsTFSI. The relative order of Tg values for alkali-based ILs is Li, Na > K ≈ 
Cs.  
The presence of Mg2+ ion in IL increases significantly the Tg value up to -74 ± 2 °C, at the same 
molar fraction of salt of f = 0.2, whereas a value of Tg = – 83 ± 2 °C was measured for f = 0.1. 
Obviously, for the divalent ion Mg2+, the Tg value is much higher than the alkali-based ILs (if we 
compare them at f = 0.2). Meanwhile they remain rather similar (if we consider the number of added 
charges) for the compositions of Mg (f=0.1) and the alkali (f=0.2), and even for the Mg (f=0.2) to 
alkali (f=0.4), which is related to the divalent nature of magnesium. It is obvious that for each Mg2+ 
ion, two TFSI- anions are added in IL to compensate the charges, but it is only one for the case of 
alkali ions. This fact causes an increase in viscosity of the blend, and further increases the Tg value.  
 
Fig. 16 (A) The second heating DSC thermograms of the blends IL/TFSI-based salt, including LiTFSI (black 
line), NaTFSI (red), KTFSI (blue), CsTFSI (green), Mg(TFSI)2 (f = 0.1) (dark yellow), and Mg(TFSI)2 (f = 0.2) 
(rose). (B) the Tg values of the blends IL/salts with the cation nature. 
In brief, the blends of BMIm TFSI with the TFSI-based salts type alkali/alkaline-earth metals exhibit 
one glass transition temperature in the large range of characteristic temperature as observed by DSC 
measurement. Increasing the cation size decreases the ionic mobility by increasing the Tg values for 
the alkali-based ILs. Meanwhile, the divalent nature of Mg causes a huge increase of Tg comparing 
to the alkali-based electrolytes. The different Tg values observed for these ILs may concern the num-
ber of surrounding anions, the cation’s size, and the solvation of cation in IL. In the next studies, the 
density and viscosity of these electrolytes are carried out.  
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4.2. Density and viscosity 
 Density 
Density of these blends IL/salt measured at 25 °C in a glove box are presented in Table 9. It is obvious 
that these alkali-based ILs exhibit rather similar density of 1.47 ± 0.02 g.cm-3. Alternatively, for the 
blend of IL/Mg(TFSI)2, the densities at two concentrations of salt i.e. f = 0.1 and 0.2 increase with 
increasing the salt concentration. At f = 0.2, Mg-based IL exhibits the density of 1.49 ± 0.01 g.cm-3, 
which is rather similar to the alkali electrolytes. 
 Viscosity 
Viscosity at RT of these blends IL/ TFSI-salts are presented in Table 9. As seen, the alkali-based ILs 
exhibit close viscosity at 25 °C. The viscosity data are slightly changed by adding different alkali 
cations in IL. The lowest viscosity of Cs-based IL (at 7.53 cPa.s) obtained may relate to the compro-
mise between the coordinated cation size, solvation shell, and ionicity of the blend. On the other 
hand, viscosity of IL doped Mg2+ at f = 0.1 is 8.91 cPa.s which is in the same order of magnitude to 
the alkali-based ILs. However, the blend of Mg at f = 0.2 shows much higher viscosity of 20.19 cPa.s 
indicating the influence of adding similar number of charge versus similar molarities. All of the 
experimental viscosity values possess the incertitude of 10 %. 
Table 9 Density, molecular weight, and viscosity of BMIm TFSI and the blends IL/TFSI salt at 25 °C. 
Sample 
Density 
𝛒 ± 0.01 (g.cm-3) 
Molecular weight 
M ± 0.01 (g.mol-1) 
Viscosity 
ɳ (cPa.s) 
IL/ LiTFSI (f = 0.2) 1.48 392.91 10.96 
IL/ NaTFSI (f = 0.2) 1.48 396.12 11.60 
IL/ KTFSI (f = 0.2) 1.46 399.31 10.87 
IL/ CsTFSI (f = 0.2) 1.48 418.14 7.53 
IL/ Mg(TFSI)2 (f = 0.1) 1.46 452.45 8.91 
IL/ Mg(TFSI)2 (f = 0.2) 1.49 435.91 20.19 
In conclusion, density of theses binary systems IL/salt slightly increases with the order of cation size. 
The viscosity increases with the presence of salt in IL, and decreases while increasing the cation size.  
4.3. Ionic conductivity  
Ionic conductivity of the blends IL/salt, measured by EIS method, are presented as a function of 
inverse temperature in Fig.18. The conductivity data are very close and increases with the tempera-
ture from low to high. At low temperature, the effect of cation size on IL conductivity is more obvious. 
Conductivity increases with increasing the cation size following a trend of Li < Na < K < Cs for the 
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alkali-based ILs. Bigger the cation is, higher the conductivity observes. The differences of conduc-
tivity vanish at higher temperatures. Thus, an interested thing relating to the evolution of viscosity 
and conductivity between the Li and Na-based electrolytes is observed. The viscosity determined at 
25 °C for Na-based IL is very slightly higher than the Li electrolyte e.g. 11.60 and 10.96 cPa.s, 
respectively, meanwhile conductivity of the less viscous blend is found to be lower. A roughly same 
behavior was reported by Monti et al.12 with different salt fractions for these two systems which was 
explained by the different coordinated shells of Li and Na and the TFSI anions i.e. [Li(TFSI)2]- and 
[Na(TFSI)3]2- anionic clusters. While the complexes of Na+ are bigger, their mobility is quite lower 
than the lithiated one, but the weaker interactions between Na+ and TFSI- resulting in higher ionic 
conductivity of the Na-based IL.32  
Furthermore, for the divalent system, lower conductivity is observed at the same molar fraction of f 
= 0.2 due to higher viscosity of the blend (see the pink curve in Fig. 17). However, at f = 0.1, con-
ductivity of the blend IL/Mg(TFSI)2 is in the same order of magnitude with the alkali-based ILs at f 
= 0.2. One of the advantages, in term of electrolyte behavior, is that the IL contained the divalent 
ions only needs a half of quantity of dissolved salt to reach similar conductivity with the monovalent 
charge. The ionic conductivity of these electrolytes at 25 °C are presented in Table 10. Conductivity 
is 2.06 mS.cm-1 for the lithiated IL and increases to 2.43 mS.cm-1 for Na, 2.65 mS.cm-1 for K, and 
3.01 for Cs electrolyte. Meanwhile, a lower conductivity of 1.19 mS.cm-1 is measured for 
IL/Mg(TFSI)2 at the same molar fraction f = 0.2.  
 
Fig. 17 Ionic conductivity as a function of inverse temperature for the binary system IL/ TFSI salts. 
The conductivity data are also fitted to a VTF model, and the VTF’s fitting parameters are presented 
in Table 10. The energy activation (Ea) and the A factors for these electrolytes are presented in Fig 
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18. As seen, the Ea which represents for the charge carriers mobility and the A factors are very close 
for the alkali-based ILs (at f = 0.2), and the IL doped Mg2+ (at f = 0.1) indicating the negligible 
influences of cation size on the transport properties. 
 
Fig. 18 The pre-exponential factor and energy activation of the blends IL/TFSI salt calculated from the 
VTF’s fitting for conductivity data. 
Table 10 Ionic and molar conductivity at 25 °C, and the VTF’s fitting parameters for conductivity data. 
Sample 
σ  
mS.cm-
1 
𝜦𝒎  
S.cm2.mol-1 
VTF’s fitting parameters  
A (S.cm-1) Ea (meV) T0 (K)  
IL/ LiTFSI (f=0.2) 2.38 0.59 0.38 ± 0.01 46.23 ± 0.18 194 
IL/ NaTFSI (f=0.2) 2.43 0.65 0.40 ± 0.02 46.00 ± 0.24 194 
IL/ KTFSI (f=0.2) 2.65 0.72 0.39 ± 0.01 46.64 ± 0.01 189 
IL/ CsTFSI (f=0.2) 3.01 0.84 0.37 ± 0.01 45.14 ± 0.09 190 
IL/ Mg(TFSI)2 (f=0.1) 2.55 0.78 0.39 ± 0.01 47.31 ± 0.12 190 
IL/ Mg(TFSI)2 (f=0.2) 1.19 0.34 0.32 ± 0.01 48.03 ± 0.02 199 
These data are also represented with a Tg/T scaled in Fig. 19. The data lie on two nearly similar 
master curves with similar shape and curvatures e.g. the upper one for pure BMIm TFSI and the 
alkali-based ILs, another curve is slightly shifted under for the two compositions of 
[Mg][BMIM][TFSI]. It means that the fragility for pure IL both alkali and alkaline-earth electrolytes 
are rather similar, and the structural perturbation induced by these two families of ions are very small 
compared to the initial nano structuration of the IL. Thus, the ionic conductivity and the difference 
between the two families of electrolytes are governed by their viscosity.  
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Fig. 19 Ionic conductivity as a function of Tg /T for the binary systems [M][BMIm][TFSI] 
The molar conductivity of these IL-based electrolytes at 25 °C, calculated from the ionic conductivity 
measured by EIS method with the corresponded density and the molecular weight, are presented in 
Table 10. These Λm values increase with the cation size for the alkali-based IL from Li to Cs. For 
the Mg-based electrolytes, a lower value of 0.34 S.cm2.mol-1 is measured relating to the effect of Mg 
divalent nature which was previously mentioned. At lower concentration of f = 0.1, the blend exhibits 
a Λm value of 0.78 S.cm
2.mol-1 which is rather close to the alkali-based ILs. 
In conclusion, ionic conductivity for the binary systems IL/salt exhibit the same evolution with tem-
perature, as seen for two IL doped Li and Cs systems. Thus the effect of cation size, observed at the 
definite concentrations of salt, shows that the conductive process is dominated by IL cation/anion 
mobility, and the presence of different alkali/alkaline-earth cations in IL exhibits small impact on IL 
transport properties. Thus, for the alkali systems, ionic conductivity increases with increasing the 
ionic radius from Li to Cs.  
For a better understanding of the relation between conductivity and fluidity of these IL/salt systems, 
their Walden plots at 25 °C are presented in Fig. 20. These blends could be classified as ‘good ionic 
liquids’ due to the fact that all of the data lie slightly under the reference line of KCl. In brief, the 
behaviors reported for both Li and Cs-based ILs are rather similar for any IL doped alkali/alkaline-
earth cations system whatever the cation nature. 
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Fig. 20 Walden plots of the neat IL and the binary systems IL/TFSI-salt at 25 °C. 
4.4. Self-diffusion coefficient  
The self-diffusion coefficients of IL cation/anion for these binary systems IL/TFSI salt were meas-
ured by PFG-NMR at 25 °C, and the results are presented in Fig. 21. As seen, the presence of the 
TFSI salts causes a decrease of diffusion coefficient for both IL cation and anion, and the DBMIm 
values are higher than the DTFSI values for all systems. For the alkali ions, diffusivity of TFSI anion 
increases with increasing the cation size from Li to Cs. How bigger the cation is, how faster the 
diffusivity of anion is relating to weaker interaction between alkali cation and TFSI anions. In case 
of a divalent cation, the charged carriers diffuse much slower than in the alkali-based IL at the same 
salt fraction of f = 0.2, and rather similar at lower Mg concentration of f = 0.1. Obviously, the blends’ 
viscosity is an imperative effect resulting in the decrease of ionic diffusion.  
 
Fig. 21 Self-diffusion coefficient of BMIm+ and TFSI- for the neat IL and the blends of IL/TFSI salts at 25 °C. 
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Following the Stokes-Einstein equation15,18 
Di = 
kBT
6πɳri
             (8) 
Where Di is the self-diffusion coefficient and ri is the radius of the specie i, ɳ is the viscosity, kB is 
Boltzmann constant, and T is the definite temperature. The D value of each charged specie presented 
in the binary systems [M][BMIm][TFSI], where M is the alkali/alkaline-earth cations, is inversely 
proportional to the viscosity of the blend and the size of ion.  
Indeed, an evolution trend of DM >> DTFSI > DBMIm should be suggested due to the difference in size 
of these three ions. However, an opposite behavior previously reported for both Li and Cs-based ILs 
indicates that the alkali cation does not diffuse separately but together in complexed with the TFSI- 
anions. It was a shame that we couldn’t measure the diffusivity of other alkali metals by NMR, apart 
from the Li+ and Cs+ ions. Many attempts have been performed to measure the diffusion of Na+, but 
its NMR active nucleus (23Na) is strongly quadrupolar, and the corresponding nuclear relaxation 
times are very short, as it was also noticed in a published study.33 The T2 relaxation time between 
400 to 800 μs was measured in a temperature range of 20 to 120 °C which disable to obtain the 
diffusion coefficient by both PFG-NMR and the alternative Stray-Field NMR technique (a technique 
developing in LPS-Orsay Laboratory by P. Judeinstein and colleagues). Nevertheless, based on the 
results obtained for two systems of IL doped Li+ and Cs+, we suggest that the diffusion of any al-
kali/alkaline-earth ion in BMIm TFSI may exhibit the similar behavior, and the DM values are always 
smaller than the DTFSI, and DBMIm values. 
4.5. Cisoid and Transoid TFSI conformers 
Based on the previous studies, TFSI anion is a flexible molecule that can exist in two inequivalent 
conformations (see Fig. 22) e.g. cisoid (or cis) TFSI (forms of C1 symmetry with the CF3 groups on 
the same side of the S-N-S plane) and transoid (or trans) TFSI (forms of C2 symmetry and the two 
CF3 groups are on the opposite sides of the S-N-S plane).34 Both conformers are usually observed in 
the liquid or the glass state of the TFSI-based ILs, and their concentration can give the definite in-
fluences on the IL physical and conductive properties.35 In this work, the ratio between two TFSI 
conformers in coordination with different alkali/alkaline-earth cations is only investigated in the liq-
uid state (at 25 °C). The dependence of TFSI conformations for these blends IL/salt was carried out 
by using infrared spectroscopy (IR) measurement, in transmission from 400 to 4000 cm-1, under a N2 
flux, and the detailed protocol is described in the annex. 
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Fig. 22 Geometry of cis-TFSI and trans-TFSI.36 
Indeed, the characteristics bands of both cis and trans-TFSI were reported in the literature for the 
neat TFSI ILs37,38,36 and the Li-based TFSI ILs39. The difference between two conformers of TFSI is 
mainly observed below 700 cm-1 in the IR spectra, especially in the 460 – 680 cm-1 region, following 
M. Herstedt et al.34. They also reported that the IR bands of the C1 cis-TFSI were typically at 602 
and 656 cm-1, whereas the C2 transoid band was found at 618 cm-1. In this work, the IR spectrum of 
several alkali/alkaline-earth based BMIm TFSI are presented from 580 to 680 cm-1 region, and only 
the electrolytes contained a salt fraction of 0.2 are shown in Fig. 23. For the obvious reason, the band 
at 556 cm-1 is normalized to 1 for all spectra.  
The ratio between two conformers is calculated following a relation below: 
𝑟 =  
ICis
ITrans
=
I602+I656
I618
            (9) 
Where ICis and ITrans are the intensity of the bands corresponded to the two conformers. The ratio r 
for all of the electrolytes are shown in Table 11. Obviously for the neat IL, the quantity of two con-
formers is nearly equivalent and rather for the trans-TFSI. The presence of TFSI salts in IL probably 
increases the cis-TFSI in the binary systems.  
 
Fig. 23 IR spectra from 580 to 680 cm-1of BMIm TFSI and the blends IL/salts at f = 0.2 at 25°C. 
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Table 11 The ratio of cis and trans-TFSI concentration in BMIm TFSI and different IL/salt systems at 25 °C. 
Electrolyte 
Salt fraction 
(f) 
cis-TFSI/trans-TFSI 
(r) 
BMIm TFSI 0 0.90 
[Li][BMIm][TFSI] 
0.1 0.81 
0.2 1.12 
0.4 0.95 
[Na][BMIm][TFSI] 0.2 1.10 
[K][BMIm][TFSI] 0.2 0.99 
[Cs][BMIm][TFSI] 
0.1 0.83 
0.2 0.95 
0.4 0.79 
[Mg][BMIm][TFSI] 
0.1 1.50 
0.2 1.78 
Firstly, the ratio r increases with the addition of salt at f ≤ 0.2 for the Li-based ILs, and suddenly 
decreases at higher concentration of f = 0.4. Let’s back to the literature, Lassegues et al.40 studied 
the binary systems [Li][BMIm][TFSI] by both DFT calculations and IR spectroscopy and concluded 
that at a salt concentration of f ≤ 0.2, the TFSI anions in the complexes with Li+ adopted both cis and 
trans-TFSI, and the [Li(TFSI)2]- anionic clusters where Li+ complexed by two TFSI anions was con-
firmed. Similarly, K. Pilar et al.41 reported that the [Li(TFSI)2]- complex is stable and contains one 
in the cisoid and one in the transoid conformer of TFSI. These studies help to explain the rather 
similar quantity of cis and trans-TFSI conformers at low concentration of salt. However, higher than 
this concentration, the [Li(TFSI)2]- complex may be replaced by the nano-structuring where Li+ is 
coordinated with less than two anions and forms the [Lim(TFSI)n](n-m)- aggregates with n = 2m – 1,40 
and liberating the free anions. Also, the trans-TFSI is more stable34 resulting in higher concentration 
of the trans conformer than the cis one (the r values lower than 1). The similar behaviors are observed 
for the Cs-based ILs, and even with the two blends of IL doped Mg(TFSI)2. Next, comparing the 
effect of cation nature such as the alkali cations, at the salt fraction of f = 0.2, the blends exhibit 
roughly same concentration of the two TFSI conformers (the r values approach to 1). This is in 
agreement with the IL/LiTFSI systems that the complexes of alkali-TFSI contain both cis and trans-
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TFSI, and that each alkali cation is coordinated with at least two anions, and even three for the bigger 
cations i.e. [Na(TFSI)3]2- as reported in the literature for the Na-based ILs12,32. 
On the other hand, the addition of a divalent cation increases significantly the r value indicating the 
presence of higher cis-TFSI concentration in the blends. At f = 0.2, the quantity of cis conformer is 
nearly twice comparing to the trans-TFSI. However, the complexes of Mg2+ and TFSI anions are 
very complicated due to the presence of both ion pair and solvated aggregates which are the main 
reasons causing the huge reduction of ionic mobility and resulting in lower conductivity. The average 
number of TFSI anion surrounded the Mg2+ ion is about 3 to 4, and each anion has different potential 
energy environments.32 In brief, it can be concluded that the cisoid conformers are favorable for the 
formation of complexes between a divalent cation and the TFSI anions.  
5. Conclusions 
Ionic liquid-based electrolytes, defined as electrolyte of an inorganic salt dissolved into an RTIL, are 
largely investigated for battery technologies in the past three decades. In such electrochemical de-
vices, the RTIL are considered as potentially interested solvent for dissolving the salt. While most of 
the studies (from fundamental to application aspects) are dealing with the lithium-based ILs, the 
growing interest concerned the post lithium batteries, principally sodium and magnesium batteries, 
as the promising alternatives is attracting more attention.  
The advancement of such new systems reclaims to gain more fundamental knowledge, and this work, 
as our knowledge, is one of the first systematic studies about the influence of cation’s nature i.e. 
alkali/alkaline-earth metals on the physical and transport properties of the binary systems IL/salt. 
This study mostly focuses on the cationic transport process which is a key parameter for any electro-
lyte application. Besides, by using multi-technical approaches, physical properties of the blends 
IL/salt including their density, viscosity, conductivity, self-diffusion of the various components are 
carried out. These data allow to reach the important information such as cation transference number, 
ionic dissociation degree, and ionicity of the blends. 
The first mandatory step of this work is to determine the solubility of different TFSI based salts in a 
homologous IL i.e. BMIm TFSI. A large solubility range is observer for Li+ and Mg2+ (f >> 1.0), the 
other cations e.g. Cs+, Na+, and K+ are less soluble in IL, and the Ca2+ is apparently insoluble. Due 
to the large solubility of TFSI salts in BMIm TFSI, we are investigated the impact of cation concen-
tration on two cations i.e. Li+, Cs+, and cation nature for all samples (at f = 0.2) on IL properties. 
At first glance, the presence of alkali/alkaline-earth cations in a common IL leads to similar evolu-
tions of IL properties (at RT) such as the significant increase of viscosity and the consequent decrease 
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of both ionic conductivity and diffusion coefficients. It is also noteworthy that the decrease of diffu-
sion coefficient is larger for the TFSI- anion than the BMIm+ cation, and the alkali cations (only 
measurable for Li+ and Cs+ ions) are always the slowest component despite their smallest sizes. Its 
affirms the strong complexation of alkali cation by the TFSI- anions. This behavior is more obvious 
while decreasing the size of coordinated cation, and (or) increasing the salt concentration. Moreover, 
the presence of salt increases the dissociation degree of these blends as compared to the neat IL, and 
the cationic transference number, even it is rather inefficient for electrolyte application, increases 
proportionally to the salt concentration.  
Moreover, our results also deal with the variation of IL properties as a function of temperature, rang-
ing from -10 to 90 °C. By DSC measurements, the adding of salt exhibits as a crystallization inhibitor 
or glass former for IL. Thus, the Tg of the blends IL/salt is strongly depended on the concentration 
and nature of coordinated cations e.g. larger effect is observed for the smaller ions and increases with 
the salt ratio. Remarkably, the evolution of these electrolytes, whatever is their composition, with 
temperature leads to the unified results:  
- the master curve of Walden plot obtained with the variation of temperature affirms a rather 
similar ionicity. 
- scaling of ionic conductivity by the glass transition temperature (Tg/T) leads to a master curve, 
evidencing similar fragility. 
Thus, for a binary system, the ionic transport properties are driven by its viscosity,42 and its 
nanostructuration is not so different comparing to the neat IL.43  
Nevertheless, the challenge is to clarify the dependence of Tg value (or ionic mobility) inside the 
blends IL/salt with the cation nature, but the original molecular, or the description of Tg are still rather 
debated in the literature. Through our results, the glass transition behavior is obviously connected to 
the coordination shell of alkali/alkaline-earth cation, and even the possibility for forming the big 
aggregates which comprise more than one cations through bridging anions (X+...(TFSI)-...X+) inside 
these blends.18,44 While the combination of some direct measurements (IR, EXAFS, Raman spectros-
copies) can help to obtain description of the average coordination shells, the second order neighbor-
ing, and the formation of alkali-based clusters, etc., these techniques are very difficult to assess ex-
perimentally because the dynamic equilibrium and the lifetime of these complex species are not 
measurable.  
Facing a lot of difficulties relating to the inaccessible of several direct experimental techniques, a 
molecular dynamic approach has been paralleled started by Dr. P. Judeinstein and B. Coasne (LiPhy, 
Grenoble) to further reach such full knowledge. This work consists to use the published force fields 
description and a classical molecular dynamic approach to compute the trajectories, then extract the 
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relevant data. However, the used force fields were developed in a different context (as an example, 
the force field for alkali/earth alkaline in aqueous solutions), so our approximations need to be veri-
fied. In the following work, the experimental results (presented in this chapter) and those obtained 
by simulations will be compared. The first encouraged results are presented in Fig. 24 including the 
evolution of X-Ray scattering pattern, in collaboration with F. Cousin from LLB in Saclay, for the 
system [Cs][BMIM][TFSI] (f = 0.1; 0.2; and 0.4) and the evolution of self-diffusion coefficients at 
300 K for [alkali][BMIM][TFSI] electrolytes (f=0.2). We expect that the comparison between ade-
quate MD method and reproduce experimental results will allow us to get more sensitive information 
about the physicochemical properties of these electrolytes. 
   A                                                          B 
 
Fig. 24 Comparison between experimental and molecular dynamic approach for structural and dynamic ap-
proaches (A) Wide angle X-Ray scattering, to characterize IL and electrolyte nanostructuration, of 
[Cs][BMIM][TFSI] system at f =01;0.2; and 0.4; and (B) the evolution of self-diffusion coefficients for 
[M][BMIM][TFSI] systems (M is Li, Na, K, Cs), at 300 K and f=0.2.  
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Abstract 
In this chapter, two types of single-ion conducting polymers were synthesized and characterized as 
solid polymer electrolytes. The first part presents a new family of polymer electrolytes based on the 
cross-linked SIPEs, which was obtained in three steps e.g. two polycondensation reactions, following 
by a radical polymerization under UV irradiation. Two types of anions were bonded to the PEO 
backbone:  phenyl-oxoperfluoropentane sulfonate (p-SO3), (SIPEs named as Ixp-SO3-db, x 
corresponds to the molecular weight of precursor used in the first synthesis step i.e. poly(ethylene 
glycol) – PEG), and phenyl-oxoperfluoropentane sulfonylimide (p-TFSI), (SIPEs named Ip-TFSI-
db). The polymer electrolytes Li-form were characterized as a function of anion’s nature, and of 
EO/Li ratio. The electrochemical performances of I1000 p-SO3-cr in a symmetrical Li-metal cell 
(Li/SIPE/Li), and in a full battery (Li-metal/SIPE/LFP) were evaluated. 
In the second part, the synthesis and characterizations of multi-block copolymers (named as Cox p-
SO3), obtained by the copolymerization of a linear Ix p-SO3 block and a hydrophobic partially 
fluorinated poly(ether sulfone) - (FPES) block were presented. To improve the conductivity of 
material, low molecular weight poly(ethylene glycol)dimethyl ether (DMPEG) was added as 
plasticizer. Electrochemical behaviors of the resulted polymer were studied as solid electrolytes for 
Li-metal battery using LFP cathode. 
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Chemical structure of polymers study in this chapter 
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1. Cross-linked single-ion polymer electrolyte (SIPE)  
The SIPEs were obtained in three steps:  
1) Synthesis of ionic block (ionomer) Ixp-SO3 and I1000 p-TFSI by polycondensation reaction 
between PEG and potassium-5-(3’,5’-difluorophenyl)-3-oxoperfluoropentan sulfonate - (p-
SO3), or sodium-N-(trifluoromethane)-5-(3’,5’-difluorophenyl)-3- oxoperfluoro- 
pentanesulfonylimide (p-TFSI). Where x is the length of PEG e.g. 1000; 600; 400 g/mol. 
2) Synthesis of Ixp-SO3-db, and I1000 p-TFSI-db with double-bonds side chain by 
polycondensation reaction of the ionic block performed in the first step and 1,3-dichloro-2-
methyl-propene.  
3) Film casting and double-bonds polymerization under UV irradiation (cross-linked films 
named as Ixp-SO3-cr and I1000 p-TFSI-cr). 
Additionally, two linear ionomers, i.e. Ip-SO3 and Ip-TFSI, with the desired molecular weight of 
10 kg/mol were synthetized and comparatively characterized.  
1.1.  Syntheses of ionic block (ionomers) 
Ionic blocks with the molecular weights of 10 and 5 kg/mol were synthesized by polycondensation 
reaction between the PEG, with different molecular weights (400, 600, 1000 g/mol), and the ionic 
monomer, based on difluorobenzene grafted with the anions types perfluoropentane sulfonate -(p-
SO3), or perfluoropentane sulfonylimide (p-TFSI). The two monomers (Fig. 1) were provided by 
ERAS Labo. 
 
Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of the monomers used for SIPEs syntheses. 
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For this work, about 3 g of the p-TFSI monomer was provided by Eras labo. The synthesis and 
purification of this monomer are more complicated, and resulting in much lower reaction yield as 
compared to its homologue p-SO3 monomer. Therefore the majority of studies was conducted with 
the sulfonated monomer.  
In this polycondensation reaction, molecular weight of ionomer was predicted by the ratio of PEG 
and ionic monomer. To control the molar mass and functionalized the ionomer, the monomer 
terminating the block must be taken in excess. The ratio r of two monomers was calculated by 
Carother’s equation, as seen below: 
MWblock =
1 (1+𝑟)
2(1−𝑟)
 MW0 + MWend     (1) 
where MWblock is the previewed molecular weight of a block, MWo is molecular weight of a structural 
unit, MWend is molecular weight of a terminating monomer. A schema illustrates the parameters of 
Carother’s equation for ionomer synthesis is presented in Fig. 2, and these calculated values for the 
previewed molecular weights of 10 and 5 kg/mol are resumed in Table 1. 
To obtain the predicted molecular weight, highly purified monomers were required. Therefore, all 
the reagents used for ionomer syntheses were carefully prepared and stored in an Argon filled glove 
box prior use. This polycondensation reaction is also very sensitive to the presence of water, the 
reaction was performed under an Argon flux. For the ionomers possessed double-bonds along the 
backbone, the OH functions from the end chain of ionomer after the first synthesis step reacted with 
3-dichloro-2-methyl-propene. The quantity of OH end-chain corresponds to [(1-r) x moles] of PEG, 
and a stoichiometric amount of 3-dichloro-2-methyl-propene was used to obtain the highest 
molecular weight.  
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Fig. 2 Schema illustrates the parameter of Carother’s equation for ionomer synthesis. 
Table 1 Parameters of Carother’s equation used for ionomer synthesis. 
Ionomer 
MW POE 
g.mol-1 
EO/M 
ratio 
MWblock 
g.mol-1 
MW0  
g.mol-1 
MWend  
g.mol-1 
r 
I1000p-SO3 1000 23 10 000 1408 999 0.855 
I1000 p-SO3-db 1000 23 
5000 
1408 999 0.701 
I600 p-SO3-db 600 14 1008 599 0.794 
I400 p-SO3-db 400 9 808 399 0.839 
I1000p-TFSI 1000 23 10 000 1523 999 0.844 
I1000 p-TFSI-db 1000 23 5000 1523 999 0.680 
This synthesis approach lead to a very homogeneous distribution of anions along the polymer 
backbone, and the distance between two anions is always fixed by the length of PEG, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3 Cartoon schematic of ionomer based on PEO and the grafted the anions. 
1.1.1. Synthesis of Ip-SO3 
The Ip-SO3 was synthesized via a polycondensation reaction (see Fig. 2) with the desired molecular 
weight (MWblock) of 10 kg/mol. The PEG (MW 1000 g/mol) and NaH dissolved bis(2-methoxyethyl) 
ether (diglyme) were heated at 60 °C, under Argon flux to form the O-,Na+ groups at the end-chain 
of PEG. A change of color from colorless to dark-brown, after about 2 h, indicated the formation of 
the expected O- Na+ functions. In the next step, a required quantity of sodium-5-(3’,5’-
difluorophenyl)-3-oxoperfluoropentansulfonate, noted as monomer sulfonate, dissolved in DGME 
was added. The mixture was heated at 140 °C for at least 2h, and the formation of ionomer was 
followed by 19F-NMR spectrometry until the aromatic fluorines at -108 ppm (see the insert photo in 
Fig. 5) disappeared. The resulting yellowish gel polymer was purified, then exchanged into Li-form, 
following the processes described in the annex (1.3.2.). Ionomer was filtered under vacuum in a 
plastic ultra-filtration cell, using the Millipore ultrafiltration membrane of 3 kDa, to remove residual 
inorganic salts, low molecular weight polymer (lower than 3000 g/mol), remaining traces of solvents, 
and un-reacted monomer. This reaction was repeated multiple times to affirm the reproducibility. 
 
Fig. 2 Synthesis process of I1000p-SO3. 
Fig. 5 illustrates the 1H and 19F-NMR spectra of the neat Ip-SO3 in deuterated acetone (acetone-d6), 
which proved high purity of the final product. As seen in Fig. 5, where only the peaks corresponding 
to ionomer protons are presented, the single peaks at 6.93 and 6.84 ppm relate to the aromatic protons 
of benzene bearing, the multi-peaks at 4.31 and 3.93 ppm attribute to (CH2-CH2-O) bonds near the 
aromatic ring, and the protons of PEG appear at 3.70 ppm. The ratio of integrals correspond perfectly 
to the expected structure of ionomer I1000 p-SO3. The 19F-NMR spectrum shows four single peaks 
PEG chain (MW = 1000, 600, or 400 g/mol)  
with the benzene bearing  
Side-chain ended with anion and Li
+
 
PEG 
M
n
 = 1000 g.mol
-1
 
DGME / 140°C 
NaH 
+ 
Sodium-5-(3’,5’-difluorophenyl)-3-
oxoperfluoropentansulfonate  
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corresponding to the CF2 groups of anionic function. The aromatic fluorines at -108 ppm of the 
unreacted ionic monomer (insert figure) were disappeared completely after the reaction. 
  
 
Fig. 3  1H and 19F-NMR spectra of Ixp-SO3 in acetone-d6, inset figure presents the 19F-NMR spectrum of the 
un-reacted monomer. 
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1.1.2. Synthesis of Ixp-SO3-db with double-bonds along the chain  
The Ix p-SO3-db were synthesized via a two-step polycondensation reaction, with the desired 
molecular weight of 5 kg/mol. The PEG with different molecular weights of 1000, 600, and 400 
g/mol were used to vary the ratio of EO units per Li+ ion, denoted as EO/Li, from 23, 14, to 9, 
respectively.  
The ionomer was synthesized using the same process as for Ip-SO3 (in 1.1.1). When the peak of 
aromatic fluorines disappeared in 19F-NMR spectrum, the reaction was cooled down to 70 °C, and a 
desired quantity of 1,3-dichloro-2-methyl-propene was added. The synthesis process of the second 
polycondensation step is presented in Fig. 6.  
 
Fig. 4 Synthesis schema of Ix p-SO3-db. 
This reaction step was monitored by 1H-NMR spectrum (in acetone-d6). The spectrum of I1000 p-SO3-
db is given in Fig. 5 as an example. At the beginning of the second step, the protons of 1,3-dichloro-
2-methyl-propene were found at 5.44 and 4.32 ppm, then shifted to 5.25 and 4.09 ppm when the 
reaction finish. The integral ratio between aromatic and double-bonds protons was about 1: 0.47, 
corresponding perfectly to one double-bonds for each ionic block of 5 kg/mol. 19F-NMR spectrum of 
the resulted ionomer was similar to that of Ip-SO3 (Fig. 5), where four single peaks corresponding to 
the CF2 groups of perfluorosulfonic side chain were observed. Ionomers were recovered and purified 
using the same protocol as for Ip-SO3.  
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Fig. 5 The 1H-NMR spectrum of I1000 p-SO3-db. 
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1.1.3. Synthesis of Ip-TFSI 
Based on the same protocols described in 1.1.1, the ionomer Ip-TFSI were synthesized via a 
polycondensation reaction (Fig. 8) between the PEG (MW 1000 g/mol) and the monomer perfluoro- 
pentanesulfonylimide (p-TFSI), with a desired MW of 10 kg/mol. The 19F-NMR spectra of un-
reacted monomer, and Ip-TFSI in acetone-d6 are shown in Fig. 7. The peak at -79.7 ppm corresponds 
to the fluorines of –(NSO2CF3) sulfonylimide anion, and four others single peaks represent the 
fluorines of CF2 groups from the side chain. The 1H-NMR spectrum of Ip-TFSI is similar to that of 
Ip-SO3 (Fig. 3). The obtained yellowish gel polymer was purified, and exchanged into Li+ form. 
 
Fig. 6 Synthesis process of Ip-TFSI. 
The synthesis of Ip-TFSI faced the multiple difficulties. Despite adding the PEG in access as 
compared to the ionic monomer, the aromatic fluorines were not completely reacted (peak at -108 
ppm in 19F-NMR spectrum). Increasing the temperature, as well as the reaction time did not help to 
consume the whole quantity of aromatic fluorines. Therefore, new amount of NaH was added to 
finish the reaction. We did not understand the lower reactivity of TFSI monomer than the 
perfluorosulfonic one, because the only difference between two monomers concerns the function at 
the end of side chain i.e. sulfonate or sulfonylimide, which locates so far from the aromatic ring, and 
should not change the reactivity of aromatic fluorines.  
Regarding the NMR spectra, the protons’ integrals correspond perfectly to the expected structure of 
Ip-TFSI. In the 19F spectrum, the integral ratio between four CF2 groups from the side chain are rather 
similar for ionomer, without any additional fluorine peaks, or the specific peaks of perfluorosulfonic 
side chain. Integrals of (NSO2CF3) fluorines and CF2 groups’ fluorines for monomer and ionomer 
have not a good ratio e.g. a slight reduction of integrals ratio from 1.2: 1 to 1:1 is observed, 
respectively, while it should be 1.5:1 for the correct spectrum of monomer. An elementary analysis 
performed by Eras-labo proved the high purity of monomer, so this lower integral ration for the 
monomer is mainly related to the difference in relaxation time of different fluorines. To reach the 
good ratio, the NMR acquisition time should to be modified. 
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Fig. 7 The 19F-NMR spectra of (A) unreacted monomer, and (B) Ip-TFSI ionomer. 
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1.1.4. Synthesis of I1000 p-TFSI-db with double-bonds along the chain  
Ionomer I1000 p-TFSI-db was synthesized using the same protocol described in 1.1.2 for the PEG 
(MW 1000 g/mol) and the monomer perfluorosulfonylimide (p-TFSI). The final product was 
followed by 1H-NMR spectrum in acetone-d6 (Fig. 10). The integral ratio between the protons of 
aromatic ring (6.84 ppm) and of double-bonds (5.25 ppm) is approximately 1:0.5, which is slightly 
lower than the expected one of 1:0.6 (corresponds to one double-bonds for one functionalized block 
of 5 kg/mol) resulting in the longer chain i.e. about 6 kg/mol instead of 5 kg/mol between two double-
bonds.  The 19F-NMR spectrum of I1000 p-TFSI-db was similar to that presented in Fig. 9. 
 
 
Fig. 8 The 1H-NMR spectrum of I1000 p-TFSI in acetone-d6. 
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1.2. Characterization 
1.2.1. Molar mass and cation exchange efficiency 
The molecular weight is an important characteristic that can influence the mechanical properties of 
a polymer. A longer chain leads to higher chain entanglements and cross-linking degree, hence better 
mechanical properties. Besides, the syntheses of ionomers was performed in the presence of NaH, 
and the starting aromatic monomers contained the Na+ or K+ ions. Since these materials are used as 
electrolyte for lithium batteries, the high efficiency of cation exchange needed to be ensured. The ion 
exchange was performed on chromatography column containing the AmberliteTM IR120 resin in Li-
form. The lithiated resin was prepared by mixing the Amberlite H-form, purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich, with an excess of LiOH in aqueous solution (detailed protocol is described in the annex). 
The molecular weight of the synthesized ionomers, measured by size exclusion chromatography 
coupled multi-angle laser light scattering (SEC-MALLS), and the content of cations detected by 
absorption spectroscopy (AAS) are presented in Table 2.  
The linear ionomers i.e. Ip-SO3 and Ip-TFSI have similar molecular weight of Mw = 17 kg/mol, and 
a polydispersity index (DPI) of 1.3 (Mn = 12 and 13 kg/mol respectively). The Ix p-SO3-db (with x = 
1000, 600, 400) have molecular weights (Mw) ranging between 24 and 35 kg/mol, with a DPI from 
1.4 to 1.7. The low DPI (usually for a polycondensation reaction the DPI is 2) of these polymers is 
due to the filtration step that eliminated the low molecular weight (< 3 kg/mol) oligomers. Molecular 
weight is much higher in the case of I1000 p-TFSI-db, and ranging between 49 and 61 kg/mol, with a 
DPI of 1.3. From the obtained results, the number of double-bonds side chain along the polymer 
chain are between 3 and 5 in the case of I400 p-SO3-db and I1000 p-SO3-db, and between 4 and 7 for 
I600 p-SO3-db chain. Possessing the higher molecular weight, the I1000 p-TFSI-db has approximately 
10 to 12 double-bonds in a chain polymer.  
The cation’s concentration detected by absorption atomic spectroscopy (AAS) is an important factor 
that indicates the yield of ion exchange process. The ionomers Li-form, dissolved in distilled water, 
were passed through the flam detectors for Li, Na and K elements to determine the alkali 
concentration in the sample. The solution of 5 ppm of cation (estimated to Li+ ions) was prepared by 
dissolving a desired quantity of ionomer in water (the mass of Li was calculated from the mass of a 
unit block MW0 in Table. 1). Concentration of the three elements Li, Na, K, measured by AAS, were 
transferred into percentages, as seen in Table 2. All of the lithiated ionomers contain more than 95 
% of Li+ ions that reflecting an excellent yield of ion exchange reaction.  
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Table 2 Properties of synthesized ionomers including molecular weight and composition of cations. 
Ionomer 
Li form 
EO/ Li 
ratio 
SEC-MALLs AAS 
Mn (kg.mol-1) Mw (kg.mol-1) DPI Li % Na % K % 
I p-SO3 23 12 17 1.3 100 -* - 
I1000 p-SO3-db 23 18 24 1.3 97.1 2.9 - 
I600 p-SO3-db 14 21 35 1.7 97.4 1.2 1.4 
I400 p-SO3-db 9 19 24 1.3 96.1 1.5 2.3 
Ip-TFSI 23 13 17 1.3 95.0 - 4.9 
I1000 p-TFSI-db 23 49 61 1.3 96.8 - 3.1 
* (-) Concentration non-detectable  
1.2.2. Cross-linking degree and NCC dispersion 
i. Cross-linking degree 
The lithiated ionomers with double-bonds were casted into membrane, and cross-linked using an UV 
irradiation with the presence of 2-hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (Irgacure 
2959). This photoinitiator is knew as a good photo-caged radical source1, and the photochemical 
decomposition, studied by Scaiano et al.2, is presented in Fig. 9. Under UV irradiation, the radicals 
of photoinitiator initiate the radical polymerization of double-bonds from ionomer. Due to the 
presence of the double-bonds along the polymer chain, the polymerization reaction can create a 3D 
network (cross-linked ionomer). Cross-linking reaction of the synthesized ionomers possessed the 
double-bonds is illustrated in Fig. 10, and a detailed process is described in the annex.  
 
Fig. 9 The photochemistry pathway of Irgacure 2959 demonstrated by Scaiano et al.2 
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Fig. 10 Cross-linked process of the synthesized ionomers with the double-bonds using an UV irradiation. 
The yield of reaction was evaluated by FT-IR spectroscopy. Ionomers before and after cross-linking 
were observed from 4000 to 400 cm-1, in transmission, with 16 accumulations, and a resolution of 1 
cm -1, at RT. The IR spectra of the interested zone from 1750 to 1400 cm-1 for I1000 p-SO3-db, I1000 p-
SO3-cr (Fig. 3A), and for I1000 p-TFSI-db, I1000 p-TFSI-cr (Fig. 3B) are illustrated. 
   
Fig. 11 FTIR spectra of (A) I1000 p-SO3 and (B) I1000 p-TFSI from 1750 to 1400 cm-1; before cross-linking (dash 
line), and after cross-linking (straight line). 
Intensities of the bands at 1600 cm-1, and 1450 cm-1 corresponding to the aromatic double-bonds and 
the -CH2-CH2 bonds of PEG did not evolve after the cross-linking. The IR spectra were normalized 
to obtain the same intensity for the bands at 1450 cm-1. The peak at 1510 cm-1 in the cross-linked 
ionomer’s spectrum is a characteristic peak of photoinitiator Irgacure 2959.1 Intensity of the peak at 
1650 cm-1, corresponding to the double-bonds side chain, decreased significantly after irradiation.3 
The yield of reacted double-bonds was determined by the ratio of intensities of the peaks at 1650 cm-
1 for ionomer’s before and after cross-linking, following the relation: 
degree of crosslinking = 1 −  
I1650 crosslink
I1650 inital
∗ 100 
Where I1650 crosslink and I1650 inital represent intensities of the peaks at 1650 cm
-1 for cross-linked 
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and non-cross-linked ionomers, respectively. The cross-linking density of ionomers are showed in 
Table 3.  
Table 3 Cross-liking degree of synthesized ionomers with double-bonds obtained by FTIR spectroscopy. 
Ionomer 
Intensity of the band at 1650 cm-1 
Degree of cross-
linking (%) 
Non cross-linked Cross-linked 
I1000 p-SO3 0.75 0.49 35 
I600 p-SO3 0.69 0.39 43 
I400 p-SO3 0.67 0.42 38 
I1000 p-TFSI 0.49 0.42 15 
Crosslinking yield of the Ix p-SO3 is ranging from 35 to 43 %, while it is only 15 % for I1000 p-TFSI. 
The lower crosslinking yield of I1000p-TFSI may correlate to the higher molecular weight, thus higher 
viscosity, as well as lower concentration of double-bonds (as proved in 1.1.4). Cross-linking degree 
of I1000 p-SO3 are comparable to those reported for the non-ionic polycondensate3. This low cross-
linking density may induce poor mechanical properties of the resulted ionomer films. However, the 
main objective was to form the 3D ionomers with good chain mobility (a moderate cross-linking 
density), and further reinforced by the nano-fillers (NCC), because high density of cross-linking can 
dramatically decrease the ionic conductivity.4     
The solubility tests in a solvent were also performed to check the suitable cross-linking density of 
the resulted ionomer films. The cross-linked ionomers immersed in deuterated acetonitrile for 24 h, 
and the extracted liquid phase were analyzed by 1H and 19F-NMR spectroscopies. A definite mass of 
dried membrane weighted in the glove box was put in a volume of solvent. The vial was closed 
carefully to prevent the evaporating of organic solvent. After 24 h, the liquid phase contained the 
soluble ionomer was extracted by filtration, and filled in an NMR tube (d = 4mm). A reference 
solution of 0.5 M  tetrabutyltetrafluoroborate, filled in a small insert tube(d = 3mm), was inserted in 
the NMR tube to quantify the amount of ionomer dissolved in acetonitrile by observing the ratio of 
integrals between the ionomer’s characteristic peaks and the reference solution. The quantity of 
ionomer dissolved in acetonitrile after 24 h was less than 5 wt.% for all cross-linked matrix indicating 
a sufficient cross-linking density for further application as solid electrolytes.  
ii. Nano cellulose dispersion  
The performed membranes, generally for I1000 p-SO3-cr and I1000 p-TFSI-cr, even after crosslinking 
were very sticky and impossible to handle or manipulate correctly in the glove box. To improve the 
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mechanical properties of these films, the nano crystals cellulose (NCC) fillers were used to reinforce 
the cross-linked ionomers. The used NCC has diameter of 2 to 20 nm with a factor form L/d of 10-
100, and can be dispersed in water up to 4 wt.%. In a previous work of M. Bolloli5, the evolution of 
mechanical properties for the reinforced PVdF films (used the same type of NCC) proved that only 
from 6 wt.% of NCC content, these polymer films exhibited a noticeable improvement of mechanical 
strength with low impact on conductivity. However, above this concentration, the chain mobility was 
significantly affected, hence a decrease of the conductivity was also noticed.6   
In this work, all of the cross-linked films were reinforced with 6 wt.% of NCC to enhance their 
mechanical strength. However, we were not able to measure the mechanical properties of these 
resulted films because our instruments performed in the ambient atmosphere, and these materials 
(based on PEO) absorbed quickly humidity from the environment and became very sticky and 
impossible to handle. Meanwhile, these reinforced films after drying under vacuum were able to 
manipulate in the inert atmosphere (without the presence of water) e.g. in an Argon-filled glove box.  
The dispersion of the nanofillers was observed by Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) on the 
cross-section surface of membrane (cryo-fractured). The sample was prepared by immersing in liquid 
nitrogen for few seconds, then brook into pieces. The cross-section surface of sample was observed 
to determinate the aggregates or the inhomogeneous distribution of NCC in polymer matrix. The 
SEM image of I1000 p-SO3-cr reinforced with 6 wt.% NCC, and its corresponding treated binary image 
obtained by ImageJ are presented in Fig. 12 A,B. ImageJ is a useful free tool for image analysis and 
the sizes of distributions were determined using the “analyze particle” function of this software. The 
obtained data were presented by histogram by plotting the number of particles with their diameters 
in Fig. 12 C. 
 
Fig. 12. (A)SEM images of the cryo-fractured surface for I1000p-SO3-cr + 6 wt.% NCC, (B) with the 
corresponding ImageJ treated images, and (C) the number of NCC particles and their size distribution. 
A homogenous dispersion of nano-fillers (NCC is the gray nodules in Fig. 14A or white nodules in 
the treated Fig. 14B) in the cross-linked matrix (black background) was observed indicating a 
successful process. The distribution of particles sizes is narrow and varies between 4 to 14 nm 
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corresponding to the average sizes of used NCC (theory value of d = 2 to 20 nm). Thus, an absence 
of aggregates is also observed in these SEM images. This homogenous distribution of NCC attributed 
to the absence of the crystalline domains (illustrate in 1.2.3) because the aggregates may formed 
during the POE spherulite growth, and the added NCC were ejected into interspherulitic regions.7  
1.2.3. Thermal properties 
i. Thermal stability 
The thermal stability of materials was determined by thermogravimetric analysis (ATG). The dried 
samples weighted in a glove box, and the measurements performed under nitrogen atmosphere with 
a scan rate of 10 °C/min. The thermogravimetric curves from 250 to 450 °C, showing the degradation 
behaviors of synthesized ionomers are presented below. In Fig. 13, the ATG thermograms of Ip-SO3 
(black curve) and Ip-TFSI (red curve) are compared. These two ionomers exhibit high thermal 
stability (above 300 °C) that are very promising for safer solid electrolytes. This excellent thermal 
stability relates to the high thermal degradation temperatures of both PEO8, and the anionic 
monomers9 under nitrogen. The polymer degradation seems to take place by a sharp weight loss at 
about 300 °C, and the Td value is determined at 5 % weight loss for all samples. 
A Td value of 332 ± 2 °C is observed for Ip-SO3, and 318 ± 2 °C for TFSI-based ionomer. This step 
relates to the degradation of PEG chain (reported Td value of PEG under N2 was between 250 - 340 
°C)10. Whereas the degradation of perfluorinated moiety reported in the previous work of O. Danyliv 
was above 300 °C9 under oxygen, and up to 414 ± 2 °C under N2 flux. However, the degradation of 
ionomer based on TFSI starts sooner than that of sulfonated ionomer (about 14 °C lower), and its 
weight loss is not correlated to the weight fraction of PEG (1000 g/mol) in a unit block (MW0 of 
1523 g/mol), as seen in Table 4. We suspected that the presence of impurities from the synthesis may 
initiate the degradation of PEO segment at lower temperature.  
 
Fig. 13 Thermogravimetric curves of synthesized ionomers I1000p-SO3, and I1000p-TFSI from 250 to 450 °C. 
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Effect of Li concentration on thermal stability for the Ixp-SO3-cr were also investigated (see Fig. 16). 
High thermal stability above 330 °C was reached for the three ionomers despites a difference of PEG 
length and Li content. The Td value decreases with the length of PEG (from 1000 to 400 g/mol) as 
seen in Table 4. These values are very close for I1000p-SO3-cr and I600p-SO3-cr i.e. 356 ± 2 °C and 
354 ± 2 °C, respectively, and decreases with more than 20 °C for I400p-SO3-cr (334 ± 2 °C). Based 
on this results it can be assumed the degradation starts with the bonds ether aliphatic-aromatic 
(resulted by condensation of PEG with the ionic monomer), and due to the shorter PEG lengths of 
I400p-SO3-cr, the volatile fragments were formed at lower temperature, as compared with the two 
other ionomers possessed the longer PEG chain. The weight loss percentage in the first step 
calculated from ATG and theoretical mass fraction of PEG are presented in Table 4. The relative 
weight loss matches well to the weight fraction of PEG in ionomer. 
 
Fig. 14 Thermogravimetric curves of ionomers Ix p-SO3-db (with x =1000; 600; 400) from 250 to 450°C. 
Table 4 Analysis of thermal degradation temperature for the synthesized ionomers. 
Sample Td ± 2 (°C) 
Wt.% of PEG 
Experimental Theory 
Ip-TFSI 318 79 66 
Ip-SO3 332 74 71 
I1000 p-SO3-cr 356 75 71 
I600 p-SO3-cr 354 67 60 
I400 p-SO3-cr 334 55 50 
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ii. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
Phase transitions of the synthesized ionomers were observed by Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(DSC) following two identical heating/cooling cycles, under N2 flux, and only the second heating 
scans are presented. A scan rate of 10 °C/ min was applied for both heating and cooling scans. The 
samples placed in the aluminum crucible in a glove box to avoid the presence of water. The DSC 
thermograms of synthesized ionomers are presented in Fig. 15. 
 
Fig. 15 DSC thermograms of (A) synthesized ionomers from -60 to 60 °C; and the zoom of glass transition 
behavior for (B) the linear Ip-SO3, I1000p-TFSI ionomers, and (C) the linear I1000 p-SO3-db, I1000 p-TFSI-db 
(straight lines), the cross-linked I1000 p-SO3-cr, I1000 p-TFSI-cr (dash lines), from -60 to 0 °C, scan rate of 
10°C/min, under N2 flux. 
In the large range of studied temperatures, from -100 to 150 °C, these ionomers show only one phase 
transition related to their glass transition temperature, which indicates their completely amorphous 
state (even for linear or cross-linked ionomers) without any melting point and recrystallization on 
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both heating and cooling scans.  P. Eiamlamai11 reported previously that the linear or cross-linked 
PEO blended with lithium salt (having similar structures as the aromatic perfluosulfonate moiety), 
exhibited a melting temperature associated with the crystalline phase. In the case of ionomer, the 
tethering of salt to the polymer chain prevents completely the crystallization. Similar behavior was 
also reported by G. Luo et al.12, and M. Watanabe et al.13 for their single-ion materials. 
The SO3-based ionomer show about 5 °C higher in Tg as compared to the TFSI one e.g. -35 ± 2 °C 
and -40 ± 2 °C, respectively (Fig. 15B), which is related to the larger delocalization of negative 
charge, and the bulkiness of TFSI anion inducing a plasticized effect on the ionomer.14,15 Our 
measurements with the blends contained PEO (MW 300 kg/mol) and LiTf or LiTFSI, at the same 
EO/Li of 23, show the Tg values of -30 ± 2 °C and -40 ± 2 °C, respectively. In brief, grafting of ionic 
functions along the polymer chain exhibits a weak effect on the Tg value. 
The thermograms of linear ionomers with double-bonds, and the corresponded cross-linked matrix 
for I1000 p-SO3 and I1000 p-TFSI are presented in Fig. 17C. After cross-linking, the Tg value is slightly 
increased to -37 ± 2 °C for I1000 p-SO3–cr, and -40 ± 2 °C for I1000 p-TFSI-cr, which are about 3 °C 
and 5 °C higher than the non-crosslinked ionomers e.g. I1000 p-SO3–db and I1000 p-TFSI-db, 
respectively. Cross-liking is an effective method that helps to enhance the mechanical properties of 
polymer, but simultaneously decreases the chain mobility, and resulting in an increase of Tg.16 
Because the cross-linked density of these films is quite low (as disused in 1.2.2), their Tg values may 
not exhibit a remarkable change. Noted also that not only the cross-linking effect, but also the 
presence of NCC may contribute to the slightly increase of Tg, since all of the studied films were 
reinforced with 6 wt.% of NCC. 
 
 Fig. 16 (A) The DSC thermograms of Ix p-SO3-db from -60 to 60 °C, and (B) evolution of 1000/Tg with Li/O 
for the cross-linked Ix p-SO3-cr (red), and non-crosslinked Ix p-SO3-db (black).  
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The effect of Li concentration, represented by EO/Li, was studied for the series Ix p-SO3-db ionomers, 
and their DSC thermograms are presented in Fig. 16A. The decrease of EO/Li (from 23 to 9) induces 
a huge increase of Tg with about 40 °C different. In detail, the Tg value increases from -40 ± 2 °C for 
EO/Li = 23, to -22 ± 2°C for EO/Li = 14, and 0 ± 2 °C for EO/Li = 9. Moreover, the cross-linking 
effect also induces an increase in Tg, as discussed above. The increase of 1/Tg with decreasing Li/O 
is linear for both cross-linked and non-cross-linked ionomers, which is a typical behavior for the 
amorphous polymer.17 Generally, the increase of Tg with increasing Li concentration relates to more 
interactions between Li+ and PEO structural units.18 However, for the blend polymer/salt, particularly 
the POE/LiTf system, Tg values are negligible influenced by the addition of salt, including the studied 
zone of EO/Li from 9 to 23.19 
Amorphous blend of cross-linked PEO and aromatic perflurosulfonated salt PhSCF2CF2SO3Li (the 
salt has similar structure with the grafted anionic functions of ionomer) reported by E. Paillard et 
al.20 showed an increase in Tg with only 10 °C when increased the EO/Li from 10 to 28, that means 
the presence of an aromatic impact more the Tg than an aliphatic one. The huge difference in Tg for 
ionomers with Li concentration may explain due to (i) the absence of salt aggregates, and (ii) the 
rigidity of aromatic ring that affects the PEO chain mobility when it is incorporated to the backbone. 
For example, in the I400 p-SO3–cr structure, when each Li+ is grafted in a well-controlled distance of 
EO/Li = 9, and about 5 EO units have interactions with Li+,21 for at least two EO (close to aromatic 
ring), the Li+ mobility is affected by the rigidity of aromatic ring.  
1.2.4. Conductive and transport properties 
i. Conductivity and transference number of gelled ionomers 
The lithiated ionomers’ conductivity are measured by impedance spectroscopy from RT to 90 °C, 
following a heating/cooling process, with a step of 10 °C, and an isotherm of 1 h between each step 
of temperature. The ionomers I1000p-SO3 and I1000p-TFSI are very viscous liquid (or gel polymer), 
which were not possible to cast into membrane. Their conductivities were carried out using the 
conductivity Radiometer micro-cell for liquid electrolyte. The cells were prepared in the glove box 
to avoid the water contamination. The values of conductivities performed on both heating and cooling 
cycles are identical as shown in Fig.19A (an example of I1000p-TFSI), meaning highly reproductive 
measures without any degradation, and hydration/dehydration of sample taking place during the 
measurements. In Fig. 19B, conductivities of I1000p-TFSI and I1000p-SO3 are represented as a function 
of 1000/T.  
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Fig. 17 Plots of conductivity (A) with temperature from the heating and cooling scans of I1000p-TFSI, and (B) with inverse 
temperature (1000/T) for the synthesized ionomers. Three measurements are performed, the error bar is lower than 10%.  
Conductivity data increase with increasing the temperature, and the highest values at 90 °C are above 
10-4 S.cm-1 for both linear ionomers, which are promising for electrolyte applications. However, 
conductivity of I1000p-TFSI is almost two times higher than that of I1000p-SO3 that correlates to the 
mobility of polymer chain (the Tg value of TFSI-based ionomer is about 5 °C lower than the SO3 
one). As concerned the ionic concentration, these two ionomers possess the same EO/Li of 23, but 
the Li dissociation in polymer matrix also depends on the anion delocalization which is better for 
TFSI-, hence resulting in higher conductivity.  
Another factor that may influence the conductivity is Li transference number (tLi+). Possessing the 
grafted anions and the high molecular weights, which are much higher than the entanglement 
threshold of PEO (3 kg/mol), these two ionomers are expected to have the tLi+ values close to unity. 
The transport properties of these gel polymer were investigated by PFG-NMR technique for 19F and 
7Li nuclei. The self-diffusion coefficients of these two linear ionomers were obtained at high 
temperature of 80 °C (the temperature favorable for ionic transport in polymer, found in most of the 
studies of polymer electrolytes). The ionomers were filled in a tube of 4 mm of diameter in a glove 
box, and sealed under an Argon atmosphere. The performed conditions for measuring the diffusion 
of charged carriers are described in the annex. Noted that the ionic functions were chemically bonded 
along the polymer chain, hence the hydrogenated backbone (PEG and aromatic ring) should diffuse 
in same rate with the anions. The D value of backbone, related to the diffusion of 1H nuclei, is lower 
than 10% different comparing to the anion diffusion coefficient, hence affirming the roughly same 
diffusivity of backbone and side chains. The tLi+ is obtained from the relation: 
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                  tLi
+ =
DLi
DF+DLi
                             (2) 
where DLi and DF are the self-diffusion coefficients of Li+ and anion, at 80 °C, determined by PFG-
NMR technique. The D values and tLi+ for two ionomers are presented in Table 5. 
Table 5 Self-diffusion coefficients of fluorine, lithium, and the Li transference number of ionomers obtained 
from the equation (1) at 80 °C. 
Ionomer 
First component Second component DLi * 10-12 
(m2.s-1) 
𝒕𝑳𝒊
+  
DF *10-12 (m2.s-1) % DF*10-13 (m2.s-1) % 
I1000p-TFSI 4.4 43 8.7 57 8.8 0.65 
I1000p-SO3 1.3 48 1.9 52 4.1 0.74 
Although the high molecular weight of ionomers, the diffusion of anion was still measurable. From 
the 19F diffusion spectra, two diffusion coefficients corresponding to two different components were 
observed for both ionomers. The first component (with about 43 - 48 %) diffused more than 5 times 
faster than the second one, that relates to the polydispersity of polymer (DPI of 1.3 for both 
ionomers), and the shorter chains diffused much faster than the longer chains. The transport number 
was obtained using an average value for anion diffusion coefficients by multiplying the DF value of 
each component with its corresponding percentages. The tLi+ values for the two linear ionomers are 
rather lower than unity e.g. tLi+ = 0.65 for I1000p-TFSI and 0.74 for the SO3-ionomer, which are 
unexpected for the SIPEs.  
To better understand the difference in conductivity of two ionomers, in Fig. 18, the Li+ conductivity 
was plotted as a function of T= Tg+X, where X is the constant ranging between 70 and 130 
(associated with the scanning temperature range), to minimize the polymer segmental mobility effect. 
The Li+ conductivities are obtained by multiplying ionic conductivity value with the corresponded 
tLi+. Surprising that the Li+ conductivity curves for two ionomers are nearly superposed, as plotted 
with the Tg+X scale. The dissociation degree of these ionomers (at the same EO/Li of 23) is not 
dependent on the anion nature e.g. SO3- or TFSI-, and seems to be similar despite the well-known 
higher anion delocalization of TFSI. The blends PEO/salt, consisted of high molecular weight PEO 
and LiTFSI or LiTf as dissolved salts at EO/Li=23, were also prepared for comparing. Their ionic 
conductivities performed in the roughly same conditions were multiplied to the cationic transport 
number of 0.14 for PEO/LiTFSI22, and 0.35 for PEO/LiTf (which were previously determined by our 
team), then represented as a function of Tg+X in Fig 20 B. Contrarily to the ionomers, the blend 
PEO/LiTFSI exhibits higher Li conductivity with at least 30% than the PEO/LiTf in the large range 
of temperatures. So the behavior observed for ionomers may relate to (i) the anions are chemically 
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bonded to the backbone that prevents the precipitation/ aggregations of salt, which is an issue of the 
blend polymer/salt, (ii) the regular spacing of anions along the polymer chain (a PEG chain of 1000 
g/mol for these linear ionomers).  
 
Fig. 18 The Li+ conductivities of (A) I1000p-SO3 (red) and I1000p-TFSI (black); (B) the blend PEO/LiTf (red) and 
PEO/LiTFSI (black) as a function of T = Tg + X, at the same EO/Li of 23, where X is constant. 
ii. Conductivity and transference number of cross-linked ionomers 
The conductivity of the cross-linked films was measured in a Swagelok cell, where the solid 
membrane sandwiched between two disks of stainless-steel (SS) electrodes. The linear ionomers with 
double-bonds are like the ‘chewing gum’, and their conductivities were impossible to measure with 
good accuracy. Therefore, conductivity of the cross-linked films reinforced with 6 wt.% NCC are 
discussed in this work. 
The reinforced cross-linked ionomer shows a lower conductivity, in the whole range of temperatures 
from RT to 90 °C, comparing to the non-reinforced one, as seen in Fig. 21A, e.g. a value of 1 x 10-5 
S.cm-1 for the cross-linked ionomer decreases to 8.1 x 10-6 S.cm-1 for the reinforced polymer at 60 
°C, with about 20 % lower. Noted that the non-reinforced NCC film is very sticky with poor 
mechanical strength, even in the inert environment of a glove box, so that the irreproducibility of 
conductivity measurements was predicted. However, the obtained result still agrees to the state of 
the art reported by Samir et al.23 Even if the reinforcing effect of NCC obviously decreases the 
conductivity of material, a quantity of 6 wt.% of NCC was added to improve the manipulation of 
membranes in the glove box, and to ensure the reproducible results. The Fig. 21B illustrates the 
reproducibility of both synthesis and crosslinking protocols for ionomers by plotting the conductivity 
of I1000 p-SO3-cr + 6 wt.% NCC membranes, from two different batches, versus 1000/T. These curves 
lie in the pretty same scale, indicating the high reproducibility of membrane preparation and 
conductivity measurements.  
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Fig. 19 (A) Conductivity of cross-linked I1000 p-SO3-cr with 6 wt.% NCC (red line) and without NCC (black 
line); (B) two different cross-linked I1000 p-SO3-cr films prepared by the same protocol. 
The conductivity of I1000 p-SO3-cr + 6 wt.% NCC and I1000 p-TFSI-cr + 6 wt.% NCC are compared 
in Fig. 20A. At 60°C, the conductivities of both electrolytes are superior to 10-5 S.cm-1, which are 
comparable, or even higher than those reported in the literature24 (the best reported value for SIPEs 
was 1.3 x 10-5 S.cm-1 at 60°C). Conductivities of I1000p-TFSI-cr are slightly higher in the whole 
temperature range. Noted that the error bars for I1000 p-TFSI-cr (from 6 measures of conductivity 
includes 3 from the same batch, and 3 from different batches of ionomer) are much higher as compare 
to the I1000 p-SO3-cr. This disparity in conductivity is explained by the fact that the TFSI membranes 
are stickier, hence harder to determine their thickness, and to control the geometric interface 
electrolyte/ electrode in the glove box. Representing the conductivity data as a function of Tg + X (to 
minimize the impact of chain mobility) induces similar behavior to the linear ionomers i.e. a 
superposition of the two curves, that proves the delocalization of anion has a negligible impact on 
the salt dissociation, see Fig. 20B.  
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Fig. 20 Conductivity of the cross-linked ionomers I1000 p-SO3-cr, and I1000 p-TFSI-cr as a function of (A) inverse 
temperature 1000/T; and (B) at T=Tg +X, where X is constant. 
In Fig. 21, conductivities of the Ixp-SO3-cr with 1000/T are compared to evaluate the impact of 
lithium content on conductivity behavior. Decreasing EO/Li from 23 to 9 decreases drastically the 
conductivity. This strong reduction in conductivity is correlated to the increase of Tg values, with 
more than 50 °C with EO/Li (see 1.2.3), hence to the strong decrease in segmental motions of PEG 
chain. The highest conductivity at 90 °C is 3.5 x 10-5 S.cm-1 for I1000 p-SO3-cr, 1.9 x 10-5 S.cm-1 for 
I600 p-SO3-cr, and 4.5 x 10-6 S.cm-1 for I400 p-SO3-cr.  
  
Fig. 21 Conductivity as a function of inverse temperature of the Ixp-SO3-cr (with x = 1000, 600, 400). 
To minimize the influence of chain mobility related to Li concentration and cross-linking density, 
conductivities of the Ixp-SO3-cr at T = Tg + 90 as a function of Li/O (black curve in Fig. 24) are 
presented. The Li conductivity data of the blends PEO/LiTf performed in the roughly same 
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conditions were added for comparison (red curve). Cationic conductivity of the blends PEO/LiTf, 
contained similar Li concentration with the ionomers, was calculated by multiplying the ionic 
conductivity to the tLi+ value of 0.35. It is important to notice that at T = Tg+90, the blends are 
amorphous (temperature above the melting of the polymer, determined by DSC measurements).  
The conductivity behavior of two types of polymer electrolytes are different, as seen in Fig. 24. 
Conductivity of the blends reaches a maximum at Li/O = 0.073 (corresponding to the I600 p-SO3-cr), 
then decreases. While for the ionomers (black curve), conductivity increases with increasing the Li 
content. This increase in conductivity is approximately equal to 2.5 time that is roughly close to the 
increase of Li content in ionomers, from I1000 p-SO3-cr to I400 p-SO3-cr. The behaviors observed for 
the blend PEO/salt agree with the literature that conductivity reached a maximum before decrease 
due to the formation of aggregates at high salt concentration.25 In brief, conductivity of ionomers is 
proportionally increased when increasing the Li content, from Li/O of 0.04 to 0.11, proving the 
advantages of single-ion materials.  
 
Fig. 22 Li+ conductivities of cross-linked ionomers (black) and blends of PEO/LiTf (red) at Tg +90 with Li/O. 
In conclusion, these linear ionomers exhibit high conductivity, close to 10-4 S.cm-1 at 90 °C, for both 
SO3 and TFSI anions. The cross-linking effect and Li concentration give an obvious reduction of 
conductivity that agrees with the higher Tg. At 60 °C, the highest Li content ionomer (I400 p-SO3-cr) 
has a conductivity lower than 10-7 S.cm-1, which is not suitable for electrolyte applications. Therefore, 
the electrochemical behaviors were conducted only for the membranes possessed the highest 
conductivity i.e. I1000 p-SO3-cr and I1000 p-TFSI-cr.  
 Transference number 
The lithium electroplating tends to lead to dendritic deposits, which originate from various physical 
phenomenon, involving or not the formation of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI). Fast dendrite 
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growth occurs when the current reach a limit, which corresponds to full anion depletion at the 
lithium/electrolyte interface, which is a direct result of the anionic mobility.26 Indeed, a concentration 
gradient occurs due to the consumption of lithium at one electrode, creating a depletion and the 
migration of anions in the opposite direction. Fixing these anions would theoretically solve this issue, 
by virtue of charge neutrality, and prevent the establishment of concentration gradients. 
Therefore, the design of polymer electrolyte with a unity transference number is required. Different 
methods have been used in the literature to determine the Li transference number, and 
electrochemical impedance is the simplest one. The symmetric lithium metal coin cell was prepared 
by sandwiching the solid electrolyte film between two electrodes of Li-metal in a glove box. The cell 
was heated at 80 °C in a controlled temperature oven, and performed using a Biologic VMP3 
potentiostat. The Nyquist plots of the Li || electrolyte || Li cell from 1 MHz to 1 mHz for the cross-
linked ionomers and the blends PEO/salt are presented in Fig. 25. These impedance spectra were 
fitted to the corresponded equivalent circuits, as seen below. 
Iononer’s circuit equivalent PEO/salt’s circuit equivalent22 
  
where Rc, Rel, Rint are the resistances of the cable, of the solid electrolyte and of the Li-electrolyte 
interface, respectively. The Lc represents the inductor of the cable, CPE are the constant phase 
elements, and Ws is the Warburg element. 
For systems which exhibit a t+ lower than 1, the typical Warburg loop can be observed at low 
frequencies, corresponding to the diffusion response of Li+, as seen in the Nyquist plots of the blends 
PEO/LiTf and PEO/LiTFSI (Fig. 23 B,D). The impedance plots of cross-linked ionomers exhibit two 
definite demi-cycles relating to the resistance of electrolyte (Rel) and of Li/electrolyte interface (Rint), 
without any sign of Li diffusion at low frequencies (up to 1 mHz).  
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Fig. 23 Nyquist plots of the symmetric Li || electrolyte || Li cells at 80 °C for (A) I1000p-TFSI-cr, (B) PEO/LiTFSI, 
(C) I1000p-SO3-cr, and (D) PEO/LiTf at the same EO/Li of 23. 
According to Mac Donald27, the transference number of a binary system is calculated following: 
                        𝑡𝐿𝑖
+ =  
𝑅𝑒𝑙
𝑅𝑒𝑙+𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓
                             (3) 
where 𝑡𝐿𝑖
+  is the Li transference number, 𝑅𝑒𝑙 and 𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓are the electrolyte resistance and the lithium 
diffusion resistance, respectively. Following the relation (3), tLi+ value for both ionomers are equal 
to 1 due to the absence of Rdiff, thus affirming the successful syntheses of single-ion materials. 
Moreover, the Rint value of I1000p-SO3-cr (about 50 Ω) is a degree of magnitude lower than the TFSI 
ionomer (about 495 Ω), indicating better Li/electrolyte interface. This phenomenon may relate to the 
impurities content in TFSI-based ionomer that are unstable with the lithium metal.  
The t+ value of cross-linked I1000p-SO3-cr was also determined by two other techniques including the 
steady-state current, and PFG-NMR to further compare the behaviors observed above. Noted that the 
two electrochemical methods i.e. low frequency EIS and steady-state current are somehow similar, 
but they propose the different ways to get the tLi+. For the steady-state current method, a constant 
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potential of 40 mV was applied across the symmetric Li-metal cell, and the current was recorded 
with time. The impedance spectroscopies were measured every 15 minutes until a constant current 
was reached to further determine the interface resistances before and after polarization. The 
transference number of Li+ was calculated following the Bruce and Vincent equation28: 
𝑡𝐿𝑖
+ =  
∆𝑉
𝐼0
−𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡
∆𝑉
𝐼∞
−𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡
=
𝐼∞−(∆𝑉−𝐼0𝑅0 𝑖𝑛𝑡)
𝐼0−(∆𝑉−𝐼∞𝑅∞ 𝑖𝑛𝑡)
  (4) 
where ∆V is the applying potential of 40 mV, I0, I∞ are the intensities current, and R0 int, R∞ int are 
the interface resistances taken before and after the measurements. The tLi+ calculated from the relation 
(4) for I1000p-SO3-cr is 0.95, indicating a transference number very close to unity. This result is 
comparable to the behavior observed by the low frequency EIS method.  
Furthermore, the self-diffusion coefficients of 19F and 7Li nuclei for I1000p-SO3-cr, measured by PFG-
NMR technique, are presented in Table 6. The tLi+ obtained from the equation (2), where DLi, DF are 
self-diffusion coefficients of Li+ and anion, respectively, is 0.97 for the cross-linked I1000p-SO3-cr. 
Table 6 Diffusion coefficients of 7Li and 19F nuclei, and the tLi+ of I1000 p-SO3 at 80 °C measured by PFG-NMR. 
Electrolyte DF*10-12 (m2.s-1) DLi* 10-12 (m2.s-1) 𝒕𝑳𝒊
+  
I1000 p-SO3-cr 0.048 2.0 0.97 
It should be noticed that in most of the studies for the blend polymer/salt, cationic transference 
number obtained by electrochemical characterization, and by PFG-NMR spectroscopy were usually 
incomparable. As reported by Chauvin et al.29, this is probably due to: 
PFG-NMR method 
- Counts all of the species including ion pairs, 
isolated, solvated ions. 
- The species mobility are associated with the 
auto-diffusion mechanism. 
Electrochemical method 
- Measures only the charged carriers. 
- The mobility of ions is ensured by not only 
the diffusion but also the migration 
phenomena. 
Nevertheless, the cross-linked ionomer I1000p-SO3-cr exhibits the rather similar behaviors of nearly 
unity transference number determined by three different techniques. These tLi+ values are very close 
to one e.g. 0.95 for the steady-state current method, and 0.97 for the PFG-NMR method, affirming 
the successful synthesis of single-ion polymer electrolytes.  
1.2.5. Electrochemical stability 
Electrochemical stability window of the cross-linked I1000p-SO3-cr and I1000p-TFSI-cr films were 
carried out by cyclic voltammetry (CV) technique, using a Biologic VMP3 (multichannel 
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potentiostat), at 80 °C. The coin cells were prepared by sandwiching the membrane between a lithium 
metal and a stainless-steel (SS) electrodes in a glove box. The electrochemical stability performed 
from -0.1 V to 4.1 V vs Li+/Li, with a scan rate of 0.1 mV.s-1 and the cyclic voltammograms of these 
materials are presented in Fig. 26.  
 
Fig. 24 The CV curves of (A) I1000 p-TFSI-cr, (B) PEO/LiTFSI, (C) I1000 p-SO3-cr, and (D) PEO/LiTf at the 
same EO/Li of 23, from -0.1 to 4.1 V versus Li+/Li in the Li||electrolyte||SS cells with 0.1 mV.s-1 scanning rate, 
at 80 °C. 
The CV curves from -0.1 to 4.1 V vs Li+/Li of the two cross-linked membranes are compared with 
those obtained for the blends PEO/LiTf and PEO/LiTFSI, at the same EO/Li of 23, in Fig. 26. The 
lithium plating/stripping ability is observed through the appearance of a redox peak started at 0 V vs 
Li+/Li. The peaks appear from 0.7 to 1.5 V vs Li+/Li on both anodic and cathodic scans are also 
observed for two cross-linked films, and even for the blends PEO/salt, at same operation’s conditions. 
These peaks, as reported previously in the literature,30 may relate to the impurities or the specific 
characteristics of PEO-based electrolytes in contact with the SS electrode. In all of the 
voltammograms, the electrolyte exhibits a good stability in oxidation up to 4 V vs Li+/Li, except for 
I1000 p-TFSI-cr (limit at 3.7 V vs Li+/Li, affirming the impurities content in ionomer). Although the 
very promising properties obtained for both cross-linked ionomers, the next parts focuses only on 
the applications of I1000p-SO3-cr as solid electrolyte due to the simplest synthesis, high purity, with 
lower price comparing to the TFSI-based ionomer.  
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1.2.6. Lithium plating/stripping test 
The main issue of lithium metal batteries concerns the formation of Li dendrites during either fast 
charge (tip growth), or over cycling (bottom/tip growth). A good electrolyte can strongly contribute 
and overcome these issues. The cycling test used a symmetric Li-metal coin cell, where the 
electrolyte was sandwiched between two Li-metal electrodes in a glove box. To conduct this study, 
the polarization times and the applied current densities are modified from the cycling route reported 
by L. Frenck31 (see Fig. 25). 
 
Fig. 25 The cycling routine for dendritic growth test in a Li || I1000p-SO3 || Li cell at 80 °C. 
Before applying a certain constant current, the cell was heated at 80 °C until equilibrium, and 
followed by impedance measurements in every 2h, for 24h. When the identical Nyquist plots 
obtained (the equilibrium of the cell was immediately reached after the first 2h), the cycling routine 
at different currents was applied. The test started with 10 pre-conditioning cycles at low current of 
0.01 mA.cm-2 for 4h in both charge and discharge, following by 30 min of rest (OCV) between each 
cycles, and an impedance measurement (EIS). The applied current density were increased from 0.01 
up to 0.2 mA.cm-2. At the highest current of 0.2 mA.cm-2, the thickness of the lithium transferred in 
each side was about 3.8 µm in 4 h. After a long cycling at various applied currents, the cell was 
continuously cycled at 0.01 mA.cm-2 to investigate the reversibility of the system.  
Following the proposed protocol, materials with a tLi+ much lower than 1 may exhibit the polarization 
at both charge/discharge, resulting in the non-linear voltage steps. Meanwhile, for the single-ion 
material, the reversibility of lithium plating/stripping between two electrodes was predicted, without 
polarization evolution. The voltage steps typically for the electrolytes with a unity tLi+ are the straight-
stair steps, as seen in Fig. 26. 
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Fig. 26 Schema of the straight-stair steps for t+ ≈ 1 (left) and the polarization steps for t+ << 1 (right). 
To further verify this behavior, Fig. 27 illustrates the evolution of the voltage under 0.1 mA.cm-2 for 
the blend PEO/LiTf (EO/Li = 23), in a symmetric Li-metal cell, at 80 °C, using the cycling routine 
proposed in Fig. 25. Before short circuit, the potentials obtained at charge/discharge, and even during 
30 min of rest did not reach any constant value. At higher applied current of 0.1 mA.cm-2, the 
appearance of dendritic growth was observed through a suddenly drop of voltage, indicating the short 
circuit. 
 
Fig. 27 Schema of Li plating/stripping inside a Li || PEO/LiTf || Li cell at 80 °C under 0.1 mA.cm-2. 
The evolution of lithium plating/stripping in a Li || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cell, at 80 °C, is presented in 
Fig. 28, where the over-potentials at various applied currents were plotted with time. From the first 
inspection of this figure, the cell exhibits an excellent stability over 78 days, corresponding to 250 
cycles of charge/discharge, without the short circuit and any sign of Li dendritic growth. This result 
is especially impressive, meaning a big successful of design and synthesis SIPE. 
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Fig. 28 Typical Li plating/stripping in a symmetric Li || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cell at 80 °C at different applied 
currents from 0.01 to 0.2 mA.cm-2 as a function of time; insert figure presents the straight-stair steps at both 
charge/discharge directions and even during relaxing at 0.12 mA.cm-2. 
The potential reached at both charge/discharge sides are likely identical in absolute value, and 
increase with increasing the applied current across the cell. The typically straight-stair steps for 
single-ion electrolyte are also observed during plating/stripping as showed in the insert figure, 
affirming a nearly unity transference number of I1000 p-SO3-cr. While at rather low current of 0.01 
mA.cm-2, represented in black color, the voltage is negligible i.e. ± 13.8 mV, the value obtained with 
an applied current of 0.2 mA.cm-2 is equal to 0.18 V (the cyan curves).  
Evolution of the over-potential values with current density is presented in Fig. 29. The voltages 
increase with the increase of current densities indicating the stable resistance interface Li-
metal/electrolyte following the relation U = IR.32 By extracting the impedance spectra at a constant 
applied current of 0.12 mA.cm-2, the interface Li/polymer is extremely stable (about 50 Ω), and 
reaches immediately constant at a define current density. The Nyquist plots in Fig. 30 represent the 
response of electrolyte (the incomplete demi-cycle at high frequencies), and of the Li/electrolyte 
(demi-cycle at low frequencies) interface, before and after polarization at 0.12 mA.cm-2. The 
resistance values remain stable even at high applied current, which is an exclusive advantage beyond 
a unity transference number of I1000p-SO3-cr in term of non-polarized material. Similar experiments 
were performed for the single-ion materials of L. Porcarelli et al.33, but even at low current density, 
their systems need more than 10 days to reach a stable Li/electrolyte interface. 
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Fig. 29 The over-potentials as a function of current density for a symmetric Li || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cell at 80 °C. 
 
Fig. 30 Nyquist plots of a symmetric Li || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cell at 80 °C under 0.12 mA.cm-2 as applied current. 
Let’s back to Fig. 29, the over-potential values reached at different applied currents, for example 
0.18 V at 0.2 mA.cm-2, are significantly lower than the reported results of L. Frenck31 (0.23V at 0.17 
mA.cm-2), or L. Porcarelli et al.33 (0.25V at 0.2 mA.cm-2) for the single-ion electrolytes. Moreover, 
after an extremely long polarization of about 150 charge/discharge at different currents density, the 
cell was continually performed at low current of 0.01 mA.cm-2 (the black curve at the end of the 
cycling test in Fig. 28). The over-potentials reach nearly the same values as that of the pre-
conditioning stage, which definitely affirms an excellent reversibility versus lithium metal of the 
ionomer.  
In brief, the polymer electrolyte has an excellent stability versus lithium metal, with a long cyclability 
in a symmetric Li-metal cell, without any sign of dendrite formation up to 80 days. These impressive 
results for a SIPE based on PEO are rarely found in the literature. The next part of this work presents 
the performances of I1000p-SO3-cr as solid electrolyte for the lithium metal battery with the LFP 
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cathode. 
1.2.7. Cycling tests 
i. LFP cathode preparation 
The cycling tests of electrolyte material require the LFP cathode. The ionic mobility in the cathode 
is ensured by the homogenous fill of liquid electrolyte into the electrode’s porosity. In contrast, for 
an all-solid-state battery, the solid electrolyte is not able to maintain a suitable conductivity inside 
the cathode, even by hot pressing the components. The enable Li circulation inside the ‘home made’ 
LFP cathodes is provided by the addition of ionomer (contained the ionic functions) as Li+ conductor 
and also as binder, for cathode preparation.  
The ionomers before cross-liking are like the gel polymers and need to be cross-linked. However, 
the cathode consists of activated carbon that can absorb the UV light, and prevents the cross-linking 
reaction of side chain double-bonds, hence resulting in poor mechanical properties. To solve this 
issue, the blend of high molecular weight PEO (MW = 300 kg/mol) with I400p-SO3-db, in a weight 
ratio of 1:1, corresponding also to an EO/Li of 23, was added to the cathode. This blend has similar 
EO/Li with the cross-linked I1000-p-SO3-cr electrolyte, and was also characterized in term of 
conductive and ionic transport properties. The conductivity and cationic transference number of the 
blend determined by impedance spectroscopy in the symmetric stainless steel and Li-metal coin cells, 
respectively. The conductivity as function of 1000/T for the blend polymers (red line), and the cross-
linked I1000-p-SO3-cr (black line) are showed in Fig. 31. 
Conductivity of the blend PEO/I400-p-SO3-db is slightly higher than that of I1000-p-SO3-cr. However, a 
drop of conductivity at about 45 °C relating to the melting of the semi-crystalline PEO phase is 
observed for only the blend polymers. The Li transference number of 0.95, determined by steady-
state current method in a symmetric Li-metal cell at 80 °C, was obtained for PEO/I400-p-SO3-db 
indicating the single-ion behavior. These results promote a promising electrolyte for lithium metal 
batteries operating at high temperature. 
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Fig. 31 Conductivity of the blend PEO/ I400 p-SO3-cr (1:1) and the cross-linked I1000p-SO3-cr, at EO/Li of 23, 
as a function of 1000/T. 
To evaluate the impact of polymer content in the cathode, the two compositions of cathode i.e. 
75:15:10 (A-LFP) and 60:30:10 (B-LFP) in weight ratio of LiFePO4 (LFP): PEO/ I400 p-SO3-cr: 
carbon black, respectively, were prepared. The PEO (MW = 300 kg/mol) and I400 p-SO3-cr, (1:1 in 
weight ratio), were dissolved in water at 60 °C, using magnetic stirring, for 48 h, until homogenous. 
The volume of water is diminished as possible to maintain an enable ink’s viscosity. About 1.0 mL 
of water was used for the A-LFP, and 1.8 mL for the B-LFP composition.  
The mixture of material powders consisted of LFP material and activated carbon black were prepared 
by gently grinding in a hand mortar with cyclohexane. After about 30 min of mixing, solvent was 
gently evaporated at RT, then the fin powders were added into a vial contained the blend of polymers. 
The ink was magnetic stirred for 2 h, and homogenized using an Ultra-Turrax mixer for 1 h. Water 
was frequently added during the mixing to maintain an enable ink’s viscosity. Finally, the ink was 
casted onto an aluminum current collector using a doctor-blade, with the thickness of 100 µm. The 
process is illustrated in Fig. 32. 
 
Fig. 32 LFP cathode preparation process. 
The resulted cathodes were gently dried at RT overnight, and moved to an oven at 55 °C for slowly 
drying over 48 h. The SEM images of the bulks A-LFP and B-LFP cathodes, with thickness after 
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drying of 33 and 23 µm, respectively, are presented in Fig. 35. Both of the electrodes exhibit a 
homogeneous distribution of materials, however for the B-LFP electrode, the particules seem to be 
better covered by the polymer. The cathode porosity was calculated from the difference between the 
electrode density (the ratio of loading mass/loading volume of a bulk electrode), and the theorical 
density including the densities of all the components. Noted that density of the blend polymers used 
for cathode casting is 1.25 g/cm3. These hand-casting electrodes exhibit low estimated porosity of 26 
% for A-LFP, and 22 % for B-LFP cathode, which are the excellent results. Back to the state of the 
arts, the lowest estimated porosity of LFP cathode using SIPE as binder was about 45%.34 The low 
porosity of 26 % and 22 % for the hand-casting cathodes are meaningful in term of gravimetric 
energy density, allowing to increase the interface electrode/electrolyte in the all-solid-state batteries, 
and providing the low charge-transfer resistance.35  
 
Fig. 33 SEM images of the bulk LFP cathodes, including A-LFP (75:15:10) (left) and B-LFP (60:30:10) (right) 
in weight ratio of (LFP, PEO:I400 p-SO3-db (1:1) and carbon black), respectively. 
i. Cycling tests in a lithium metal battery 
To further be used in lithium metal polymer battery, the cathodes were dried under vacuum at 80 °C 
for 24 h, and stored in a glove box. The batteries combined a LFP as positive electrode, a cross-linked 
electrolyte film I1000p-SO3-cr, and a negative Li-metal anode were prepared in the glove box. The 
coin cell’s assembly is illustrated in Fig. 34. All the cycling tests were conducted at 80 °C with 
various Galvanostatic rates of C/n, meaning the capacity C per n hours, from C/20 up to 2C, and a 
potential range between 2.5 to 3.8 vs Li+/Li.  
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Fig. 34 Coin cell assembly for the cycling test using a cross-linked I1000p-SO3-cr as solid electrolyte, 
sandwiching between a LFP cathode and a Li-metal anode. 
A-LFP cathode 
The cycling tests using A-LFP cathode were performed at different scan rates from C/20 up to 1C at 
80 °C. The assembled A-LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li shows an excellent charge/discharge reversibility 
up to C/5. The flat-shaped charge/discharge curves are observed at different power rates from low to 
high, as seen in Fig. 35. The discharge capacity calculated (theoretically 170 mAh.g-1 for the LFP 
material) are presented in the right side of Fig. 35. The cell delivers 140 mAh.g-1 in the first discharge 
at C/20, and the capacity decreases with the increasing of the C-rate whereas the polarization increase 
proportionally to the scan rate. At C/2.5, a ‘well-defined’ plateau is observed during the discharge 
corresponding to 68 % of the capacity obtained at low C-rate. However, at high rate, 1C, a sudden 
drop of the discharge capacity is observed, with a capacity of 60 mAh.g-1, this huge decrease can be 
associated with the high polarization of the cell probably associated with an non-optimal ionic 
pathway due to the low amount of solid polymer electrolyte into the electrode and the presence of 
residual porosity. At the different scan rates from C/20 to C/2.5, the Coulombic efficiency is higher 
than 96 % that prove the very good cyclability of the cell (as seen in Fig. 35).  
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Fig. 35 Charge/discharge curves at different scan rates from C/20 to C/2.5 for A-LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr|| Li cell 
at 80 °C (left), and capacity as a function of cycles (right). 
To understand the effect of polymer content in the cathode on the final performances of battery, the 
assembly of B-LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li were cycled. The B-LFP cathode has higher polymer content 
of 30 wt.%, with more efficient percolated ionic pathway, so a better ionic conductivity in the 
electrode was expected. 
B-LFP cathode 
The cycling tests performed with the same charge/discharge rates from C/20 up to 2C for the B-LFP 
|| I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cell, at 80 °C. The cycling test conducted at C/20 for the first 5 cycles, then for 
10 cycles at every C-rate up to 2C. At the end of the schedule, two cycles at C/20 were performed to 
verify the cell’s stability. The charge/discharge capacity obtained at different C-rates, and the 
Coulombic efficiency are presented in Fig. 36.  
As seen, the cell is stable during the long cyclability test, without dendritic growth, and an excellent 
coulombic efficiency (above 98 %) is reached during more than 60 cycles at the various C-rates. 
Noted that, the cell delivers for the first discharge a capacity of 143 mAh.g-1 at C/20, which is similar 
to the assembled A-LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li. The capacity decreases while increasing the C-rates that 
can be related to the polarization of the cell, but the decrease of capacity is much lower as compared 
to that obtained with A-LFP cathode. Moreover, the cell shows an excellent reversibility up to an 
extremely high 2C scan rate. 
The capacities obtained from C/20 to 2C are very stable, during the 10 cycles at each rate with any 
significant decrease. However, at higher constant C-rates of C and 2C, both charge and discharge 
capacities decrease slightly with the cycle number. This reduction can be probably due to the low 
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ionic conductivity of ionomers, and the presence of residual porosity that can induce ionic transport 
limitation at high C-rates. At the rate of 2C, the cell delivers more than 75 % of capacity obtained at 
C/20 that is a very good result for all-solid-state-lithium batteries. These results are comparable and 
even better than several studies in this field including the one of H. Oh and al.36 (discharged capacity 
reached 120 mAh.g-1 at C, at 80 °C), or those reported by L. Porcarelli et al.33 with a capacity loss of 
about 80 % at C/5 in a Li/SIPE/LFP battery at 70 °C. 
The two final cycles at low C-rate exhibit an excellent capacity with a value of 139 mAh.g-1 that are 
close to the one obtained at the first discharge (143 mAh.g-1) at the same scan rate of C/20. This 
excellent behavior proves the advantage of using single-ion based polymer electrolyte, where the Li+ 
ions are the only mobile species in this system that avoids the polarization phenomena at the interface 
due to concentration gradient.  
 
Fig. 36 Cyclability of B-LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cell at 80 °C with different scan rates from C/20 to 2C, 
including the discharge capacity and the corresponded Coulombic efficiencies. 
The porosity of both cathodes are very close e.g. 26 % and 22 % for A-LFP and B-LFP, respectively. 
In the first approximation, this difference has a negligible effect on the performances of batteries at 
low C-rate. The capacity evolution versus C-rates for two systems using A-LFP and B-LFP cathodes 
is presented in Fig. 37. At C/20 the two systems exhibit almost similar capacity of about 140 mAh.g-
1, but at high C-rates, the A-LFP cell is more polarized, and the discharge capacities decrease faster 
with increasing the C-rates. The cell based on A-LFP electrode delivers lower discharge capacity as 
compared to the B-LFP cell e.g. 5 % lower at C/10, 10 % at C/5, up to 28 % at C/2.5. The better 
performance of B-LFP cell is explain by the formation a more connected, and more efficient ionic 
pathway due to the increase of the polymer content in cathode.  
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Fig. 37 Discharge capacities obtained for A-LFP (red line) and B-LFP (black line) as a function of C-rates in 
the LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li battery at 80 °C.  
ii. Cyclability of battery improvement 
To improve the discharge capacity at high C-rates, the charge of the cell was reached at low C-rate 
(C/20 or C/10) whatever the discharge C-rates. This cycling test with low charging rate and fast 
discharging rate was previously reported by Bouchet et al.34, used the unipolar block copolymer as 
electrolyte. In this conditions, named as regime 2, a new battery was cycled from C/20 to C rate using 
the following: the first cycles are charged and discharged at the same rate e.g. C/20 and C/10, 
meanwhile for higher discharge C-rates, the cell was always charged at C/10 before discharge to 
ensure a fully charging process.  
Fig. 38 shows the discharge curves of two identical assembled B-LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cell, at 80 
°C, using the regime 1 (charge/discharge at the same C-rates), and the regime 2 (charge at low C-
rate, discharge at higher C-rates) with different power rates from C/20 up to C. The discharge 
capacities at low scan rates e.g. C/20, C/10, up to C/5 for the two cells are nearly the same e.g. 142 
mAh.g-1 at C/20, 139 mAh.g-1 at C/10, and 132 mAh.g-1 at C/5. At a relative high 1C rate, the cell 
performed with regime 1 delivers about 116 mAh.g-1, and 119 mAh.g-1 for the regime 2, but the 
difference is negligible to consider as an improvement.  
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Fig. 38 A. Discharge curves obtained at different power rates from C/20 to 1C for regime 1: charge/discharge 
at the same rate (left), and regime 2: charge at low C-rate (C/20, C/10) and discharge at different C-rates for 
the B-LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cells at 80 °C; and B. the specific capacities obtained for two regimes as a 
function of discharge rate. 
In brief, the rate of charging has negligible impact on cell performances, and the transport limiting 
process occurs more accurately during the discharge. The cell cycled using the regime 2 was then 
submitted to a durability test with a charge-discharge at C/5. From the Fig. 39, the capacity of the 
battery is extremely stable during 57 cycles with the excellent Coulombic efficiencies of nearly 100 
%. A higher capacity could be obtained with the porosity-free electrode,35 therefore the hot pressing 
of the electrode B-LFP is suggested to improve the capacity at high C-rates. 
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Fig. 39 Cyclability of B-LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li cell at 80 °C at C/5 rate, including the discharge capacity 
and the corresponded coulombic efficiencies. 
1.3. Conclusions 
We were successfully designed and synthesized the single-ion structures based on PEO and the 
highly delocalized charge anions such as perfluosulfonate or perfluorosulfonylimide. These materials 
were characterized as solid polymer electrolyte for safer lithium metal batteries.  
This work proved that the SIPEs are amorphous and are thermal stable over 300 °C. By cross-linking 
and reinforcing with 6 wt.% of NCC, the solid electrolyte films exhibit good electrochemical 
behaviors versus lithium. The cycling tests in the symmetric Li-metal cell confirmed an excellent 
reversibility of Li plating/stripping, and a nearly unity transference number of Li+ for the cross-linked 
matrixes. The cycling tests in the LFP || I1000p-SO3-cr || Li-metal batteries demonstrated an excellent 
reversibility, which are higher than the best results reported in the state of the arts. In brief, the 
obtained results proved that single-ion materials are well adapted for future high performances, and 
safer all-solid-state Li-metal batteries.  
To simplify the elaboration method, and casting membrane with better mechanical properties, the 
SIPEs based on block copolymer were also synthesized and characterized in the following part. The 
new multi-block copolymers combined an ionic block (based on the single-ion structure of I1000p-
SO3), and a hydrophobic fluorinated poly(ether sulfone) (FPES) block to reinforce the mechanical 
properties. These materials help to perform the membranes with better mechanical properties, 
without the addition of NCC, and the UV irradiation step. 
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2. Multi-block copolymer 
The multi-block copolymers (AB)n were synthetized and characterized. The A block is a high Tg 
polyaromatic sulfone (FPES) which permits to maintain good mechanical properties, whereas the B 
block is an ionic block providing the Li+ ions mobility (a PEO-based ionomer). The chemical 
structure, and the expected network of block copolymer are presented in Fig. 41. The two blocks are 
selected to be incompatible, and to form during the casting process a nano-phase separation 
morphology with hydrophobic (FPES) domains and ionic domains. The design of this structure 
allows to obtain the block copolymer with the ionic function attached to the conducting block, thus 
keep the phase separation, and the mechanical properties even at high temperature. In the state of the 
arts, for most of reported block copolymers, the ionic functions were attached to the rigid blocks, 
hence once the PEO melts, the two phases are mixed and drastically degrading the mechanical 
properties.34,37 The ionic block is obtained from different molecular weight PEG (MW = 1000, 400 
g/mol), and sodium-5-(3’,5’-difluorophenyl)-3-oxoperfluoropentansulfonate (monomer p-SO3). The 
synthesized copolymers are named as Coxp-SO3, where x represents the molecular weight of PEG 
used for ionic block synthesis.  
        A 
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Fig. 40 (A) chemical structure of multi-block copolymer based on a hydrophobic FPES block and an ionic Ixp-
SO3 block; (B) expected cartoon network of copolymer. 
2.1. Synthesis of Coxp-SO3 
2.1.1. Synthesis of hydrophobic fluorinated poly(ether sulfone) (FPES) block 
The FPES block with a desired molecular weight of 5000 g/mol is synthesized using dihydroxy 
diphenylsulfone (DPS), K2CO3 and decafluorobiphenyl (DFB) in DMAc as solvent. After 2 h of 
mixing at 70 °C, the obtained yellowish viscous mixture was precipitated in HCl 1 M aqueous 
solution and then washed with deionized water up to neutral pH. The hydrophobic block is dried 
under vacuum at 80 °C for 24 h and stored in a glove box. 
 
Fig. 41 Synthesis of hydrophobic FPES block. 
The NMR spectra in deuterated chloroform were performed to confirm the structure of the final 
product (see Fig.44). In the 1H-NMR spectrum, the peaks at 7.1 and 7.9 ppm correspond to the 
aromatic protons of diphenylsulfone in ortho ether position and ortho SO2 position, respectively are 
observed. For the 19F spectrum (Fig.44), the triplet at -149.41 ppm relates to the fluorine in para 
position of biphenyl from the end of chain. The peaks at -160.06 and -137.15 ppm represent the ortho 
and meta-fluorine of the fluorinated biphenyl from the end of chain. The two intense peaks at -136.74 
and -151.93 ppm correspond to the fluorine at meta and ortho ether positions of the 
octafluorobiphenyl ether.  
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Fig. 42 The 1H and 19F-NMR spectra of FPES block in deuterated chloroform. 
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2.1.2. Synthesis of Cox p-SO3 
The copolymers Coxp-SO3 were synthesized via a two-step polycondensation reaction, as described 
in Fig. 43. The amount of monomers was calculated to obtain an ionic block Ixp-SO3 with a mass of 
10 kg/mol. The synthesis performed following the same procedure as described in 1.1.1. After the 
formation of ionic block (the reaction was followed by the disappearance of aromatic fluorines in the 
19F-NMR spectrum), the hydrophobic FPES block was added directly into the flask at 50 °C. The 
final product was monitored by 19F-NMR in DMSO-d6 through the disappearance of the fluorines 
from the end-chain of FPES block. When the reaction finished, copolymer was precipitated in 
distilled water, under magnetic stirring to remove the inorganic salts in excess or formed during the 
synthesis. The NMR spectra of pure copolymer are showed in Fig. 44. 
 
Fig. 43 Synthesis procedure of Cox p-SO3. 
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Fig. 44 The 1H and 19F-NMR spectra of Co1000 p-SO3 in DMSO-d6. 
The copolymers molecular weights were determined by SEC MALLs. The high molecular weights 
were obtained i.e. 300 kg/mol for Co1000 p-SO3 and 250 kg/mol for Co400 p-SO3, with a polydispersity 
of 3.6 and 2.7, respectively (see Table 7). The synthesized copolymers are exchanged into Li+ form 
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for further characterizing as solid electrolytes for lithium battery. Thanks to the presence of 
hydrophobic block, and the high molecular weight, the copolymers are insoluble in aqueous solution. 
Therefore, the ion exchange process is quite simple and was performed by immersing the thin film 
membranes in 1M LiCl aqueous solution (see the annex). To measure the ion exchange capacity, 
since the Cox p-SO3 are insoluble in water, a definite quantity of copolymer was degraded in extra-
pure HNO3 (65%), and filtrated to extract only the ionic block (eliminate the insoluble FPES block) 
contained the interested cations. An excellent yield of ion exchange is found with nearly 100 % for 
both copolymers Table 7. 
Table 7 Properties of synthesized copolymers including molecular weight and composition of cations. 
Ionomer  
Li form 
EO/ Li 
ratio 
SEC-MALLs AAS 
Mn kg.mol-1 DPI Li %  Na% K % 
Co1000 p-SO3 23 300 3.6 100 -* - 
Co400 p-SO3 9 250 2.7 99 - - 
         * (-) Concentration non-detectable  
These lithiated copolymers were cast into membrane, from a solution of 0.2 g copolymer in DMSO, 
and dried under vacuum at 80 °C for 48 h. To enhance the conductivity of copolymers, a polymer 
blend consisted of Co400p-SO3 and poly(ethylene glycol)dimethyl ether (DMPEG) (MW = 1000 
g/mol) was also prepared. The DMPEG content was 36 wt.% corresponding to an EO/Li = 23 for the 
blend polymers (the same Li concentration as in Co1000p-SO3). The performed films with thickness 
ranging from 100 to 120 µm were dried and stored in a glove box prior to use. 
2.2. Characterization 
2.2.1. Thermal properties 
i. Thermal stability 
The analysis of the relative weight loss versus temperature for the synthesized copolymers, and the 
blend copolymer was observed by TGA measurements. The dried samples were heated from RT to 
800 °C, under N2 flux, with a scan rate of 10 °C.min-1. The thermograms from 200 to 450 °C (Fig. 
47), exhibit a sharp weight loss at about 340 °C. As previously discussed for the cross-linked 
ionomers’ degradation (1.2.3.), this weight loss corresponds to the degradation of PEG chain. Noted 
that, the Td values show in Table 8 are determined at 5 % of relative weight loss for all the samples. 
The membrane cast from a blend of Co400 p-SO3 and DMPEG exhibits nearly similar behaviors with 
the Co1000 p-SO3 contained the same EO/Li of 23.  
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Fig. 45 Thermograms for the synthesized copolymers and the blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG from 200 to 450°C 
Table 8 Thermal analysis of polymer including the degradation for the synthesized copolymers and the blend 
Co400 p-SO3 + DMPEG. 
Sample Td ± 2 (°C) Wt.% of PEG 
Co1000 p-SO3 343 60 
Co400 p-SO3 362 35 
Co400 p-SO3 + DMPEG 339 60 
ii. Differential scanning calorimetry 
The thermal characteristics of these copolymers were investigated by DSC measurements. The 
thermograms in Fig. 46A run at 10 °C/min, and show only the glass transition behavior that means 
these materials are completely amorphous in the large range of temperatures. The Co400p-SO3 exhibits 
clearly two Tg i.e. the first Tg at 30 ± 2 °C corresponds to the phase transition of ionic I-pSO3 block 
(see 1.2.3.), and the second one at 235 ± 2 °C attributes to the polyaromatic polysulfone FPES 
block.32 The appearance of the second Tg proves a sharp phase separation between the ionic and 
hydrophobic chains. However, using the same conditions, the thermograms of Co1000 p-SO3 exhibits 
only one Tg at -23 ± 2 °C of the ionic block, and the phase transition of the FPES block is non 
observable (see the black line in Fig. 46A). Increasing the scan rate of both heating and cooling 
cycles to 20 °C/min helps to clearly determinate the second Tg value of the FPES block at 162 ± 2 
°C, as seen in Fig. 46B. This Tg is much lower than the Co400p-SO3 suggesting a poorer phase 
separation.    
Concerning the ionic blocks of the two copolymers, a huge difference in the Tg values is obtained 
e.g. 53 °C. This significant increase of Tg values with decreasing EO/Li (from 23 to 9) was also 
reported for the cross-linked ionomers in 1.2.3, but here the gap of Tg values is even higher. 
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Additionally, the Tg of ionic block for Co1000p-SO3 and Co400p-SO3 are 20°C and 30°C, which are 
higher than those obtained for I1000p-SO3-cr and I400p-SO3-cr, respectively. This strong increase of Tg 
for these copolymers mainly relates to the presence of more than 30 wt.% of rigid block e.g. Mn = 10 
kg/mol for the ionic block, and Mn = 5 kg/mol for the FPES block, which could largely affect the 
mobility of ionic chain.  
 
Fig. 46 (A) The DSC thermograms of the Coxp-SO3 and the blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG from – 80 to 250 °C 
with a scan rate of 10 °C/min; (B) DSC thermogram of Co1000 p-SO3 from 50 to 250 °C with a scan rate of 20 
°C/min. 
The high Tg of ionic blocks testify on low mobility of Li+, thus a low conductivity for these 
copolymers is predicted. Therefore, a blend of polymers was prepared by adding an amount of free 
DMPEG as plasticizer in Co400p-SO3 to get the EO/Li = 23 (same as in Co1000p-SO3), and was casted 
into membrane. As concerned the thermal behaviors of this membrane, in Fig. 46, the blue 
thermogram exhibits three separated phases transition corresponding to the Tg of I400p-SO3 block and 
DMPEG at -32 ± 2 °C, to the crystallization and melting processes of the free DMPEG at 33 ± 2 °C, 
and the Tg of FPES block at 216 ± 2 °C. The addition of DMPEG strongly shifts the Tg of ionic block 
from 30 ± 2 °C to -32 ± 2 °C. Calculating the theoretical Tg of a blend formed with the ionic blocks 
and the DMPEG by using Flory-Fox equation, and considering the DMPEG (Tg = -65 ± 2 °C) 
interacts only with the ionic chains, gives a value of -20 °C, which is weakly higher than the behavior 
observed by DSC measurements. The Tg value of the hydrophobic block decreases as compared to 
that of Co400 p-SO3 meaning the FPES block are also plasticized by the DMPEG.  
In conclusion, the synthesized copolymers exhibit high thermal stability over 340 °C, an amorphous 
character, and their glass transition temperature are influenced by the Li+ concentration. The Co400 p-
SO3 shows much higher Tg than its homologue Co1000 p-SO3, which was also observed for the 
ionomers. Two well defined Tg obtained for the Co400p-SO3 indicating a better phase separation 
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behavior. The addition of plasticizer i.e. low molecular weight DMPEG decreases significantly the 
Tg values of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic blocks, while keeping the shape phase 
(ionic/hydrophobic) separation. This blend is expected to have higher conductivity comparing to the 
Co1000 p-SO3 due to a difference of about 9 °C in Tg of the ionic blocks. 
2.2.2. Conductivity 
The conductivity of the two copolymers and the polymer blend are measured by EIS method using a 
Swagelok cell SS || polymer || SS. The measures are performed to a heating/cooling process, from 90 
to 10 °C, following the same conditions as for the cross-linked ionomers (1.2.3), and the 
conductivities are presented as a function of the inverse of temperature in Fig. 49.  
 
Fig. 47 (A)Conductivity versus 1000/T of the Coxp-SO3 and the blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG; (B) Conductivity 
of Coxp-SO3 at T = Tg + X. 
The conductivity for all the samples increases with increasing temperature following a VTF behavior. 
The Co1000 p-SO3 (black line) exhibits conductivity of 5.0 x 10-6 at 90 °C, meanwhile the Co400 p-SO3 
shows lower conductivity of 3.1 x 10-7 at the same temperature. This behavior is somehow similar to 
the one observed for the Ixp-SO3-cr ionomers, and the huge difference in conductivity relates to the 
difference of Tg i.e. the Tg value of ionic block for Co400p-SO3 is 53 °C higher than that of Co1000p-
SO3. Moreover, if we compare the conductivity at T = Tg+X (where X is constant) to avoid the effect 
of the rigidity (see Fig. 47B), at a same temperature of Tg+X, the Co400p-SO3 show higher 
conductivity and its value is almost 2.6 higher than those of Co1000p-SO3, value which corresponds, 
similarly to what has be observed with the cross-linked ionomers, to the difference in Li 
concentration. If we compare Co1000p-SO3 with I100p-SO3-cr, the conductivity is almost an order of 
magnitude lower. This decrease could be explaining by (i) the lower mobility (higher Tg) and (ii) the 
presence of about 33 wt.% of rigid block which is not conducting (dilution effect). Moreover, this 
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non-conducting phase would provide a high tortuosity of ionic pathway, and/or the presence of 
isolated ionic domains.   
The blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG exhibits pretty good conductivity of 7.4 x 10-5 S.cm-1 at 90 °C, 
which is about one order of magnitude higher than Co1000p-SO3, despite their similar Li content 
(EO/Li = 23). Additionally, conductivities of this blend are twice higher than that of cross-linked 
I1000p-SO3-cr, despite the lower Tg of the last one (Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG exhibits of Tg=-32 ± 2 °C 
against to -37 ± 2 °C for I1000p-SO3-cr, respectively), and the presence of a non-conducting FPES 
fraction (21 wt.% after the addition of DMPEG). This may be explaining by the strong contribution 
of ‘free DMPEG’ in Li+ transport. One more thing that needs to be mention here is a good phase 
separation between the rigid block and the ionic chain (two distinct phase transitions in the DSC 
curve) which can contribute to enhance the conductivity by creating well organized and efficient Li+ 
ions conducting pathways.  
2.2.3. Electrochemical stabilization 
The electrochemical stability window of the copolymer films was carried out by CV technique. The 
coin cells were prepared by sandwiching the copolymer membrane between a lithium metal foil and 
a stainless-steel (SS) electrode, in a glove box. The electrochemical stability tests were performed 
from -0.3 V to 4.1 V vs Li+/Li, with a scan rate of 0.1 mV.s-1, at 80 °C. The voltammograms of 
Co1000p-SO3 and Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG, which are the highest conductivity samples, are presented 
in Fig. 48.  
 
Fig. 48 Cyclic voltammograms of Co1000p-SO3 (left) and Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG (right) from -0.3 to 4.1 V vs 
Li+/Li in a Li||electrolyte||SS cell, with 0.1 mV.s-1 scanning rate, at 80 °C 
In the anodic scans, both electrolytes exhibit high stability over 4 V vs Li+/Li, which is comparable 
to the SO3-based ionomers, and even slightly higher than the conventional PEO/salt electrolyte (limit 
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at 3.9 V vs Li+/Li). The reduction of lithium started at -0.1 V vs Li+/Li for both electrolytes. The blend 
polymer performed a current intensity significantly higher (roughly 10-fold order of magnitude) as 
compared to that of Co1000p-SO3 relating to the higher conductivity. In the next part, the membrane 
possessed highest conductivity i.e. Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG was characterized as solid electrolyte in 
the Li-metal batteries. Before, the single-ion nature of these electrolytes are affirmed by the tests of 
Li+ transference number. 
2.2.4. Lithium transference number 
The transference number of the blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG was measured by low frequencies EIS 
and PGSE-NMR methods. For the EIS method, the symmetric Li-metal coin cell was prepared in a 
glove box by sandwiching the polymer film between two electrodes of Li-metal. Before the cycling 
tests, the cell was heated and stabilized at 80 °C in a controlled temperature oven. The EIS 
measurements were applied at every 2 h, for 24 h, to reach the constant impedance spectra. The cell 
was performed following a cycling route used for the cross-linked ionomers. The Nyquist plot from 
1 MHz to 1 mHz of the assembly Li || Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG || Li, is presented in Fig. 49, and the 
spectrum was fitted with an equivalent circuit (insert figure). 
 
Fig. 49 Nyquist plot of Li || Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG || Li at 80 °C and the fitting result (red line). 
The impedance spectrum shows two semi-circles corresponding to the electrolyte response (Rel, 
CPEel), and Li/electrolyte interface response (Rint, CPEint), respectively, without any sign of Li 
diffusion at low frequencies. This plot exhibits similar behavior to the cross-linked I1000p-SO3-cr 
meaning a unity Li transference number of the blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG.  
The self-diffusion coefficients (D) measured by NMR spectroscopy at 80 °C, for 19F and 7Li nuclei, 
shows only the Li diffusion with a DLi value of 4.8 x 10-12 m2s-1. The diffusion of fluorines 
corresponding to the anionic function was non-detectable, indicating the absence or the extremely 
low diffusion of anions. The cationic transport number of the blend is considered to unity.  
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2.2.5. Lithium dendritic growth test 
The tests were performed using the same cycling protocol for the cross-linked ionomer (in 1.2.6) at 
80 °C. The typical voltage steps with time recorded as a function of the constant applied current 
densities from 0.01 to 0.1 mA.cm-2 are presented in Fig. 50. The cell is stable up to 400 h without 
any sign of Li dendrite growth at different applied currents from low to high. The corresponded over-
potentials increase proportionally with increasing the currents as observed for the cross-linked I1000p-
SO3-cr. However, the cell became instable at 0.2 mA.cm-2, and polarized leading to the short circuit. 
This behavior is surprising because the I1000p-SO3-cr cycled well at this current density, despite the 
lower conductivity.  
Moreover, a zoom in Fig. 50 shows the nearly straight stair steps of lithium plating/stripping during 
charge/discharge cycles, and even at OCV. However, the over-potential takes time to reach constant 
plateau, which is an unexpected behavior of single-ion polymer. These phenomena is assumed due 
to the presence of free plasticizer, which causes the slight polarization at the beginning of each cycle, 
and can be related to the lithium reactivity. 
 
Fig. 50 Typical Li plating/stripping in a symmetric Li || Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG || Li cell at 80 °C at different 
applied currents from 0.01 to 0.1 mA.cm-2 as a function of time. Insert figure presents the voltage steps at both 
charge/discharge directions and during OCV at 0.1 mA.cm-2. 
2.2.6. Cycling tests 
The cycling test in a Li-metal battery using the B-LFP electrode and the blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG 
as solid electrolyte was performed at 80 °C. Fig. 51 shows the charge/discharge curves at different 
power rates from C/20 to C. The charge and discharge performed at the same C-rate. The cell 
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deliveres about 140 mAh.g-1 at C/20 which is comparable to that of I1000p-SO3-cr electrolyte, and 
exhibits the well-defined potential plateau up to C/2.5 rate. The discharge capacity decreases slowly 
from 140 to 123 mAh.g-1 at C/20 and C/2.5, respectively, and shows a stable cyclability with high 
Coulombic efficiency of above 98 % during more than 40 cycles (Fig 53B). However, at 1C we 
observe a strong polarization (Fig. 51), and an important decrease in capacity as compared to I1000p-
SO3-cr (only 60% of the initial capacity was reached, where 81% was obtained with the cross-linked 
ionomer) is observed (Fig 52). Meanwhile, when the cycling rate was reduced to C/10, about 86% 
of the first cycle capacity were recovered, indicating the high reversibility of the battery without 
detrimental degradation process.  
 
Fig. 51 Cyclability at different scan rates from C/20 to 1C for B-LFP || Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG || Li cell at 80 
°C. 
 
Fig. 52 Discharge capacities obtained for the B-LFP || electrolyte || Li batteries at 80 °C using the I1000p-SO3-
cr (black) and Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG (red) as solid electrolytes as a function of discharge rates. 
The durability tests were performed at C/10 using the same battery, and the performances as 
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well as the Coulombic efficiency are presented in Fig. 53. The cell was still stable over 48 
cycles with an excellent Coulombic efficiency of 98 %.  
 
Fig. 53 Durability tests at C/10 for B-LFP || Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG || Li cell at 80 °C. 
This is a surprising result because the conductivity of the blend polymer is higher than the cross-
linked ionomer, hence lower cell polarization was expected. These behavior may be caused by the 
presence of free DMPEG as plasticizer. The DMPEG is moving with Li+ during charge/discharge, 
and at high C-rates it can induce a DMPEG concentration gradient into the membrane. The blend 
PEO+ I400p-SO3-db from the electrode is also compatible with the DMPEG, thus, a part of DMPEG 
can be retained in the electrode and inducing a decrease in electrolyte conductivity.  
2.3. Conclusions 
The multi-block copolymers based on the Ip-SO3 ionic block and the rigid FPES block were 
synthesized and characterized. These materials have the ionic functions attached directly on the PEO 
block contrarily to the block copolymers reported in the literature, where the anions are fixed on the 
rigid block. The addition of free DMPEG as plasticizer causes a strong decrease of Tg, while keeping 
the clear phase separation, resulting in higher conductivity due to a good percolation, and high 
mobility of ionic domains.  
The presence of about 33 wt.% of the hydrophobic block induces the insoluble characteristic of 
copolymers in aqueous solution that facilitated the purification, and ionic exchange processes. The 
membranes obtained by casting directly from the solution of copolymer dissolved in solvent, without 
any additional processes, such as the cross-linking or the NCC reinforcing, as for the ionomers. The 
resulted copolymer films possess good mechanical properties and high thermal stability that help to 
recover the material after characterization.   
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The single-ion nature of these polymers was affirmed by both electrochemical and PFG-NMR 
techniques. The blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG was investigated as solid electrolyte in a lithium metal 
battery using the B-LFP electrode. At low C-rate the performances of the blend and the cross-linked 
ionomers were comparable, while at high C-rate the blend induced higher cell polarization.  
The presence of free DMPEG affected on the performances at high C-rate. For the evolution of this 
materials, and preventing the use of plasticizer, the copolymers possessed the longer ionic block for 
improving conductivity due to the percolation of the ionic domains are required. The LFP electrode 
contained the same ionic composition to the electrolyte is required to limit the migration of plasticizer 
from electrolyte to electrode.     
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Abstract  
In this chapter, the single-ion polymers, which were successfully performed in the Li-metal batteries 
in chapter 3, were exchanged into different alkali cations, including Na+, K+ and Cs+. Two types of 
SIPE i.e. ionomer I1000 p-SO3-db with the cross-linked I1000 p-SO3-cr, and block copolymer Co1000 p-
SO3 based on different alkali metals are investigated. The advantage of these materials relates to the 
nearly unity cationic transference number that can suppress or limit the anion mobility, and allows 
to reach the transport properties of the cations. The thermal stability and phase transition behaviors 
of these electrolytes were determined by TGA and DSC measurements. The conductivity was carried 
out in the Swagelok cell, using EIS method, in the range of temperatures from 20 to 90 °C. The 
evolution of conductivity for these SICPs as a function of cation nature are discussed and compared 
to get better understanding about the impact of cation on transport properties in the solid state.  
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1. Introduction 
The growing demand of renewable energy sources has been dominated by the Li-ion batteries in a 
large scale of applications e.g. mobile devices, electric vehicles, etc. However, the rising of lithium 
costs, and a limit of raw material resource will enhance the advancement of new technologies based 
on the abundant elements, including the alkaline metals. Moreover, the use of polymer-based 
electrolytes for safer rechargeable lithium-metal batteries has been gained more success these recent 
years. The all-solid-state devices based on alkali elements are requiring a step forward, especially for 
electrolyte materials. The use of poly(ethylene oxide) – PEO, as polymer host for dissolving alkali 
salts, is suggested as a promising solution for these future batteries.  
Since the first discovery by Wright and co-workers1 in 1973, the complexes of alkali metals with 
PEO gained much attention due to their electrical conductivities. Later, a number of studies in this 
field have been reported by different researched groups.2–4 Nevertheless, the first commercial of Li-
ion batteries in 1991 restrained the advancement of other alkali-based electrolytes. Back to the 
previous studies, Besner et al.4 investigated the influence of anion polarization (CF3SO3-, SCN-, ClO4-
) on ionic conductivity of the complexes PEO/alkali salts. They proved that not only ion paring, but 
also ion-dipole interaction, and anion polarization contributed to ionic conductivity in the 
concentrated PEO electrolytes. Although many efforts, the conduction process and the effect of 
cation size on transport properties in PEO matrix were still unclear. The work of M. Perrier et al.3 
demonstrated the alkali-polymer interaction in the blends of PEO and the alkali-based TFSI or SCN 
salts, and affirmed that the ionic conductivity was influenced by not only the cation size, but also by 
the other non-negligible factors including the short-range interactions with anions, anion nature, etc. 
As mentioned previously in the literature review, ionic conductivity in polymer essentially occurs in 
the amorphous phase (above the melting of polymer), which limits the important applications at high 
temperature. The issues related to the use of conventional blend polymers, where an inorganic salt 
dissolved in the polymer host, as solid electrolytes prevent the development lithium metal batteries, 
hence the post lithium storage devices. Therefore, the single-ion polymers can overcome these 
drawbacks, and are required as the most effective solution for all-solid-state batteries (as also proved 
in the chapter 3). The anion polarization, whatever is SO3- or TFSI-, exhibits a negligible effect on 
conductive process of SIPEs due to the grafting of anionic functions on the PEO chain. This 
advantage minimizes the effect of anion mobility, and provides better understanding of cation 
transport in the polymer matrix.  
In this work, the cross-linked ionomer I1000 p-SO3, and the block copolymer Co1000 p-SO3 exchanged 
into different alkaline cations including Na+, K+, and Cs+ were prepared and characterized. These 
resulted alkali-based SIPEs were compared to the lithiated electrolytes (presented in chapter 3) in 
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terms of thermal and cationic conductive properties. This study will mainly focus on the effect of 
cation size on the cationic conductive process.    
2. Cross-linked ionomer I1000 p-SO3  
The schematics in Fig. 1 illustrates different complexes of the alkali cations in the blend with PEO 
and in the single-ion matrix. The conductivity of cation in both cases depends on the nature of cation, 
its size, and the flexibility of polymer chain. However, for the blend of PEO/salt (Fig. 1A), the ionic 
conductive process is provided by the solvation/desolvation of alkali cations by the PEO ether 
oxygens (the cation jumps within the cages formed by PEO chain)5, and this process is strongly 
affected by the polarization of free anions, and their mobility. Meanwhile, when the anionic functions 
are fixed on the polymer chain (Fig. 1B), the SIPEs have the anion mobility approaches to zero, and 
resulting in a unity cationic transference number. This single-ion structure allows to reach the 
information of cation transport, and the effect of cation size on the conductivity behavior in polymer. 
 
 
Fig. 1 (A) schema illustrates the solvated alkali cations by the EO units in the PEO/salt blends, and (B) the 
cation transport mechanism in SIPE.  
The ionomer used for this work is the I1000 p-SO3-db (presented previously in chapter 3) which 
showed excellent performances in the Li-metal batteries. The alkali-based ionomers were prepared 
by exchanging the initial cation into a unique form of Na+, K+, or Cs+, following the same 
experimental process as for the lithiated ionomer. The yield of ion exchange reaction determined by 
AAS, and the alkali contents in the exchanged ionomers are presented in Table 1. The concentration 
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of Cs element was not measurable due to the missing of Cs lamp equipment.  Meanwhile, the ionomer 
after synthesis contains only the Na+, and (or) K+ ions relating to the use of NaH and the initial form 
of ionic monomers. So that, the negligible concentrations of these ions help to interpret the high yield 
of Cs+ exchange reaction. The results in Table 1 affirm high concentration of the interested cations, 
with more than 96 % for the exchanged ionomers indicating the successful processes.  
Table 1 Alkali contents in the I1000 p-SO3-db – M form, where M is the alkali metals, determined by AAS. 
I1000 p-SO3-db % Li % Na % K 
Li form 96.0 1.6 2.3 
Na form - 99.1 0.8 
K form - 0.6 98.5 
Cs form - 1.8 0.4 
These resulting ionomers were reinforced with 6 wt.% of NCC, and casted into membrane. These 
membranes were then cross-linked in the presence of a photointiator (Irgacure 2959). The films are 
dried under vacuum for 48 h at 80 °C, then moved to a glove box. In the following study, the cross-
linked ionomers can be also called Iono-M, where M represents to the alkali ions.  
2.1. Thermal properties  
The phase transitions of ionomers, and the cross-linked films measured by DSC following two 
identical heating/cooling cycles, from -100 °C to 150 °C, under N2 flux, with a scan rate of 10 °C/min, 
and only the second heating thermograms are presented in this work. The sample was placed in the 
aluminum crucible for DSC in a glove box to avoid the contamination of humidity. The thermograms 
in Fig. 2 for the non-crosslinked ionomers show only one Tg at about -40 °C, indicating the 
completely amorphous state of these materials. This behavior was reported previously for the Li-
ionomer in chapter 3. The Tg values are negligible influenced by the cation nature e.g. -40 ± 2 °C for 
Li, -39 ± 2 °C for Na, -43 ± 2 °C for K, and -45 ± 2 °C for Cs form. Increasing the cation size from 
Li to Cs inducts a slightly decrease of Tg values.  
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Fig. 2 DSC thermograms of the Iono-M (M is the alkali ions) from -90 to 60 °C. 
By cross-linking these ionomers, the Tg values exhibit a remarkable change comparing to the non-
crosslinked polymer, and as a function of cation size, see Fig. 3. From the first impression, all of the 
cross-linked ionomers possess higher Tg relating to the decrease of chain mobility. Moreover, the 
increase of Tg evolves with the cation size form Li to Cs. The cross-linked ionomers exhibit the Tg 
values of -37 ± 2°C for Li, -33 ± 2 °C for Na, -34 ± 2°C for K, and remarkably shifts to -20 ± 2°C 
for the Cs-based ionomer. From small to intermediate alkali cation size (Li, Na, K), the Tg of cross-
linked ionomers increases about 3 to 9 °C as compared to the non-crosslinked ones, which mainly 
relates to the degree of crosslinking, and the effect of cation size on Tg is less announced. This 
behavior allows to suppose that higher the cation, higher the crosslinking degree of the alkali-based 
ionomers.  
  
Fig. 3 Tg values of the cross-linked (red) and non cross-linked (black) Iono-M (with M is the alkali ions). 
Concerning the remarkable change of Tg for Iono-Cs after cross-linking, the hypotheses are 
suggested, such as (i) the big Cs+ size favors a high cross-linking degree, hence a strong decrease of 
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Tg, or (2) the addition of impurities during cation exchange reaction. To further verify these 
suggestions, the thermal stability of these ionomers were investigated by TGA measurements. 
 
Fig. 4 TGA thermograms from 50 to 600 °C for the Iono-M (M is the alkali ions), under N2 flux, and 10 °C/min 
as scan rate. 
The TGA thermograms of ionomers possessed the alkali metals performed from 50 to 600 °C, under 
a N2 flux, with a scan rate of 10 °C/min, are presented in Fig. 3. All of the samples, except for Iono-
Cs, are thermally stable up to 300 °C, and exhibit a shape weight loss corresponding to the relative 
mass of PEO chain (as discussed in chapter 3). The degradation temperature (Td) values are: 341 ± 2 
°C for Li, and about 328 ± 2 °C for Na and K–based ionomers, which was determined at 5 % of 
weight loss for all samples.  
A suddenly drop of Td value is observed for the Iono-Cs i.e. 170 ± 2 °C which is about 160 °C lower 
than other alkali-based ionomers. One of the hypotheses relates to the presence of H+ in Cs-ionomer. 
We believe that during the ion exchange, the used Amberlite Cs-form was prepared by mixing the 
resin H-form with cesium hydroxide in aqueous solution, and the big Cs+ may inhibit partially this 
reaction resulting in a remaining H+ on the surface of Amberlite particles. The cations of ionomer 
(Na or K form) may exchange to the remaining H+ on the chromatography column contained the 
resulted Cs-Amberlite. Although the pH of the output solution (ionomer + solvents) from the column 
was neutral, we strongly believe that the remaining acid traces can initiate the PEO degradation. 
Noted that an ether in presence of acid, or a superacid in our case, is not thermally stable. Increasing 
the temperature higher than 150°C induces the PEO chain breaking, and ionomer weight loss.  
In conclusion, these alkali-ionomers are completely amorphous and exhibit only one Tg as observed 
for the Li-based ionomer in the chapter 3. The cation has certain impacts on the glass transition, and 
thermal stabilization of ionomer. Increasing the alkali size from Li to K slightly decreases the Tg 
values relating to higher chain mobility. The alkali-ionomers, except for the Cs one, exhibit high 
thermal stability over 300 °C which is an advantage of high security electrolytes.  
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2.2. Conductivity 
Conductivities of the cross-linked membranes were investigated as a function of cation. These cross-
linked films were sandwiched between two stainless-steel (SS) electrodes of the Swagelok cell, in 
the glove box, to prevent the contamination of humidity. The measures performed with a 
heating/cooling cycles from RT to 90 °C, using the EIS method, and only the data from the cooling 
scan are presented as a function of 1000/T in Fig. 4.    
The conductivity measured for the cross-linked films represents for the cationic mobility thanks to 
the single-ion nature of ionomer, as proved in the chapter 3. Conductivity decreases with increasing 
the cation size from Li to Cs. This behavior cannot be explain only by the increase of Tg due to the 
negligible changes of Tg values for the small to  intermediate alkali cations (Li, Na, and K), and a 
very high Tg for the Cs-based ionomer. However, a general trend of conductivity data can be assumed 
such as bigger the cation, lower the measured conductivity.  
The difference in conductivity is more considerable at low temperature, and reduces while increasing 
temperature. At 90 °C, conductivity is 3.4 x 10-5 S.cm-1 for the Li-based ionomer, then decreases to 
3.0 x 10-5 S.cm-1 for Na, 2.6 x 10-5 S.cm-1 for K, and end up at 2.0 x 10-5 S.cm-1 for Cs. The 
representation of conductivity as a function of cation radius give a linear dependency at 90 °C, thus 
higher the cation radius, lower the ionic conductivity. At low temperature, the sodium and Li-based 
ionomers have the close conductivities. High cation conductivity (superior to 10-5 S.cm-1 at 90 °C) of 
these materials make them become the interested solid electrolytes for future rechargeable batteries. 
 
Fig. 5 Conductivity of Iono-M (with M is the alkali ions) (A) as a function of 1000/T and (B) at 30 and 90 °C 
as a function of cation radius. 
Moreover, conductivity values increase with increasing the temperature up to 90 °C, following a 
VTF model for solid polymer electrolyte (equation 1):6 
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σ =
σ0
√T
∗ exp⁡[−Ea/k(T − T0)]      (1) 
where⁡𝜎0 is a pre-exponential factor, Ea is the pseudo-activation energy and k is the Boltzmann 
constant. The T0 is the reference temperature, and is determined as Tg -50, with the Tg determined by 
DSC measurements. The Ea is an important factor that represents the polymer segmental motion, and 
links to the ionic mobility7. The calculated Ea values for ionomer’s conductivity are presented as a 
function of cation nature in Fig. 6. As seen, all of the cross-linked films show the close energy 
activation of about 0.11 to 0.13 eV indicating the negligible impact of cation size on the chain 
mobility activation, hence the difference in conductivity is mostly linked to the effect of cation size.  
  
Fig. 6 Energy activation, Ea, values of the Iono-M calculated from the VTF’s fitting. 
To better understand the ion transport in these ionomers, the blends of high molecular weight PEO 
(MW 300 kg/mol) and the alkali-based trifluoromethanesulfonate (alkali triflate) salts, denoted as 
MTf (where M is Li, Na, and K), at the same EO/M of 23 were performed. The CsTf salt is not 
commercial, and is not easy to synthesize with high purity, so the study was conducted with only 
three cations. The mixture polymer/salt were dissolved in acetonitrile, and casted into membrane. 
These obtained films were dried under the reduced vacuum for 48 h, then moved into a glove box. 
The PTFE gasket with a definite thickness was used to prevent the flowing of polymer at high 
temperature (above 60 °C). Conductivity of these blends was performed using the same conditions 
for ionomer, and the data plotted with 1000/T are presented in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 Conductivity of the blends PEO/MTf (M is alkali ion) at EO/M of 23 as a function of 1000/T. 
As seen, conductivity of these blends exhibits two distinct region corresponding to the amorphous 
(high temperature) and the crystalline phase (low temperature) of polymer. The drop in conductivity 
at around 60 °C for all curves in Fig.7 relates to the crystallization of polymer, and this temperature 
shifts with the cation size from Li to K. Conductivity of these blends in the amorphous state (same 
phase behavior with the ionomer) significantly increases with the increase of cation size form Li to 
Na, then is constant for Na and K. Similar conductive behavior was observed by Rietman et al.6 in 
1987. Conductivity of the bigger alkali cations e.g. Rb+ and Cs+ complexed in PEO matrix was even 
higher (see Fig. 8). In brief, the study on the blends PEO/ MTf agrees with the study of Rietman et 
al., and both show an opposite behavior as compared with the ionomers, i.e. the conductivity increase 
with the size of cation.   
 
Fig. 8 Arrhenius plots of log σ versus 1000/T for the blend PEO/MCF3SO3 (or MTf) with M is the alkali ions.6 
The conductive process of the complexes alkali-PEO were also studied by Besner et al.4 on two 
different anions i.e. Tf- and SCN-. This work proved that, ionic conductivity of the blends 
polymer/salt was depended on the number of EO units complexed with one cation, and the Tg value. 
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By scaling log (σ/CN) versus 1/(T-T0), where CN is the coordination number corresponded to the 
cation surface i.e. 1 for Li+, 2 for Na+, 3 for K+, 5 for Rb+, 7 for Cs+, and T0 is Tg – 25, conductivity 
of each series, contained a common anion, exhibited the single master curve, see Fig. 9. This behavior 
inducted that conductive properties of cation in polymer matrix were dominated by the coordination 
number, chain mobility, anion nature, and the CN value increased proportionally to the cation surface 
from Li to Cs. The anion polarization may contribute to the correlation of conductivity and cation 
charge density.   
 
Fig. 9 The log (σ/CN) versus 1/(T-T0) plots for two series of PEO with MCF3SO3 and MSCN, where M is the 
alkali ions. CN is the coordination number corresponds to the cation nature and T0 =Tg – 25. 
4
  
Based on the obtained results for the blends PEO/MTf  (EO/M of 23), and those reported in the 
literature, the cation transport in high molecular weight PEO has a strong effect of the 
solvation/desolvation processes of cation by the polymer chain, and the polarization of anion.  
Back to the cross-linked ionomers, the single-ion nature allows to reach the cation conductivity 
without any effect of polymer chain and anion nature. The difference in conductivity obtained for 
these films reflects only cation mobility inside the amorphous polymer matrix. The evolution of 
ionomer conductivity, up to 90 °C, proportionally decreases with the alkali size from Li to Cs. 
However, these membranes require a complicated preparation process, including the reinforcing of 
nanofillers and the cross-linking reaction under UV irradiation, which may add the incertitude on the 
reproducibility of membrane casting. As an effective solution, the alkali-based multi-block 
copolymers are expected to overcome these issues, and further affirm the conductive process of alkali 
cations in single-ion polymer matrix. 
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3. Multi-block copolymer 
The multi-block copolymer used for this study is a Co1000p-SO3 which was successfully performed 
as solid electrolyte for lithium batteries in chapter 3. This structure combines an ionic block I1000p-
SO3 and a rigid FPES block to maintain the mechanical properties. A schematic structure of 
copolymer is presented in Fig. 10. The cations were exchanged into different interested alkali ions 
i.e. Li+, Na+, K+, Cs+ by mixing the bulk of polymer in the aqueous solution of MCl (M is the alkali 
cations), then neutralizing with distillated water. The detailed protocol for ionic exchange is 
presented in the experimental part.       
 
Fig. 10 The network of multi-bock copolymer Co1000p-SO3. 
To determinate the ion exchange yield, an amount of dried polymer was degraded in the extra-pure 
acid HNO3 (65 %) at 60 °C for 24 h. The solution was filtrated to remove the insoluble part including 
the FPES block. The liquid phase contained the interested cation was diluted with distillated water 
and the concentration of alkali elements in polymer was measured by ASS. The ration of each 
element’s concentration in the solution contained 5 ppm of cation (an approximate concentration 
calculated from the molecular weight of copolymer) is presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 Ion exchange properties of the Co1000p-SO3 –M (M is the alkali ions) determined by AAS. 
Co1000p-SO3 % Li % Na % K 
Li form 100 - - 
Na form - 95 5 
K form - - 100 
Cs form - 2 - 
An excellent yield of ion exchange reaction for the alkali-based copolymers (above 95 %) proves an 
effective ion exchange process. For the Cs-based ionomer, a negligible concentration of Na+ ion 
(about 2 wt.% in 5 ppm) indicates the highly cation exchange into the Cs+ ions. The presence of the 
hydrophobic block in copolymer limit its solubility, and the ion exchange reaction was performed in 
the aqueous solution. This advantage helps to eliminate the issue of adding the trace of acid, as 
supposed for the Cs-based cross-linked ionomer.  
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The resulted copolymers were dissolved in DMSO as solvent, and casted into membranes to assure 
a homogenous surface. These films with the thickness ranging from 80 to 100 µm were dried under 
vacuum at 80 °C for 48 h, and stored in a glove box prior use. 
3.1. Thermal properties 
The Tg value of these copolymers are measured by DSC. The samples were submitted to two heating/ 
cooling cycles, where in the first cycle, sample is cooled down to -100 °C and heated up to 150 °C, 
then in the second one, after decrease the temperature, the sample is heated up again to 250 °C. 
Experiences run with -30 °C.min-1 as cooling rate and 10 °C.min-1 as heating rate, and only the second 
cycles are presented in Fig. 11. These DSC thermograms show only the glass transition behavior 
corresponding to the PEO ionic block where the cation transport process is occurred.  
 
Fig. 11 DSC thermograms for Co1000p-SO3 – M, where M is the alkali ions from-60°C to 60 °C. 
The alkali-based copolymers are completely amorphous in the large range of studied temperature 
from -100 °C to 250 °C, as reported for the lithiated copolymer in the chapter 3. The evolution of Tg 
values of the ionic block as a function of cation size is discussed. For the small alkali cations such as 
Li+ and Na+ the shape and clear-cut phase transition are observed (black and red lines in Fig. 11). 
Meanwhile for the bigger cations, the phase transition is not so clear even at higher scan rate of 20 
°C/min. Zoom in the blue and cyan curves, corresponding to the K and Cs-based copolymers, the Tg 
values increase while increasing the cation size from Li to Cs e.g. -22 ± 2 °C for Li, -19 ± 2 °C for 
Na, -16 ± 2 °C for K, and about -14 ± 2 °C for the copolymer Cs form. As compared with the cross-
linked ionomers, where Tg was nearly constant for Li, Na, K, and much higher for Cs, for the 
copolymer a gradual increase of Tg with the size of cation is observed. The increase is linearly 
proportion to the cation radius, as seen in Fig.12. 
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Fig. 12 Evolution of Tg values for Co1000 p-SO3 M form, M is the alkali metals, with the cation radius.  
All of the alkali-based copolymers exhibit high thermal stabilities above 300 °C as determined by 
TGA measurements. These analysis of thermal weight loss was performed from 200 to 450 °C, under 
the N2 flux with a scan rate of 10 °C/min. The TGA thermograms in Fig. 13 present the relative 
weight loss of the shape degradation step of copolymer at about 350 °C. This degradation is 
corresponded to the PEO chain. The degradation of copolymers as a function of cation size varies 
following the order of Li (343 ± 2 °C), Na (342 ± 2 °C) > K (337 ± 2 °C) > Cs (328 ± 2 °C). The 
bigger the cation is, the lower the degradation of copolymer observes. But, only about 15 °C different 
in Td values are observed for these electrolytes indicating the low cation effect. Moreover, the issues 
related to the low thermal stability of the Cs-based ionomer (in 2.1.) is non-obvious for the case of 
Co1000 p-SO3-Cs affirming the hypothesis of having traced of H+ in ionomer. 
 
Fig. 13 Thermograms for the Co1000p-SO3 – M, where M is the alkali ions, from 200°C to 450 °C.  
In conclusion, the alkali-based Co1000 p-SO3 are completely amorphous in the large range of 
temperature, and the change of their Tg values increase with the cation size. These materials also 
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possess high thermal stability over 300 °C which is promising for the safe electrolytes. The presence 
of a hydrophobic block in the copolymer structure prevent the solubility of material in water which 
helps to overcome the issues relating to the ion exchange process and facilitate the film casting. 
Thanks to the single-ion nature with a unity transference number, as proved for the Li-based 
copolymer in the chapter 3, the cation conductivity of these alkali copolymers was investigated in 
the following part. 
3.2. Conductivity 
Conductivity data of these alkali-block copolymers plotted with 1000/T is presented in Fig. 14. The 
obtained values are about one order of magnitude lower than those of cross-linked ionomers due to 
the presence of about 30 wt.% of non-conductive FPES block in copolymer. Obviously, the effect of 
cation size on the conductivity is clearer for these copolymer relating to the separated data curves in 
Fig. 13. Conductivity decreases with increasing the cation size from Li to Cs and the difference in 
conductivity becomes more important at low temperature. The highest conductivity obtained is 3.1 
x 10-6 S.cm-1 for Li, 2.5 x 10-6 S.cm-1 for Na, 2.2 x 10-6 S.cm-1 for K, and 1.8 x 10-6 S.cm-1 for Cs-
based copolymer, at 90 °C. Clearly, bigger the cation is, lower its mobility in polymer matrix is 
observed. The electrolytes has an encouraging cationic conductivity, above 10-6 S.cm-1 at 90 °C, and 
can be improved by increasing the ionic chain or adding plasticizers. These materials are promising 
electrolytes for future rechargeable battery based on the alkali metals. 
 
Fig. 14 Conductivity of Co1000p-SO3-M (with M is the alkali ions) versus 1000/T. 
Conductivity data were also plotted with the scale T = Tg+X, where X is the constant, to eliminate 
the effect of chain mobility, see Fig. 15. The cationic conductivity for these materials is inversely 
proportional to the cation size e.g. bigger the cation is, lower the conductivity measured. This graph 
also proves that, although scaling the data with Tg+X, the size of cation has an important effect on 
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its mobility. This phenomenon inducts an advantage for further investigating the mechanism of 
cation conduction using this single-ion copolymer.  
 
Fig. 15 Conductivity of the Co1000p-SO3-M (with M is the alkali ions) versus Tg +X. 
The conductivity data were also fitted with a VTF equation for polymer, and the calculated Ea values 
are presented with the cation nature in Fig.14. The lowest Ea value is for the Li-based copolymer at 
0.093 eV, then increases while increasing the cation size up to Cs. The energy activation associated 
with the ionic mobility is linked to the alkali radius. Clearly that higher conductivity exhibits the 
lower Ea value.  
 
Fig. 16 Energy activation, Ea, values of the Co1000p-SO3-M calculated from the VTF’s fitting. 
As compared to the alkali-based ionomers, the effect of cation size on the conductive process is 
clearer, indicating the significant decrease of ionic mobility with the cation size from Li to Cs. Also 
from this work, eliminating the impact factors that can influence on the transport properties i.e. anion 
mobility, anion polarization, cross-linking density, dispersion of nanofillers, etc. helps to get a better 
understanding of conductivity of cation in the solid state.   
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4. Conclusion  
This chapter presents for the first time the transport properties of alkali cations i.e. Li+, Na+, K+, Cs+ 
and the effect of cation size on thermal/conductive properties of polymer-based electrolytes. The 
study involves two types of single-ion polymers including the cross-linked ionomer I1000 p-SO3, and 
the block copolymer Co1000 p-SO3, which were successfully performed in the lithium metal batteries. 
These materials are completely amorphous which is favorable for the ion transport, and high thermal 
stability above 300 °C. Their sufficient cationic conductivity makes them become high interest for 
future rechargeable devices based on the abundant elements.  
Conductive properties of alkali cations in these single-ion polymer matrix was investigated by EIS 
method in a large range of temperatures up to 90 °C. The advantage of grafting anionic functions on 
the polymer chain helps to investigate the cation transport properties without the effect of anion, and 
PEO chain mobility, as observed for the blends PEO/salt. The results inducted the unclear impact of 
cation size on conductive behavior of ionomers, which is mainly caused by the impact factors i.e. the 
cross-linking, and the complicated ion exchange process. 
The presence of the rigid block in copolymer structure helps to maintain good mechanical properties, 
and facilitates the ion exchange/ film casting processes that can influence on the transport behavior 
of cation. The increase of Tg values, which is inversely proportional to the evolution of conductivity 
with cation size for these alkali-based copolymers, was observed. These results give a better 
understanding of cation transport in the promising polymer electrolytes. 
For the further applications in a battery, these electrolytes require the advancements of electrode 
materials based on the alkali-metals.    
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Conclusions and perspectives 
Conclusions 
This thesis focused on (i) the advancement of high-security electrolyte materials based on the ionic 
liquids, and the conducting polymers, for safer and performance lithium battery, and (ii) the 
development of alkali/ alkaline-earth based electrolytes for future technologies beyond lithium. This 
manuscript contains four chapters dealing with a literature review (chapter 1), the ionic liquid-based 
electrolytes (chapter 2), new single-ion conducting polymer-based electrolytes for Li-metal batteries 
(chapter 3), new single-ion conducting alkali-based polymer electrolytes for future rechargeable 
batteries (chapter 4), and an experimental annex.  
The study of the ionic liquid-based electrolytes involves (i) the solubility of different TFSI salts in a 
common IL i.e. BMIm TFSI; the impact of (ii) cation concentration for two binary systems e.g. 
IL/LiTFSI and IL/CsTFSI, and (iii) cation nature for the alkali/alkaline-earth based ILs on the 
physical and ionic transport properties of these blends, by using a multi-technical approach. The 
TFSI salts exhibit a large solubility in IL, which depends on the choice of cations. The presence of 
alkali/ alkaline-earth cations in IL leads to a significant increase of viscosity, and a consequent 
decrease of both ionic conductivity and diffusivity. The decrease of self-diffusion coefficients is 
larger for TFSI- than BMIm+, and the alkali cations (only measurable for Li+ and Cs+) are the slowest 
component despite their smallest sizes, which relates to the strong complexation of alkali cation by 
the TFSI- anions. This behavior is more visible while decreasing the size of coordinated cation, and 
(or) increasing the salt concentration. The dissociation degree increases which the presence of salt, 
as compared to the neat IL, and the cationic transference number proportionally increases with the 
cation concentration. Furthermore, adding the TFSI salt in IL inhibits the crystallization behavior of 
the neat IL, and Tg value of the blends IL/salt is strongly depended on the concentration, and the 
nature of coordinated cations e.g. larger effect was observed for the smaller ions, and by increasing 
the salt content in IL. The relation between viscosity and molar conductivity of the blends IL/salt, 
whatever is the composition, with temperature leads to (i) a master curve of Walden plots indicating 
rather similar ionicity, (ii) a master curve of conductivity data with the ration Tg/T meaning similar 
fragility. These IL-based electrolytes are promising for advancing the storage devices based on 
alkali/alkaline-earth metals. 
The design and syntheses of the single-ion polymers based on PEO and the highly delocalized charge 
anions i.e. perfluosulfonate or perfluorosulfonylimide, were presented in chapter 3. These amorphous 
polymers are thermally stable over 300 °C, which is promising for high-security devices. By cross-
linking and reinforcing with nanofillers, the ionomer membranes exhibit good electrochemical 
behaviors versus lithium. The tests in a symmetric Li-metal cell confirmed excellent reversibility of 
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Li plating/stripping and a nearly unity transference number of Li+ for the cross-linked matrixes. The 
cycling tests in Li-metal batteries, using I1000p-SO3-cr as solid electrolyte, and LFP as cathode, 
demonstrated the excellent performances, which are comparable and even higher than the reported 
studies in this field.  
To enhance the mechanical strength and simplify the elaboration of ionomer films, the single-ion 
block copolymers combined an ionic Ixp-SO3 block and a hydrophobic FPES block were synthesized 
and characterized. These materials have the ionic functions attached directly to the PEO chain, 
contrarily to most of the block copolymers reported in the literature, where anions were fixed on the 
rigid blocks. The copolymers are amorphous, with good mechanical properties, and high thermal 
stability over 300 °C. The addition of free DMPEG as plasticizer in Co400p-SO3 decreases the Tg of 
copolymer while keeping the clear phases separation, and resulting in higher conductivity due to a 
good percolation and high mobility of ionic domains. The single-ion nature of these materials was 
determined by both electrochemical and PFG-NMR techniques, and the highest conductor samples 
i.e. the blend Co400p-SO3 + DMPEG were performed as solid electrolyte in a lithium metal battery 
with LFP cathode. The performances of the blend copolymer are comparable with the cross-linked 
ionomers at low C-rate, while the cell polarization is higher at high C-rates and this is related to the 
presence of free plasticizer.  
The last chapter studied the transport properties of alkali cations i.e. Li+, Na+, K+, Cs+, and the effect 
of cation size on thermal/conductive properties of polymer-based electrolytes. The single-ion 
polymers i.e. cross-linked ionomer I1000p-SO3, and block copolymer Co1000p-SO3, which were 
successfully performed in the lithium metal batteries, were used to characterize the cation conductive 
behavior. These amorphous alkali-based polymers exhibit high thermal stability over 300 °C, and a 
sufficient cationic conductivities, which are favorable for electrolyte application. Grafting the anions 
on the polymer chain eliminates the effect of anion mobility, hence promotes the study of cation 
conductivity. The cationic conductivity behavior in the cross-linked ionomer matrixes as a function 
of cation size was unclear and this is supposed to be related to the different cross-linking density, 
and an inefficient ion exchange at high for the Cs cation. Furthermore, the presence of hydrophobic 
block in copolymer helps to maintain the ionomer insoluble in water and good mechanical strength 
and thus facilitates the ion exchange and film casting and thus obtain more reproducible results. The 
Tg of these alkali-based block copolymers as well as the conductivity are inversely proportional to 
the evolution cation size. By scaling the conductivity data with Tg+X (to minimize the effect of chain 
mobility) as a function of cation size, the conductivity decrease with increasing the size of cation. 
These results proved that the diffusion rate of cation is very dependent of its size. To better 
understand the conduction mechanism, the complexation by the PEO of cations need to be elucidated.  
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Perspectives  
The dynamic molecular simulations for the alkali/alkaline-earth based IL electrolytes, are still in 
progress. The results obtained from this calculation may help to consolidate the experimental results 
obtained in chapter 2. These works are provided by Dr. Patrick Judeinstein and his colleagues.  
The mechanical strength of the ionomers and block copolymers, which is an important property of 
polymer electrolytes was not measurable. Indeed, our materials contained a high fraction of PEO that 
absorbs very quickly humidity from the environment, and resulting in membranes that are difficult 
to mount in between the clamps of DMA. The DMA will be equipped with movable glove box that 
will allows to mount the membrane in dried atmosphere. 
To enhance the capacity of the Li-metal batteries using SIPEs as electrolyte, the porosity-free LFP 
cathode is required. The interface electrode/electrolyte can also be penetrated by hot pressing the 
assembled cathode/solid electrolyte.  
The presence of plasticizer affected the performances at high C-rates of the blend copolymer + PEG. 
The copolymers with the longer ionic block (higher than 10 kg/mol) are suggested for improving the 
conductivity, in order to assure a better percolation of the ionic domains. Moreover, the cathode 
consisted of the same ionic composition to the electrolyte is required to limit the migration of 
plasticizer from electrolyte to the electrode. 
The studies of alkali/alkaline-earth batteries using conducting polymer electrolytes are still in the 
initial state. Although the promising conductivity and thermal stability of our single-ion polymers, 
for further application need to be more investigated and improved. The usefulness of these materials 
as solid electrolytes in the battery requires an evolution of electrode materials.  
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Annex 
A. Synthesis part  
1. Synthesis process 
1.1. Reagents and solvents preparation 
In this thesis, most of solvents were used without any purification, except for the 1-methoxy-2-(2-
methoxyethoxy)ethane (DGME) and dimethylacetamide (DMAc). These anhydrous solvents were 
prepared by distillation over calcium hydride (CaH2) and stored on molecular sieves (3 Å) in a glove 
box before use. All of the reagents used for polymer synthesis were dried under vacuum at 80 °C for 
48 h and stored in a glove box.  
1.2. Synthesis of alkali/alkaline-earth based TFSI salts 
The M(TFSI)x salts with (M is the alkali/alkaline-earth metals) were synthesized via an acid-base 
reaction between hydroxide of metal M and acid bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (HTFSI) with a 
ration of 1:1.1 in aqueous solution, following the equation: 
M(OH)x + x HTFSI                        M(TFSI)x + x H2O 
At first, a 0.1 M alkali hydroxide solution in distilled water was prepared by adding 0.05 mol of 
alkaline hydroxide in 500 mL of water. Then acid HTFSI was added drop by drop in the beaker 
containing the base solution using a magnetic stirring. A pH of 5 was required for the final solution 
to avoid the excess of hydroxide. After freeze-drying, the white powder was recrystallized in a 
mixture of solvents. The solvents used for recrystallization processes are presented in Table 1. A 
high reaction yield, over 90 %, obtained for the sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium based 
TFSI salts. The two other alkali-TFSI salts i.e. LiTFSI and CsTFSI, purchased from Sigma Aldrich 
and Solvionic, were used directly without any purification. These salts were dried carefully under 
vacuum at 200 °C for 72 h, and were stored in the glove box prior to use. 
Table 1 The mixture of solvents used for recrystallization process. 
TFSI salts Solvents 
NaTFSI 1-2,dichloroethane, ethanol 
KTFSI 1-2,dichloroethane 
Ca(TFSI)2 1-2,dichloroethane, diethylether, ethyl acetate 
Mg(TFSI)2 1-2,dichloroethane, anisol 
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1.3. Synthesis of ionomers 
1.3.1. Synthesis process 
The monomers used in this work such as sodium-5-(3’,5’-difluorophenyl)-3-oxoperfluoropentan 
sulfonate - (p-SO3), sodium-N-(trifluoromethane)-5-(3’,5’-difluorophenyl)-3-oxoperfluoropentane 
sulfonylimide (p-TFSI) are provided by ERAS Labo. The ionomers (with and without the double-
bonds) was synthesized via the polycondensation reaction. All the materials and chemicals were 
dried carefully before use to eliminate the presence of water.  
For the linear Ip-SO3 and I-pTFSI ionomers, an amount of PEG was dissolved in 15 mL of DGME 
and 20 mL of toluene into a tri-neck round bottom flask, under Argon flux. The flask was heated at 
150 °C (temperature of the oil bath) to distill the azeotropic mixture (toluene –water) using a Dean-
Stark apparatus. After the whole volume of toluene was recovered, the flask was cooled down at 60 
°C, and the calculated amount of NaH was added directly in the reaction. Magnetic stirring was used 
to mix the reaction with a 500 round/minute rate. A changing color from colorless to dark-brown, 
after about 2 h of stirring indicated the formation of the alcoholate O--Na+ group at the end chain of 
PEG. In the next step, the flask was heated to 140 °C (temperature of oil bath) and the monomer p-
SO3 or p-TFSI dissolved in approximate 1 mL DGME was added. The reaction was followed by 
NMR spectroscopy every 2 h. The disappearance of the aromatic fluorines signal at -108 ppm, 
observed in the 19F-NMR spectrum in acetone-d6 as deuterated solvent, indicated a successful 
reaction.  
For the ionomers on which the double-bonds grafted on  the PEO chain e.g. Ixp-SO3-db and I1000 p-
TFSI-db, after the first step of ionomer’s backbone formation described above, the flask was cooled 
down to 70 °C, and a volume of 1,3-dichloro-2-methyl-propene was added by micro-pipette. The 
reaction was stirred over-night (about 12 h) at 70°C, and the final product was followed by the 1H-
NMR spectrum in acetone-d6 (the spectrum at the beginning and the end of reaction was discussed 
in chapter 3). 
The quantities of used chemicals were calculated following the Carother’s equation in chapter 3 and 
the amount of chemicals for ionomer syntheses are presented in Table 2.  In detail, since the amount 
of used PEG corresponds to 1 equivalent (eq.), the others reagents’ equivalent were calculated as 
NaH: ~ 3eq.; monomer sulfonate or sulfonylimide: (1-r)eq.; and 1,3-dichloro-2-methylpropene: r eq.  
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Table 2 Chemicals for synthesis of ionomers. 
Ionomer 
Mn theory 
g.mol-1 
Mw POE 
g.mol-1 
EO/M 
ratio 
POE 
(g) 
NaH 
(g) 
Monomer 
(g) 
Dichloropropene 
(µL) 
Ip-SO3 10 000 1000 23 4.0 0.3 1.54 
- 
I1000 p-SO3-db 
5000 
1000 23 4.0 0.3 1.35 114 
I600 p-SO3-db 600 14 4.0 0.5 2.45 
138 
I400 p-SO3-db 400 9 2.0 0.3 1.90 
86 
Ip-TFSI 10 000 1000 23 4.0 0.3 1.98 
- 
I1000 p-TFSI-db 5000 1000 23 4.0 0.3 1.65 
122 
1.3.2. Purification process 
At the end of the reaction, the flask was cooled down completely to room temperature (RT), and the 
ionomer was precipitated in a beaker containing 200 mL of n-pentane, using magnetic stirring. After 
solvent removal, the ionomer precipitated on the bottom of the beaker was rinsed several times with 
fresh solvent (n-pentane) to remove the excess of reaction’s solvents i.e.  DGME. To eliminate most 
of inorganic salt content such as NaF (or KF) formed during the reaction, the product dissolved in 
approximate 50 mL of acetonitrile, then centrifuged for 3 times x 5 minutes at 5000 rounds/min. The 
liquid phase after each time of centrifugation was extracted to repeat the step, and the insoluble part 
containing inorganic salt was removed.   
The ionomer was recovered by evaporation of solvent (rotavapor), then was dissolved in deionized 
water for the next step of purification. A dilute acetic acid solution (about 0.1 M) was used to 
neutralize the ionomer (pH ~ 7). The solution was filtrated under low pressure (~ 2 bar) using a 
plastic ultra-filtration cell, with the Millipore ultrafiltration membrane of 3 kDa to remove residual 
inorganic salts, and low molecular weight polymer (lower than 3000 g/mol). Distilled water passed 
through the cell during the filtration and magnetic stirring was used to mix the ionomer’s solution. 
Conductivity of the output water, at the end of the purification process, was close to the conductivity 
of the input water (~2 µS.cm-1). The neat ionomer obtained by freeze-drying at -117 °C under 
vacuum, and dried at 80 °C for 48 h. A high yield of purification obtains with about 80 % of weight 
of ionomer was recovered after the filtration.  
1.3.3. Ion exchange process 
After synthesis, ionomer contains the mixture of Na+ and K+ as ‘free’ cations, and needs to be 
exchanged to M+ form (with M is Li, Na, K, Cs, etc.). The ion-exchange resin i.e. Amberlite @ IR120 
H-form, purchased from Sigma Aldrich with the exchange capacity of 1.8 meq/mL by wet volume, 
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was used for ionomer’s ionic exchange process. The hydroxide of metal M was used to neutralize 
the amberlite H-form into M-form in aqueous solution.  
At first, an amount of amberlite H-form was exchanged into M-form by mixing with a MOH solution. 
The quantity of MOH needs to be 10 eq. higher than the exchange capacity of amberlite to be sure 
that all H+ ions were replaced by M+. After 2h of magnetic stirring, the amberlite was carefully poured 
into the chromatography column topped with cotton. A mixture of solvents contained acetonitrile: 
water (1:1) was used as the fresh solvent to neutralize the excess of hydroxide, and also for the ion 
exchange reaction. When the column was neutralized (pH of solvents passed through the column is 
~ 7), ionomer dissolved in fresh solvent was slowly added on the top of the column. The fresh solvent 
was added frequently while opening slightly the tap. As the solvents flowed down, the ionomer K+ 
or Na+ form exchange to M+ form. The process was repeated four more times to ensure a complete 
ion exchange. Before finish, the column was washed several times with fresh solvent to recuperate 
the whole amount of ionomer. The polymer M-form was then recovered by evaporating the solvent 
using rotavapor. Almost 100 % of ionomer’s quantity was obtained after the ion exchange process. 
The neat materials were dried carefully under vacuum at 80 °C for 48 h, and the ionic exchange 
reaction’s yield was checked by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS). 
1.3. Synthesis of copolymer 
1.3.1. Synthesis process 
a) Synthesis of FPES block 
The FPES block with desired molecular weight of 5000 g/mol was synthesized by mixing  dihydroxy 
diphenyl sulfone (DPS) (5.37 mmol, 1.35 g) and  K2CO3  (18 mmol, 2.5 g) in a three-neck flask, 
equipped with a mechanical stirring. About 20 mL of a mixture of solvents containing 
DMAc:cyclohexane (1:1) was added into the reaction at RT. The flask was heated to 100 °C, and the 
azeotropic mixture cyclohexane-water was distilled using a Dean-Stark apparatus. When the whole 
volume of cyclohexane (about 10 mL) was recovered, and the flask cooled down at 70 °C, then 
decafluorobiphenyl (DFB) (5.98 mmol, 2.0 g) dissolved in 3 mL of DMAc was added. After 2 h, a 
slightly yellowish viscous mixture obtained indicating the end of reaction. The NMR spectrum in 
chloroform-d3 was checked to confirm the structure of FPES block (NMR spectrum was presented 
in the chapter 3). The polymer was precipitated in an HCl 1 M solution, under magnetic stirring, and 
neutralized with distilled water (until pH of the solution ~ 7). The hydrophobic block was dried under 
vacuum at 80 °C for 24 h and stored in a glove box.  
b) Synthesis of Cox p-SO3 
The SO3-based copolymers were synthesized with a desired molecular weight of 10 kg/mol for the 
ionic function Ip-SO3 block, and 5 kg/mol for the hydrophobic FPES block. The required ratio of the 
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two blocks was calculated using the Carother’s equation. The quantity of reagents for copolymer’s 
synthesis are presented in Table 3. 
Table 3 Chemicals for synthesis of multi-block copolymers. 
Ionomer 
MW PEG 
g/mol 
EO/M 
ratio 
PEG 
g 
NaH 
g 
monomer 
p-SO3 (g) 
FPES 
g 
DGME: 
DMAc (mL) 
Co1000 p-SO3 1000 23 2.0 0.2 0.8 1.0 10 
Co400 p-SO3 400 9 2.0 0.6 4.2 1.2 15 
For the multi-block copolymer Coxp-SO3, in the first step, the PEG dissolved in the mixture of 
DGME: DMAc (3:7), and 20 mL of toluene were added in a tri-neck round bottom flask, equipped 
the magnetic stirring, under Argon flow. The mixture was boiled at 150 °C to distill the azeotropic 
mixture toluene – water using a Dean-Stark apparatus. When the whole volume of toluene was 
distilled, the flask cooled down at 60 °C, and NaH was added. A changing color from colorless to 
dark-brown, after about 2 h of stirring, indicated the formation of the O-Na+ groups at the polymer 
end chain. Next, the temperature was heated to 140 °C and the monomer p-SO3 dissolved in 1 mL of 
DGME was added. The disappearance of aromatic fluorines at -108 ppm was checked by 19F-NMR 
spectrum in acetone-d6. When the structure of the ionic block Ip-SO3 was defined, temperature of 
reaction was kept at 50 °C, and the FEPS block was added. The mixture was stirred overnight, and 
the copolymer structure was determined by 19F-NMR in DMSO- d6 corresponding to the 
disappearance of the fluorines of the end chain. 
 Purification 
The mixture of reaction was precipitated in approximate 500 mL distilled water, under magnetic 
stirring, to precipitate the polymer while eliminating the excess of inorganic salts formed during the 
reaction. After 12 h swelling in deionized water (water was changed after every 4 h), the copolymer 
was recuperated by filtration and washed several times with fresh deionized water. The final product 
was dried under vacuum at 80 °C for 48 h, and stored in a glove box. A yield of reaction about 55 % 
obtained after purify. 
1.3.2. Ion exchange process 
The ion exchange was carried out in aqueous solution. At first, 0.2 g of copolymer dissolved in 
approximately 3 mL of DMSO was casted in an evaporation PTFE Petri dish. Next, solvent was 
evaporated in an oven at 60 °C overnight. The thin copolymer films immerged in a solution of M(Cl)n 
1M (where M is Li, Na, K, Cs or Mg) during 48 h, under magnetic stirring. The fresh solution was 
changed every 12 h. Then, water was used to neutralize the copolymer for more than 48 h to extract 
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the residual excess of salts. The copolymer M-form obtained after drying under vacuum at 80 °C was 
casted again into membrane and stored in a glove box.    
2. Polymer film casting 
2.1. PEO/salt film 
The salt concentration in PEO determined by the ratio EO/Mn+ corresponding to the number of ether 
oxygen atoms per the number of Mn+ ions. The amount of polymer and salt were calculated according 
to the ratio EO/Mn+ following the relation below: 
EO
Mn+
=
nEO
nMn+
=
mPOE
MPOE
∗
Msalt
msalt
 
To obtain the polymer films, about 0.2 g of POE and the required amount of salt dissolved in 
approximately 5 mL of solvent. After about 3 h of stirring, the resulted homogenous mixture was 
degassed and poured in the PTFE evaporating bowl of 3.5 mm of diameter. Solvent was slowly 
evaporated in an oven at 40 °C during 24 h. The films were dried under vacuum for 72 h at 40 °C 
and stored in the glove box under an Argon flux to eliminate the excess of solvent. These polymer 
films with a range of thickness between 180 µm and 200 µm were used to characterize.  
2.2. Cross-linked ionomer film 
In a vial, about 0.2 g of ionomer and 8 mg (4 wt. %) of Irgacure® 2959 (1-[4-(2-Hydroxyethoxy)-
phenyl]-2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-propane-1-one) were dissolved in 5 mL acetonitrile. The solution 
was degassed under reduced vacuum to remove the air bubbles, and poured into the PTFE 
evaporating Petri dish (d = 3.5 mm). The solution was kept away from light to avoid any 
decomposition of photoinitiator. After solvent evaporation in an oven at 60 °C, the film was 
crosslinked under UV irradiation for 1 minute (2 times of 30 second), in an Argon-filled atmosphere. 
The cross-linked membranes were dried under vacuum at 80 °C for 48 h and stored in a glove box. 
These films with thickness ranging from 100 µm to 120 µm were used to further investigate. 
 Ionomer cross-linked films filled NCC 
The solution of nano crystals cellulose (NCC) dispersed in water was used to reinforce the cross-
linked film. An amount of 6 wt% of NCC was added to enhance the film’s mechanical properties. 
About 0.2 g of ionomer with 8 mg of irgacure and ~ 3 mL of a dispersed NCC 4 % in aqueous 
solution were mixed in approximately 5 mL of solvent. The similar cross-linked process for ionomer 
film was used, but acetonitrile was replaced by distilled water.  
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2.3. Dispersion of NCCs in water 
In a beaker, 4 g of NCC were solubilized in 100 mL of distilled water. The mixture was subjected to 
2 cycles of 10 min under a mechanical stirrer IKA® Ultra-Turrax, at 13 000 revolutions/minute. 
After, an ultrasonic treatment was performed by dipping a VCX130 ultrasound probe (Sonics & 
Materials, Inc.) directly in the solution. The pulse of 20 000 J was applied for 3 cycles with 10 
minutes/cycle until homogenous. The flask was placed in a cold bath to prevent heating of the 
dispersion. Concentration of 4 wt.% of the dispersed NCC in water was verified by evaporating a 
volume of solution in an oven and checking the mass of remained NCC. The NCC solution was kept 
in a refrigerator. 
2.4. Copolymer film 
The copolymer films were casted using DMSO as solvent. About 0.2 g of copolymer dissolved in 5 
mL of DMSO until homogeneous, then the solution was filtered using 1 µm Teflon syringe-filter. A 
reduced pressure was used to remove the air bubble. The copolymer solution was poured into a PTFE 
evaporation Petri dish (d = 3.5 mm) and solvent was evaporated at 60 °C in an oven. The films with 
the thickness ranging from 100 to 120 µm were dried under vacuum, at 80 °C for 48 h, and stored in 
a glove box. 
3. Ionic liquid/ salts preparation 
The 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, denoted as BMIm TFSI, 
purchased from @Solvionic was used without any additional purification. All of the organic MTFSI 
salts (with M is the alkali/alkaline-earth metals) such as LiTFSI, NaTFSI, KTFSI, CsTFSI, Ca(TFSI)2 
and Mg(TFSI)2 were dried under vacuum at 200 °C for 72 h before use. The blends IL/salt were 
prepared by mixing a unity of volume of BMIm TFSI with an aiming amount of TFSI salt in the 
glove box. The mixture was stirred at 80 °C until homogenous and cooled down to RT to verify the 
complete dissolution of salt. The amount of salts adding in IL was calculated following the relation: 
msalt =
𝑓 ∗ dIL ∗ VIL
MIL
∗ Msalt 
Where 𝑓 is the ratio of molar of Mn+ ion and IL, dIL is the density of used IL (1.43 g/mL at 20 °C), 
VIL is the volume of used IL (1.0 mL), MIL is the molecular weight of IL (419.36 g/mol), and Msalt 
corresponds to the molecular weight of the MTFSI salts. 
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B Characterization techniques 
1. Spectroscopy 
1.1. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
NMR spectroscopy experiments were performed using a Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer at 
400.15 MHz for 1H and 376.52 MHz for 19F spectroscopies. The spectra were treated with a TopSpin 
3.2 software and the chemical shift (𝛿) was presented by the unit of parts per million (ppm). The 
deuterated solvents used in this study were DMSO-d6 (𝛿𝐻 = 2.50 ppm), acetone-d6 (𝛿𝐻 = 2.04 ppm) 
and acetonitrile-d3 (𝛿𝐻 = 1.94 ppm). Multiplicities of the peaks were reported as: s = singlet, d = 
doublet, t = triplet, m = multiplet. 
 Sample preparation for NMR analysis.  
The chemicals dissolved in approximate 0.3 mL of deuterated solvent was added in a 5 mm of 
diameter tube for NMR. In some cases, an insert-tube (d = 4 mm) containing the reference solution 
was used to calibrate the quantities of product in the NMR tube. For each measure, 0.2 mL of sample 
was filled in the NMR tube and the small tube of reference was inserted. The reference is a solution 
of tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (Et4N+BF4) 0.5 M dissolved in DMSO-d6.   
 Pulsed-gradient spin-echo (PSGE-NMR) 
The self-diffusion coefficients were measured by PGSE-NMR using a Bruker Avance III HD 
spectrometer equipped with a diffusion probe of 5 mm and a temperature regulation unit (20 - 80°C). 
The frequencies are 400.13, 376.50, and 155.51 MHz for 1H, 19F and 7Li, respectively. For the 133Cs 
PFG-NMR, experiments were performed using a Bruker 300 spectrometer at the frequency of 39.351 
MHz. Stimulated echo sequence was used. The maximum magnitude of the pulsed field gradient was 
900 G.cm-1, the diffusion delay Δ was adjusted between 50 and 100 ms, and the gradient pulse length 
δ was set between 1ms and 5ms depending on the diffusion coefficient and the nature of the mobile 
species. For the liquid samples, some measurements were also performed with Δ = 200 ms as well 
to confirm that no convection artifacts occur. The self-diffusion coefficients were determined from 
the classical Stejskal-Tanner equation:1  
ln(I/I0) = -DG2γ2δ2(Δ-δ/3) 
where G is the magnitude of the two gradient pulses applied, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus 
under study and I and I0 are the integrated intensities of the signal obtained respectively with and 
without gradient pulses. Here, we used 16 equally spaced gradient steps for each PGSE-experiment. 
Data acquisition and treatment were performed with Bruker Topspin software. 
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 Sample preparation 
The ILs and polymers were filled into small diameter tube (d = 4 mm) in the glove box, then were 
sealed to prevent the humidity. The level of sample was ensured at about 1.5 cm along the tube. The 
tubes were covered with the plastic caps and closed by flame welding. The measurements were 
carried out from 20 °C to 80 °C.  
1.2. Size exclusion chromatography coupled multi-angle laser light scattering (SEC-MALLS) 
The SEC measurements were performed with the WATERS 515 HPLC, with a differential 
refractometer SOPARES RI2000 and a light scattering detector WYATTDAWN EOS at 690 nm. 
The data were treated with ASTRA 6 software. NaNO3 (0.1 M) in DMF (Alfa aesar-HPLC grade 
99.7%) was used as solvent at a flow rate of 1 mL.min-1 through a 10 AGILENT 2xPLgel-Mixed-D 
column. The molecular weight was determined by the signals of the light scattering detector and the 
refractometer assuming that all of the injected product passing through the column was analyzed by 
the MALLS detector and was also compared with the polystyrene equivalent.  
 Sample preparation  
An amount of polymer (~20 mg) dissolved in the appropriate solvent (~2 mL) for SEC analysis. 
Solution of 1 wt % of polymer in solvent was filtered with the PP Millipore filter of 0.45 µm before 
injecting into the machine. 
1.3. Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) 
The ion exchange efficiency was determined using a Perkin Elmer PinAAcle 900F AAS, and the 
data were treated with the Syngistix software. The lamps for absorption corresponding to different 
elements such as Li, Na, K, and Mg were used to detect the presence of these ions in the sample. 
Unfortunately, we couldn’t measure the concentration of Cs due to the lack of Cs lamp. However, 
all of the ionomers after reaction containing a mixture of Na+ and K+ as cations were then transformed 
to Cs+ through the ion-exchange process. The fact that the ionomer Cs-form contain tiny (or no 
measurable) quantities of Na+ and K+ can further affirm a successful ion-exchange process.  The 
solution containing a definite concentration, usually about 5 ppm of the interested ion, was injected 
into the machine. Each sample were tested 3 times with different lamps such as Na, K, and an element 
of interest, to ensure the reasonable results. The efficiency of ion exchange process was presented by 
the percentages of concentration of each element contained in 5 ppm of polymer. 
 Sample preparation 
The ionomers were dissolved in distilled water and the Mn+ concentration estimated from the mass 
molar of ionomer was approximately 5 ppm. For the copolymers, an amount of polymer was 
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degraded in acid nitric extra pure and filtered with a PTFE syringe-filter of 0.45 µm. Distilled water 
was used to dilute the acid from ~ 65 % to ~ 2 % before inject in the machine.  
1.4. Infrared spectroscopy (IR) 
FTIR analyses were carried out using an IR spectrometer Spectrum ONE (Perkin Elmer). The 
samples were analyzed in absorbance in wavenumber range between 4000 and 400 cm-1. The IR 
spectra were acquired with 16 accumulations and a resolution of 1 cm-1. The ionomers (non-
crosslinked and crosslinked) and ionic liquid were placed in a liquid cell with ZnSe window. All of 
the IR measurements were performed in N2 atmosphere. Before the treatment, the IR spectra were 
normalized respectively at 1450 and 654 cm-1 for ionomers and ionic liquids.  
1.5. Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
SEM analyses were performed with an Ultra 55 (Zeiss) microscope using a voltage of 3 kV, and a 
SE detector, the obtained image was post-treated and analyzed using ImageJ. In details, the NCC 
dispersion was analyzed with a binaryzation and a statistic analysis of particles. Then the diameter 
distribution of particles can be extracted and presented using Histogram from OrginPro. 
 Sample preparation 
The dispersion of nano crystalline celluloses into the cross-linked ionomer was observed on the 
fracture surface of membranes. To obtain a net fracture surface, samples were frozen in liquid 
nitrogen, then fractured and coated with carbon (thickness of coating layer was about 5 – 10 nm). 
The LFP electrodes were fixed to the SEM support with graphite tape and coated with a layer of 
carbon.  
2. Thermal and physical properties 
2.1. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
The thermogravimetric measurements were carried out using a TGA 1 STARe instrument of 
METTLER TOLEDO. Data were treated by a STARe software version 12.20. The measurements 
were performed under a N2 flux at 50 mL.min-1. The temperature increased from RT up to 800 °C 
with a heating rate of 10 °C per minute. The dry samples of average weight 10-15 mg were placed 
into the open crucibles of aluminum oxide for TGA.  
2.2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
The DSC were carried out using a DSC 1 STARe instrument of METTLER TOLEDO. The data were 
treated by STARe software version 12.20. The different analysis programs were applied for each 
type of sample with the heating/cooling rate of 10 °C/min, or 20 °C/min depending on the nature of 
sample. The rate of nitrogen flux around the DSC chamber was controlled at 150 mL.min-1 and 50 
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mL.min-1 inside the chamber. Liquid nitrogen was used to cool the samples. The phase transition 
behaviors were measured during the second heating cycle. The following programs were used to 
perform the DSC analysis: 
 
Fig. 1 DSC thermograms for two identical heating/cooling processes  
 Ionic liquid performed two identical heating/cooling cycles. The samples were cooled down to 
T1 = -150 °C following 3 minutes of isotherm, then heated up to T2 = 100 °C following also an 
isotherm of 5 minutes.  
 Polymer performed two identical heating/cooling cycles. The samples were cooled down to T1 = 
- 60 °C following 3 minutes of isotherm, then heated up to T2 = 100 °C following also an isotherm 
of 5 minutes.  
 Ionomers performed two heating/cooling cycles. The samples were cooled down to T1 = -100 °C 
following 3 minutes of isotherm, then heated to T2 = 150 °C following also an isotherm of 5 
minutes.  
 Copolymer performed two heating/cooling cycles. The program of ionomer was applied for the 
first cycle. In the second one, the sample was heated to T2 = 250 °C to reach the Tg of the 
hydrophobic block polymer. To observe the glass transition of the hydrophobic block for Co1000p-
SO3, a scan rate of 20 °C/minute was applied for both heating/cooling cycles.  
 Sample preparation.  
The dry samples of average weight 5-10 mg encapsulated in the aluminum crucibles for DSC, in a 
glove box. The samples were placed in the apparatus next to an empty reference capsules.   
2.3. Viscosity 
Viscosity measurements were carried out by using an AR-G2 Rheometer, with a geometry cone and 
plate of 40 mm diameter. The body of the rheometer is a rigid, single metal casting comprising a 
base and a column. The head contains a motor that form a rotating spindle of the column. The 
machine was covered by a glove bag in plastic, filled with dried air, to avoid the humidity. The 
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temperature was controlled by a peltier plate with a circulation of water, and could vary from -10 to 
90 °C. The data were treated by a TRIOS software. 
 Sample preparation.  
Approximately 0.6 mL of sample was placed between a horizontal plate and a sallow cone, which 
attached on the instrument rotating spindle. The angle between the surface of the cone and the plate 
was around 1-2 degrees. The viscosity of IL was measured every 5 °C from -10 to 90 °C. 
2.4. Density 
Density of the blends IL/salts were measured in an Argon-filled glove box. In a volumetric flask of 
1 mL, 1 ± 0.05 mL of IL taken by micropipette with a plastic tip, was filled. The level of liquid 
inside need to reach the etched ring of the flask. The whole flask contained IL was weight with a 
precision balances, readability of 0.001 g. The measure was repeated 5 times for each sample, in 
order to obtain the average density values at RT. 
2.5. Karl Fischer titration 
This technique was used to measure the amount of water in the sample. It was invented by the chemist 
Karl Fischer in 1935. The principle is based on an oxidation of sulfur dioxide in the presence of 
water:  
I2 + SO2 + 2H2O ⇌ 2HI + H2SO4 
 Sample preparation 
An amount approximately 0.3 mL of sample i.e. IL or anhydrous solvents were weighted, then injects 
in the Karl Fischer cell. The water content was given in µg of water per g of sample, denoted as ppm. 
For the reproducibility of measure, each sample was injected at least three times.  
3. Electrochemical properties 
3.1. Impedance spectroscopy 
In this thesis, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) was used to study the interfaces, i.e. 
electrode-electrolyte and the ionic conductivity of the electrolytes. A wide range of frequencies from 
1 MHz to 10 mHz was carried out using an impedance meter Hewlett Packard 4192A, for the ionic 
conductivity measurement, and a VMP3 potentiostat from Biologic for the observation of electrolyte-
electrode interface. The results were fitted by Zview software. 
 Sample preparation and EIS program 
For the ionic conductivity measurement of solid membrane electrolytes, the coin cells (Fig. 2), and 
Swagelok cells (Fig. 3) were prepared in a glove box. The membrane of 10 mm of diameter were 
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sandwiched between two stainless steel electrodes (d = 9 mm). The cells were submitted to two 
heating/cooling cycles, from 20 °C to 90 °C, with a scan rate of 5 °C/ hour. An EIS was measured 
every hour during the heating/cooling processes. For the PEO/salt membranes, a PTFE ring with a 
definite thickness was placed around the membranes to maintain the shape of the sample even above 
the melting point. 
The conductivity of ILs were carried out with the micro conductivity cells (Fig. 4). The sample were 
prepared in a glove box and PTFE tap was used to ensure an anhydrous environment. The 
temperature was performed from 90 to -10 °C. The cell constant (κ) determined by the value of the 
conductance for 0.1 M KCl (κ KCl = 12.85 mS.cm-1, at 25 °C) and its resistance, following the 
equation below: 
𝜎 =
𝑙
𝑅 ∗ 𝑆
=
𝜅
𝑅
 
Where    𝜎: Ionic conductivity (S.cm-1) 
l: distance between two electrodes (cm) 
R: electrolyte resistance (Ω) 
S: electrode surface (cm2) 
And  𝜅 =
𝑙
𝑅
 : constant of the cell 
 
Fig. 2 Coin cell structure for electrochemical measurements 
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Fig. 3 The picture of Swagelok cell, two 
stainless steel electrodes, and spring. 
 
Fig. 4 Cell 2-Pole Stainless steel Suit Micro-Samples for 
ionic conductivity measurement of ionic liquids 
3.2. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 
CV is a popular electrochemical technique, in which the oxidation and reduction processes of a 
system can be investigated. The current density was recorded during the applying of a potential sweep 
as a function of time. In this work, CV method was used to determine the electrochemical stability, 
the presence of the intermediates or impurities in oxidation-reduction reactions and the reversibility 
of a reaction. The trace in Fig. 5 describes an example of a cyclic voltammogram where the horizontal 
axis represents the applied potential (E), and the vertical axis records the response of the current 
density (i). The arrows indicate the direction of applied potential.2 The CV technique was carried out 
using a VMP3 potentiostat from Biologic. Data were treated using an EC-lab version 10.40 software. 
 
Fig. 5 An example of a cyclic voltammogram 
 Sample preparation and CV program 
The membrane was sandwiched between a stainless steel electrode and a lithium metal, in a coin cell. 
These cells were prepared in an anhydrous glove box and the performed temperature was controlled 
in an oven. An applied potential range starts from OCV up to 4.1 V vs Li+/Li in the anodic sweep 
and reverses to -0.1 V vs Li+/Li in the cathodic scan, at a scan rate of 0.1 mV.s−1.  
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3.3. Chronopotentiometry (CP) 
In this thesis, CP technique was used to study the plating/stripping processes of Li+ in a symmetric 
Li-metal cell. The method was carried out using a VMP3 potentiostat from Biologic. Data were 
treated with an EC-lab version 10.40 software. A constant current was applied across the symmetric 
cell while the potential was recorded as a function of time. The cell was prepared in a glove box 
following the same concept with the conductivity cell, but the two disks of lithium metal were used 
in place of stainless steel electrodes.  
 CP program 
An EIS was applied from 1 MHz to 10 mHz across the cell during 24 h, following a rest of 2 h 
between each scan. The cell stability was checked by obtaining identical Nyquist plots after 1 day 
operation at 80 °C. Then 10 pre-conditioning cycles at 10 µA.cm-2 were submitted to the cell. The 
current was imposed for 4 h in each direction, followed by 45 minutes of rest between each side. The 
strong and constant currents density increasing from 50, 100, 120, 150, up to 200 µA.cm-2 were 
further applied across the cell and the evolution of over-potential as a function of current were 
recorded. 
3.4. Chronoamperometry (CA) 
This method was used to measure the transference number of Li+ ions between the two Li-metal 
electrodes. In CA technique, a constant potential was applied across the cell and the current response 
was recorded versus time. The cell using for this test was a symmetric lithium metal coin cell. At 
first, an EIS was performed to obtain the initial resistance interface (Ri), then a 40 mV polarization 
(ΔV) was applied to the cell in order to reach the initial current (Ii) value. Next, the EIS was 
performed by applying a 40 mV perturbation from 1 MHz to 1 Hz in every 10 minutes, at open circuit 
conditions to observe the cell’s resistance until the polarized current reached constant. The resistance 
and current after polarization were noted as Rs and Is, respectively.   
3.5. Batteries cycling 
The batteries cycling was investigated using the Galvanostatic Cycling with Potential Limitation 
(GCPL) technique, with a VMP3 potentiostat from Biologic. The performance of batteries was 
presented as a function of their charge/discharge conditions. The galvanostatic rate expresses as C/h, 
which means the time that the charged species passed through the two electrodes. The galvanostatic 
rate can be calculated by the specific capacity of electrode material (mA.h.g-1) i.e. LiFePO4 (170 
mA.h.g-1). The cells were cycled at 80 °C at different current regimes from low to fast constant 
current charge/discharge between 2.5 and 3.8 V vs Li+/Li. The cell for this test was an asymmetric 
coin cell combined a solid electrolyte sandwiched between a cathode LiFePO4 and a disk of lithium 
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metal. The cells were performed at 80 °C in a controlled temperature oven under various power rates 
from low to high. 
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Abstract 
Safety issues related to chemical leakage, external heating, or explosion restrain the advancement of renewable 
storage devices based on classical liquid electrolytes. The urgent need for safer batteries requires new technologies 
such as the replacement of carbonate solvents by green ionic liquid-based electrolytes or the use of conducting 
polymer membranes. Moreover, facing a future shortage of raw materials such as lithium, trends are to promote 
the development of rechargeable batteries based on abundant elements i.e. alkali/alkaline-earth metals. A better 
understanding of cation conductive behavior in these electrolytes become the mainstream for developing high-
security lithium and post-lithium batteries. 
In this work, the first goal was to focus on the physical and ionic transport properties of several binary systems 
based on the solution of different alkali/alkaline-earth TFSI salts in a common ionic liquid BMIm TFSI. These 
ionic liquid electrolytes possess unique characteristics that are promising for electrolyte applications e.g. low vapor 
pressure, non-inflammable, high thermal stability, with sufficient ionic conductivity. These mixtures are studied 
with the multi-technique approach to reach thermodynamics (thermal properties), dynamics (viscosity, ionic 
conductivity self-diffusion coefficients) and structural (IR and Raman spectroscopy) description of these systems. 
The cationic transport behavior in these ionic liquid electrolytes is strongly influenced by the nature of the cation 
and its concentration. These viscosity dependent phenomena are related to the alkali/alkaline-earth coordination 
shell. 
Another goal of this work is the development of new single-ion conducting polymers based on PEO as solid 
electrolytes for safer lithium and post-lithium rechargeable batteries. These materials exhibit a cation transference 
number which nearly reaches unity for the cross-linked ionomers and multi-block copolymers. The cycling tests 
in symmetric lithium-metal cell affirmed the reversibility of electrolyte with stable lithium plating/stripping 
between two electrodes. High performances in lithium metal batteries using ‘home-made’ LiFePO4 cathodes 
demonstrate the potential of these materials as solid electrolytes. An ultimate aim showed the conductivity 
behavior of the alkali cations in the different polymer matrix. Thanks to the grafting anionic function distributed 
along the polymer chain, the effect of cation size on its mobility were clearly observed. 
 
Résumé 
Les problèmes de sécurité liés aux fuites de produits chimiques, au chauffage externe ou aux explosions sont un 
frein au développement de dispositifs de stockage renouvelables à base d’électrolytes liquides. La sécurité des 
batteries nécessite le développement de nouvelles technologies telles que les électrolytes à base de liquide ionique 
ou de membranes polymères conductrices. Simultanément, et face à l’épuisement des ressources en lithium, la 
tendance énergétique cherche à privilégier le développement de piles rechargeables à base d’éléments abondants, 
tels que les métaux alcalins / alcalino-terreux. Une meilleure compréhension du comportement conducteur 
cationique de ces électrolytes est nécessaire pour développer des batteries au lithium et post-lithium de haute 
sécurité. 
Le premier objectif de ce travail était axé sur les propriétés de transport dans des électrolytes liquides ioniques 
obtenus en dissolvant des sels alcalin/alcalino-terreux dans un liquide ionique, le BMIm TFSI. Ces mélanges 
possèdent des caractéristiques prometteuses telles qu'une faible tension de vapeur, une ininflammabilité, une 
stabilité thermique élevée et une bonne conductivité ionique. Ces électrolytes ont été étudiés par une approche 
multitechnique pour une description thermodynamique (propriétés thermiques), dynamique (viscosité, 
conductivité ionique, coefficients d'autodiffusion des différentes espèces) et structurale (spectroscopies IR et 
Raman). Ces travaux ont permis de montrer que le comportement du transport cationique dans ces électrolytes 
liquide-ionique est fortement influencé par la nature et la concentration des cations. Ces variations dépendent de 
la viscosité, qui sont reliés à la sphère de coordination des ions alcalins/alcalino-terreux dissous. 
Une autre partie de ce travail présente le développement de nouveaux ionomères à base de POE comme électrolytes 
solides pour des batteries rechargeables au lithium ou de génération post-lithium. Ces matériaux, ionomères 
réticulés et copolymères, présentent un nombre de transport ionique pratiquement égal à 1. L'excellent 
comportement en cyclage dans une batterie symétrique au lithium-métallique ont confirmé le bon comportement 
de l'électrolyte et une réversibilité parfaite de l'intercalation/désintercalation du lithium dans les deux 
électrodes. Les hautes performances des batteries au lithium métallique utilisant des cathodes LiFePO4, ont 
confirmé l'adéquation de ces matériaux pour une utilisation en tant qu'électrolytes solides. Un dernier objectif de 
ce travail a été l'étude du comportement de conductivité des cations alcalins dans différentes matrices de 
polymère. Grâce au greffage des fonctions anionique, une conductivité cationique unitaire a pu être atteinte, ce qui 
a permis de mesurer l'effet de la taille du cation sur sa mobilité. 
